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A MAGNIFICENT SET

OF ENTIRELY NEW FEATURES

EASY AND INEXPENSIVE TO BUILD- HIGHLY SELECTIVE AND VERY POWERFUL

READ ABOUT IT IN THIS ISSUE
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Dead and gone are the days of Magic.
In these days the basis of invention is scientifi~ research-definite
knowledge of every small detail, every element which ultimately constitutes the finished article.
It is on this basis of scientific research that the work o~ the Lewco;
Laboratories is carried on-hence this firm's world-wide reputat;on
!or " perfection in every dctaif."

~h

Radio Products

The Lewcos Dual Range Binocular Coil, illustrated above, is designed
to meet the demand for high elftciency astatic or field-less coils, having
wave-length ranges of 235')50 metres and 1000,'2000 metres, the
wave-length range being selected bv a simple push-pull switch which
protrudes through the receiver panel. Three types are manufactured,
as follows :

Aerial Coil without reaction (Reference D.B.A.).
H.F. Transformer for neutralised 3-electrode valve with
Reinartz reaction (Reference D.B.P.).
H.F. Transformer for screened-grid valve with magnetic
reaction (Reference D.B.G.). Price 17 '6 each.
;\ special switching mechanism can he supplied so that one or more
coils can be mounted on the baseboard of the receiver with switching
mechanism parallel, and operated by a single push-pull rod protruding through the panel. Price 2!6 (Reference S.M. 5).
A fully descriptive leaflet of this marvellously efficient Coil will be sen~
en Iequest. Please quote Reference No. R.55.

WRITE FOE
LE\\TOS FlUC:E
SIIEET
OF
BLt'E l'El::\TS
OF FOtE sn;.
(;ESTED Cll~C C!TS l'Tl L!SI::\G
LEWCOS
C 0 :.\I 1'0::\E::\TS.
I'lcasc lJUOfc H<f.

H.JO.

THE

LARGE STOCKS OF LEWCOS
RADIO COMPONENTS HELD AT
THE FOLLOWING BRANCHES ;

BELFAST:
..J8 Upper Church Lane.

BIRMINGHAM:

IJ-\LTU~ Hot'SE,

tion

9-J Corvor.l-

Street.

CARDIFF:
35 Charles Strec~.
DUBLIN:

~·~ I ppe1

~

O"Conne!l

'.:~e·.

GLASGOW:
7--t York Street.
LEEDS:
C;::.l;:nd

Chamber~, ~'ao:"n.:

ha!l Street.

llLEWC
COILS FOR
SUPERIORITY

LIVERPOOL:
2-l Precsons Row, South Cast!e
Street.

LOt-..:OON:
7 Playhouse
(Regd.)

Yard.

Coldcn

Lane, E.C.I.
MANCHESTER:
19a

Brazenosc

Sttcet.

NEWCASTLE:
27 Oxford Street.
NOTTINGHAM
18 George Street.

LONDON ELECTRIC \\'IRE COMPANY AND SMITHS LIMITED
Church Road, Leyton,
London, E.lO.
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·powER

PENTODE

The P.M.24A is a high power pentode designed for operation
on anode voltages up to 300 volts and will, therefore, give a
large undistorted A.C. output.
Owing to its high efficiency this valve is capable of operating
on very small signals and may, therefore, be used after the
detector valve in a receiver without any other L.F. stage.
The P.M.24A is the ideal output valve for A.C. Mains or
4-volt battery sets.

Max. Filament Voltage •
FUament Current
Max. Anode Voltage
•
Max. Auxiliary Grid Voltage
Mutual Conductance •

4.0
0.275
300
200

YOHs.
amp.
volts.
yells.

.':ldvt. The Multard Wireless Service Co., Ltd., :t.1Hllard House, Charing C1·oss Road, London, vV.C.2.
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in the magnificent
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special illustrated
articles accompanying them in the
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LIFELIKE
REPRODUCTION
Je~nanc/s porFocl

RADIO
"GOOD ENOUGH" is not " Good Enough " in the
Telsen laboratories'! Here, they realise that the public
are getting keen judges and critics of radio reproduction. Here, they select and adopt the principles that
will give trouble-free and faithful reception. Here,
they build their Components as well as it is possible to
build them, and only the finest materials and craftsmanship are employed
and yet their prices still
remain-one of their attractive features.

ASK YOUR DEALER TO
SHOW YOU THE COMPLETE RANGE OF TELSEN
COMPONENTS; EACH ONE
EMBODIES SOME EXCLUSIVE FEATURE THAT WILL
TEND TO INCREASE YOUR
ABILITY TO GET " LIFELIKE REPRODUCTION."

MPONENTS
TELSEN VALVE HOLDERS.
Low capacity, self-locating,
supplied with patent solder·
ing tags and hexagon terminal nuts.
Price 1/'"

TELSEN FIVE -PIN VALVE
HOLDER. Pro. Pat. Nv.
20286/30. Genuine Bakelite Mouldings fitted \vith
Nickel Silver shock-absorbing spring contacts.
Pricl.!

1!3 each.

Tehen "Radiograncl"

Transformer.
H c w
model, shrouded in Gcnultlt' Bakl'litc, w1th no:·w
'\Vindlugs and core, fitk•l

\nthParth terminal. Ma.d..:

in ratwR 3-=-1 at~d 5-l.
Price ~216 each.
Telsen "Ace" Trans-

former, the Ideal modt'l
!'or .'Ill l'orLalJle SPtS,
:wd wllrrC' :,;pace JS JimJtcd. Madl' lu ralios 3-l
ami 5~-1.
Price 8.'6
each.
Telsen 7-1 Super
Ratio "Radiograud"
Transformer. ~tVJll§!:

('llormons
amJJlif'icatton
with pvrfectrcproduclJull,
:-;hrotHkd
111
(Oemtine
]hkPI!tv. Wllh llC\\' Wl!ld-

it;g;';

and

('"l'f',

fit red wtth

{·art-h

tt'l'llllll:tl.

17 6

~ach.

Price

TELSEN H.F. CHOKES. Designed to cover the
whole

wave-band range

from 18

to 4,000

metres, extremely low selfMcapacity, shrouded
in Genuine BakclitC'. Inductance 15o,ooo
henries. Resistance 400 ohms. Price 2/6 each.,
FIXED
(MICA)
TELSEN
CONDENSERS. Shrouded in
Genuine Bakelite, made in
capacitiPs up to •oo2 mfrl.
Pro.
Pat. No. 20287/30.
·ooo3 supplied complete \Vith
Patent Grid Leak Clips to
facilitate series or parallel
connection. Can be mounted
upright or tlat.

500 volts.

Tested on

Price 1/· e:ach.

Advt. of Telsen Electric .Co .. - Ltd-., Birmingham.
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You~n

get

highest effective
amplifieatiott
with this new Valve
Greater effective amplification is definitely
ensured by the New Cossor Screened Grid
Valve. This is due to its minute inter-electrode
capacity which has been reduced to the order
of ·001 micro microfarads -lower than that
of any other Screened Grid Valve on the
market. Because of this and because grid
current has been eliminated the use of
this new Cossor Valve will considerably
increase the efficiency of your Receiver.

Cossor 215 S.G. 2 volls,
·15 amp. Impedance
300,000 Amplification
Factor 330.
Mutual
Conductance 1·1 m.a.fv.
Normal working Anode
Volts 120.
Positive
Voltage on
Sc~een 60-80
•
Pr1ce • • .

,
20

IV rite for ..fully descriptive .folder
No. L35 P.W. on" How to increase the range of your Recei!'er."

G.B E A T £ S T
A. C. Cossor, Ltd., HighlJury Grove, London, N.5

COSSOR
215 S.G.
BFPBC:TIVB

STAGE

GAIN
Q

644S
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HOW'S YOUR PRESSURE?
THE MIDGETS' DAY.
"GOOD-BYE ANJ>HANKS."
A NEW IRISH STATION.

RADIO NOTES & NEWS

SHORT WAVES AS
DOCTOR.
THE UPHILL ROAD.
"KEY 'i'O THE ETHER."
OTTAWA'S BIG BEN.

Remember the Fifth.
News from Lisbon.
copper roof, and sundry others.
Now
Signalman McCarthy, writing from LuckOT radio broadcasting, not even telel\I. (Harrogate) kindly informs me that
he has had a lPtter from a Portuguese now, India, tells me that t!lere. is an old
vision, or any wonder yet to be will,
gentleman in one of the hill stations of
apparently, interfere with that senseamateur, l\Ir. Abilio Nunes dos Santos,
less orgy of waste of money and material of C T I A A, who states that he transmits India who. though he has no recPiver, boasts
with which the frustration of the Gun- on ·Fridays, 22.00-23.15 G.l\l.T., on 43 that hP listens to the radio programmes from
England and Plsewhere via his gas-bracket !
powder Plot is annually celebrated. The metres, and on Sundays, \Vednesda:p;, and
\V'ell, I oft.pn usPd to hear the gas-jet
kids like it, of course, but then, as a general Satnrdays, 22.00-24.00 G ..M.T.,
320
"sing" in the days beforE' the !"as-mantle
mPtri's. ,J. M. S'lys that he has r('ceiverl the
rule, they do not foot the bill. The signifiwas in use!
43 metrE's transmission at strt>ngtl.1 lU)
eanee of the whole affair, historically considered, is now completely overAn Accumulator "Tip."
looked in favour of noise, stench,
ALL ABOARD THE SHAMROCK!
"REGULAR READER,'' who has
and the burning of Guido Faux in
been interestPd in our disd'tigy. Fn better to celebrate Tracussion about the use of disLdgar Dav with fireworks, if firetillPd watPr for "topping " accumu\Yo'i·ks we immt have !
The B.B.C.
lators, points out-and I think with
ban' not., I think, done an O.B. of
good reason-that an accumulator
a firework party. Marvellous !
should not have fresh acid added to
How's Your Pressure?
it while it is in a. discharged conLONDON seientist, :Mr ..J. H.
dition, for when a battery so treated
Thompson, is reported to have
is re-charged the specific gravity of
found out that human blood
the liquid will then be too high ;
pr0ssure is dPfinitely affected by
the new acid should be put in if a
music. He claims to have estabtest of the specific graYity-when
li~hed by experiment that the rethe battery is Ju!ly charged-shows
petition of one piPce of mu8ie or of
that to he mxwssary. I think that
the same type of music lowers the
is chemical!v sound advice, and I am
blood presour<>, and that a change
obliged to '' RC"gnlar Reader" for the
raisf•s it.
Further research may
suggc~tion.
t hrrPfore rPvcal tlw means l>y which
The Midget's Day.
the B.B.C. can improve the. health
HEAH that prices of radio sets
and "pirits of the nation, concocting
during the coming season in
its progrn mnws scientifically as a
America will show great reducdoctor does his medicines, and giving
tions, some of which result from the
itC"ms sneciallv benefieial for those
huge stocks wlrich WE're left on
whosP 1;rcssm'e is normally too high.
manufacturers' hands after last year's
A Beginner's Hymn of Praise.
tprrific financial slump. The most in.i\JcL. (Seaham Harbour), has
teresting feature amongst the new
• just startPd wireless, and had
designs is the " midget " type, whieh
the usual "beginner's luck "
is said to be becoming very popular.
-hP picked the" P.\V." "Economy"
The " midget " is generally shaped
Tlm.>e, and says that he gets a. suffilike a mantelshelf clock, and includes
cient Yarid.y of foreign programmes
loud speaker and power unit. An
to satisfy him at present. I was inaverage size is 18 inches high by 14
terested in his remark that his only
inches wide, and an average price is
This is Mayor Mortimer of New York. with the radio set he presented
trouble is caused by a foreigil
to Sir Thomas Lipton when the "Shamrock " went to American
£12, including four ,or five valves.
waters with an eye to acquiring ~· The Cup,')
stat.ion with a bird-call.
Has he
found Turin's dickybird so soon ?
" Good-Bye-and Thanks."
The ornithologist l If a. testimonial is of
on 0-Y -I. So there's anothPr bit of data
O it's good-bye now to .John Ansell, of
any interE'st 'to any of you who arc
for your notebooks, combPrs of the ether!
the B.B.C., who has resigned in order
wondering which set to make, here is Mr.
to take up theatrical work. As conl\IcL.'s: ~"When my local (5 N 0) closes
The Gas is Singing !
ductor of the WirPiess Orchestra at 2 L 0 he
down, it is only a matter of turning the
s you know, I . collect. instancE'S of has givPn satisfaction to most of his lisdial and choosing your programmes.''
(alleged) radio reception without
teners ; he was a " reliable," and never let
Soon I expect MoL. will be hearing Ljublreceivers. Up to now I have bagged a
us down. He appeared to me t() have just
jana's cuckoo l It's worth picking-up l
shovel, a radiator, a pot of boiling beans, a
(Continued on next pr11Je.)
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RADIO NOTES AND NEWS
(Cont:nued from predous page.)
that fine appreciation of what a popular
orchcstml concert should he which I should
like to see Pxcrcised by otlwrs at Savoy Hill.
l believe that l\fr. Ansell, like most of the
B.B.C. rcsi11ners, said that he had no differcll('C with the Corporation in regard to his
cletECrmination to leave its service. \Veil,
1-'0od-byc, sir, the bf'st of luck, and thank
you!

A New Irish Station.

M

ARCONlS announce that the Irish
Free State have ordered them to
supply a hroadca~ting transmitter,
to Le erected in a centml poFition in the
State. It will have an aerial mergy of ()0
l;ilowatts, and will therefore rank as one of
the most powerful broadcasting stations in
Europe. Autumn of next year should see
this giant at work. The same firm state that
during HJ30 they have either supplied or
H'ceived orders for broadcasting stations for
Beromunster, BuJe and Berne in Switzerland, f.lpanga (Sweden), Reykjavik (Iceland),
Tri<>ste (Italy), ·warsaw, Lwow and Wilno
rPoland), Brno (Czecho Slovakia), Yiipuri
:Finland), and Rome and Yaticnn City in

New Honour for Marconi.
ONGRATULATIONS to the lVIarchese
Marconi on his latest honour, his election to the Presidency of the Italian
Academy. I do not know whether he ever
feels embarrassed with the numerotis marks
of N;teem which have been showered upon
him, or whether he can recollect how many
he has received, but I am sure that this last
one must have given him especial pleasure
because it comes from his own country. In
spite of his mother having been an Irish
lady, ;\Iarconi has always been at heart an
Italian, and a jolly good one, too.

C

Latest Motoring Sensation.

R

ADIO on the private car has hitherto
generally be('n confined to reception
but now a more aggressiYe policy has
been conceived and an equipment, including
a driver's microphone and loud speaker, has
been devised for enabling the car to deliver
audible signals to "cops" and road-users.
Can't you imagine a man in a hurry and a
huge seven-seater shouting to a timid lady
in a " baby " gutter-hugger, or passing a
~}rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrriir>rrrrrrrrrrrrrrnrrrrrrrrrrrrrr!lrrnrrrrrt:=

SHORT WAVES.

ltaly.

INSTALMENT PLAN WIRELESS.
Radi-owe.-" Sunday Pictorial."

•

It Had To Come !

A

. . .
. . .

Sandy had installed a wireless set in his
house. and on the first Sunday he sat very
soberly and silently listening to a minister
preaching in a church. Suddenly he laid down
his headphones, leant back in his chair, and
burst into a lit of laughter.
" Oh, Sandy, Sandy ! " cried his wife.
" What's up wi' ye ? "

. . .

" Wheest, Maggie ! " he replied. "They're
takin' the collection ! " - " Tatler."

Short Waves as Doctor.

A

For Discriminating Constructors.

o

you build ? If so, do you make your
cabinet, and if so, do you paint and
grain 'em, French polish 'em, or inlay
'em with rare woods and ivory 1 \Vhatever
you do to beautify the outsi~le of the set's
jacket, pE>rhaps :}·ou may he fired with
resoh·e to try your hand at imitating the
latpst dodge of a well-known manufacturer
who paints the cabinets with celluloid; as
a matter of fact the celluloid is dissolved
and the solution is applied with an airbrush-no, I have not dropped an aitch !
This " finish " is said to be harder than varnished paint and dries in a day, but is more
expensi,·e.

D

*

AN INTERESTING NEWS ITEM.
We are given to understand that if a steam
roller ran over a new type of portable wireless
set, recently placed on the market, the owner
would not be very upset.

" Miss Minnie Powell, of the San Francisco's
Babys' Aid Society, has installed a wireless
set in the home, and many of the babies are
equipped with ear-phones, as the radio is
found to be very useful in producing sleep," :=
we read in the" Birmingham Daily Mail."
Sufferers from insomnia please note.

NOTHF~R

claim to a disco wry of importance emanates from two doctors of
the \Vest Pt·nnsylvania Hospital In>'titutc of Pathology, who are rPported to
have ~tated that bv the use of ~hort waves
they Jun-e succeeded in weakmlng slightly
1 he poiRon of the diphthNia bacilhm. Pity
the waves do not cure the eommon cold in
the head! Howt'ver, we mu~t be thankful
for weaker nmlignant bacilli of any kind, I
>"llppoRe. I give my vote to radio experimentns like these two doe~. rather than to
ilw~e who spedalise in killing mice, etc.1 houC'h cYen that, wholesale, would have a
cCilllitarr effect !

•

" My husband says he would much rather
listen to the wireless than listen to me," said c•
a woman in a London police-court.
He realises that every broadcasting station
closes down sooner or later.-" Humorist."

N a.nn.oun;:emen,~ of an im:en~!on for
(']wunatmg
atmosphenc8 ·
was
overdue, the last having been made
oyer 'ix months ago-and we always look
fur at least two per annum ! However,
hdtN late than never! It is reported that
,\ (knoesP, Signor Bruni, lws done the (so
far) impo.ssible, aml that the Italian Broad• asting Company i~ helping him to try out
the apparatus. All concerned will please
forgive my good-natured scepticism. If
1-iignor Bruni proves to be the inventor of
radio's '' long-fdt want" he will be called
Llesscd from Lherc to Elpium.

*

•

•

THE MASTS OF MOORSIDE EDGE.
On Sunday a party of youths, taking their
afternoon stroll, stopped to gaze up at the
clouds. Said one of them :
"By love ! I'd like to climb up there ; it
must be great to get a view like that, and if
I had a chance I'd go up."
" Go on ! " was the swift and crushing
rejoinder. "Tha'd be dizzy if tha climbed up
a brush handle."-" Leeds Mercury."
OC,"iiililil!l!lllllllllill!ill!lllil'l!l!lll:!ll!lllllllllllllli!llllllllllllllii'

few well-chosen remarks to a policemanat a safe distancP, for the thing can make
itself heard for about a hundred yards?

The Uphill Road.
HE way of the radio man is indeed hard
sometimes, C-'pecially if he is trying
to , dew lop a new thing, and this
is we~! illustr~tcd . by the trou;~le whi~h
orgamsers of radiO .exchanges
have m
their 1wgotiations with town councils. I
have repeatedly rrcorded the peculiar
decisicms and the still more peculiar reasons
for those decisions emanating from town
eounci!R, and I think that Dundee deserves
a line er two. Their Council is rrported to
have turned down an application for permission to install an exchange bemuse it is

T

not desirable to have wires crossing the ·
streets. I think that the L.C.C. ml"ht to
have its attention drawn to this""graYe
warning, for the City mnst be a perfcet
death-tmp!

Marine Radio de Luxe.

W

HAT is claimed to be the most, a(lvanccd radio equipment ever placed
aboard a merchant vessel was carried
by the American liner, "Morro Castle," on
her recent maidPn voyage to Havana.
The apparatus comprises a central receivinC!
station of the supcrhetrrodyne type and an
electric gramophone and from these music,
either radio or " potted " can be distributed
simultaneously to the public rooms of the
vessel. A large " library " of records is
carried. so that one way or another life on
board can be one glorious feast of melody.
Per-haps!

Cellaradio.
HE new B.B.C. studio, warehouse typf',
warranted rat-free, has created a lot.
of satisfaction amongst connoisseurs of
transmission, because it is so big and its
acoustic properties favour the "mike."
'fhcy say that our warehouse studio is the
largest in the world, and I exp<'ct that it
is unique also because the rats had to be
evicted before the paid pipers would go in.
It is rumoured that there is great competition amongst the double basses for a se:tt
in a certaii1 spot said to smell of old port !
Students of fungi and moulds should a,pply
for specimens to the chief cellarcr!

T

" Key to the Ether."
HIS booklet, given free with "P.\V."
for October 18th. has been the k::-v
also to our readers' affections, and kin;!
words have been the order of the month at
Tall is House. So many "bouquets" were
received here that the infection spread and
our Mr. Bird wafl actually overhead to
congratulate our Mr. Rogcrs on our l\Ir.
Rogers's ~mart appearance ! Mr Rogers
acknowledged the graceful tribute with a
bow and commented favourably on the
knee-hang of 1\Ir. Bird's nether coverings.
Isn't it all too nice ? \Veil, the '' kev," like
politeness, costs (you) nothing, am( I hope
none of you has missed it.

T

Our Conservative Navy.
FELL into conversation recentlv with
an electrician who, during tl~e war
served as a wireman-or Eo met hi ne:'
humble in the electrical line-in the Navy:
and he ~tmazed me by telling me that when
he had his first soldering job and app!il·d
for some flux he was given the old-fashionc<l
chunk of-what was it-sal-ammoniac ·:~
and some spirit of salts. \Vhen he expresNl'<l
surprise he was toltl that when in Rome he
must do as the Romans do. I won• !er
whether things have improved since l!Jl8!

I

Ottowa 's Big Ben.
MPRESSED bv the way in which
Big Ben bomns the time to listruers,
the Canadian National Railways is
arranging a similar stunt fDr its hurre
hook-up of Canadian Etations. The chime
ehosen is that of tlw dock in the Peace
Tower of the Parliament huildingfl at
Ottawa, and the 0 p.m. Sunday ('~·; ning
broadcasts from Ottawa will alw<'.' ~ eornmence with it in future.

I

ARIEL.
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if you would care to glance
PERHAPS
for a mom,i1t at your atlas or 1~ap of
the United States it might help you
to appreciate in a single moment more information concerning the almost isolated
position of Station K U 0 M than I could
describe in ten times that period.
The chain of the Rocky moun~ains
descends through the North-Western
American State of Montana, cutting it
almost into two equal divisions. Almost
in the centre of this chain of the Rookies is
the city of Missoula. It is a wild, apt-to-beisolated city, this Missoula. Perhaps that
is the reason why, after the preliminary
inception of radio in the United States,
Missoula decided to possess its own broadcasting station.
How It All Began.
At any rate, after two years' experimentation, the radio station of Missoula was
officially opened for regular broadcasting on
February 17th, 1!!25, and, with the single
exception of a change-over period to a
greater power during the summer of its
opening year, K U 0 M, Missoula's broadcasting station, has been functioning daily
e\·er since.
Station K U 0 M was conceived, developed, and put into regular operation by
the authorities of the State University of
Montana. It is still operated by its original

*~~~~~~~·····*
All about K U 0 M, a pioneer broadcaster of North-West America.
From a
SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT.

+

•
1

I

*~~~-----~~-~~*
ownerf!, its transmitting plant and Pqnipment being located on the campus of the
State University of Montanf1. in the citv of
Missoula.
·
·
•
K U 0 ~rs aerial pow<'r is of thr ordrr
of 500 watb. Jts aerial is of tJ.e simplrst
type comprising mere!y a double stretch of
wire slung ];etween two l 50 ft. wooden
masts. Yet FO efficient is the transmission
of this station that it~ broadcasts have been
hPard not only as far east in America as
Maine and Pennsylvania, hut alw as far
north as Ala;,;Jm." lts signals have also
been piekerl t:p in f;outh 'Mexico, but, so
fur as official records go, the station has
still to be ]ward in Ew t>pe.

All Over the State3.
Perhaps K U 0 l\I's sneers" in di4ancegetting is dnc to t}l(' natural c>kvation of its
situation in t\l(' Hockies. Despite the fact
that its aerial is to a gn'at. extPnt shielded
by the 1 isc of Mount CH<c'ntind to l,!lOO ft.
almof't imnwdiately b0hind it., reception on
the other 8ide of the Rockv Mountains is
said to l1e in no way dimir;i,hecL HPcPp-

tion, of course, of K U 0 M on the Pacific
coast, is commonly reported, the station
being situated on the slopes of the Rookies
facing "J>aC'ificwards."
Th'e transmitter at the Mis~oula station
i.' of no strictly orthodox type. Rather it
has been put together carefully and skilfully from components.
Originally, the
station's transmitter was designed and
en·cted by Dr. G. D. Shallenberger, of the
University Department of Physics, and
whilst the original apparatus has been
subjected to considerable modifications
and alterations during the course of time,
it remains, in broad outline, the same in
pattern.

A Home-Made Outfit.
If anything, the present 500-watt tranR·
mitter follows \Vestern-Electric design. It
is of a simple three-valve type, its tuning
coils comprising fiat copper strips which
permit of variable dip connections.
The entire transmitter is admirably self.
contained and boxed in. Adjoining it is
the main switchboard, a neat and cleanlooking piece of workmanship which, I
might add, is regarded locally as being
something rather in the nature of a real
work of art.
Anyhow, not only are the control meters
of the transmitter itself situated on this
(Continued on ne.1:t page.)

SPEECH AND MUSIC AMPLIFIED MILLIONS OF TIMES

Tho studio at K U 0 M and the main switchboard.

Between these two the

ener~y

representing the speeoh and music is amplified millions of times by valve magnifiers.
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~\vitehboard, but on the same board are to
le found the main power switches, aerial
l onhols and switches, whilst mounted on a
fmall desk in front of the switchboard are
the modulator and studio controls of the
installation.

For the Farmers.

The studio at K U 0 1\l is worthy, at
least, of a passing note. It is of the wallrlt·aped vnriety, the roof of this apartment
being covered with tightly-stretched fabric
which conserves the sound but yet serves
to impart some desirable semblance of echo
into the musical transmissions.
Programmes at the present time are sent
out from K U 0 M on a wave-length of
244 metres.

WOODEN MASTS

Daily (except on Sundays, on which days
a religious Service only is trammitted) a
programme is broadcast consisting of market
and weather reports, news summaries,
matter on commercial and agricultural
activities of the State of Montana and the
North- \Vestern States of America generally.
'This commercial broadcast begins at
6.30 p.m. (U.S. Mountain States' Time).
Latt>r on in the evening come musical items,
vocal and instrumcnta1, popular talks of a
ten-minute maximum duration (B.B.C. do
kindly note !), and other miscellaneous
items.
Whilst, of rour~c, Station K U 0 M is,
perhaps, chiefly valued by its surrounding
population on account of the agricultural
news which it affords, its entertainment and
cultural broadcasts are hardly less prized.
Station K U 0 M brought Radio to the
Rockie.~.
One of the pioneer stations of
North-\Vestern America, it has ever been
anxious to put forward recreational, educa.
tional and really interesting programmes.
Local opinion is unanimous on the fact that
the Missoula Station has lived up to its
aims.
Here, in England, of course, we cannot
judge, because Rtation K U 0 M is probably
entirely out of our rearh.

broadcast band he could hear onlv two or
three continental stations very" weakly,
apart from the local station.
The reaction control was perfectly
FnlOoth right up to the point of oscillaticm
all sorts of coils had been tried, the aerial
had been taken down and completdy
renewed, the batteries were tested.

The Substitution Test.
"Have you tried your set on a friend's
aerial and Parth system ? " he was asked.
Like a bombshell the realisation broke in
on him that he had been too engrossed in
trying to find some mysterious fault that
he had overlooked the obvious.
When you are up against a peculiar
trouble, always make the most obivon~
tests first. For instance, if you cannot trace
the cause of distortion and you are using
a unit, try the set on a friend's batteries.
Or again, if your S.G. stage does not seem
to have any pep in it, and there is no
apparent fault, try another valve in place
of the present S.G. valve.

HOME-CONSlRUCTED!

A Great Little Station.

Nevertheless, one cannot help but admire
that lonelv little rndio station in the heart
. of the Ro~kies which energetically and with
the greatest enthusiasm has, during the last.
five years, flung out from its hilly situation
broadcast news aml entertainment for the
benefit and interest of its mountain and
agricultural listeners.

*__ .........____*
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is surprising how easy it iR to overlook
l T the
most obvious tests for certain
troubles which rrop up in receivers. The

'Ihe aerial at K U 0 !VI >s ot the simplest kind,
and is fixed between two wooden masts, but its
radiation efficiency is excellent.

following illustration will serve to bring
home the point.
An Pntlmsiaot had a certain receiver, on
which he could get the local station quite
loudly. He could also obtain excellent
results on long waves, but on the medium

The K U 0 M apparatus was assembled from
components in the same sort ol way as a homeconstructor builds a set.

PUTTING
AN EDGE
ON' IT
oilstone of one Yariety or another is
AN really
an indispensable article in the
workroom of the busy constructor.
Natnmllv, for the heaviest me, an orthodox patteril of oilstone should he used, but
for the purpose of keeping an edge on
"hisels and other cutting tools-particularly
if they be small ones-the " oilstone "
depicted in the illustration will be found to
oerve a very useful purpose.
It is made simply enough. Merely glue
an old photographic negative (quarterplate size is the best) do·wu to a suitable
~C·ooden base. If the plate is heated before
the application of the hot glue the latter

liquid will not crack it., whilst
after glueing, of course, weights
should be placed on the plate
for twenty-four hours in order
to keep it firmly in contact with
the wooden baseboard.
For use, sprinkle a little glass
powder, or better still, emery
powder (about No. 0 grade) on
the surface of the glass, and
then work it up with a little oil.
Ccrewdrivers too !

A very effecti\-e "'oilstone"
-curfacc will then be provided
at a cost of next to nothing.
l ts regular use will keep all
mrietics of cutting edges in
,,ood order, and even screwdrivers may be given a few rubs
on the surface from time to
time in order to keep their
edges in condition,
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Coupling
· . hot·t-W
It is not often realised that badly-arranged or unsuitable inter-valve
coupling can completely mar short-wave reception. This important
aspect of set design is carefully considered in the following article.
By J. ENGLISH.
one of your friends werE' to a3k you to
I F :.;ii'P
yonr opinion of his short-waYc
reePiwr, you would naturally look for
such things as easy tuning, smooth react ion,
and genera,! sensitivity, features which arp
mainly to do with the tuning arrangemenh
and the detector valve.
How many of you, I wonder, wonhl
examine closely the coupling between
detector and first L.F. valn~s '! This is so
often taken for granted that it is not gcner·
ally realised that a badly arranged or unsuitable coupling here can completely upset the
·working of the receiver and cause its owner
much disappointment. Choose the right
coupl.ing, however, and you score heavily
in short-wa1•e reception,
Of the several types of L.F. coupling, the
transformer is undoubtedly the most widely
used in short-wave sets, while resistancf'·
capacity-coupled detectors, although somewhat out of vogue at present, rank second.
Dodging Threshold Howl.
l\Iost people use a transformer because
it is such an .easy coupling and one which
produces the most volume without bPing
too particular about the detector valve tlu1t
precedes it.
In spite of all its attractions, howevPr, the
transformer must often be held responsible
for that bugbear of short-wave receptionthreshold howl. You know it well; just
when you are getting reaction screwed up

HOW COUPLING AFFECTS
SHORT-WAVE STABILITY

t
'iiii'

+

F/G./B.
Whereas plain transformer coupling is likely to
provide threshold howl, resistance coupling is
almost immune lrom that fault.

to the most sensitive point, an L.F. howl
starts off.
All short-wave enthusiasts come across
this irritating condition at some period in
their career, and then feverishly try out
a loner list of recommended "cures." Vi'e
blam~ the transformer because it is the
inductive load of its primary in the detector's

anodP circuit that is th~ nnin ettU'ie of all
thP trouble.
Tlu·eshold howl may not bP the partiruLu
vi('c of your ~ltort-wan·r, but you \\·ill luwc
noticed that your transformn-roupkd
dC't(•ctor rcr1uirco; mtrsing with potcntiomet~r-rnn( rolled £rid hiao; and rardnl
Il.T. adjustment if you want that ;;moothnPss of rPrwtion control without whirh the
rletedor-L.F. t~·pr· of :-lwrt-W>1YC sl'l i.;
more or less a failure.
In spite of the relat in·ly smaller amplificatiou giYcn by n.C'. coupling one cannot
~lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllilllll!lillll'.=:
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It is possible so to design a
coupling system that one retains
all the virtues of resistance and
transformer coupling without any
of their vices.

~
_
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help apprceiating that it has it.'l attractiom
for Rhort-w;n~e work.
Some amateur3 prefer to usP two R .C.·
coupled stages just for the sake of a ctuiet
background :1nd freedom from threshold
howl~ SomPtimes it is a lit tic difficult for
you to get full and smooth reaction from an
R.C.-coupled detector. but old hands know
how to gpt over this difficulty and to make
control quite smooth.
However, to get the best results mranR
earpfpl choice of coupling components and
of Yalves which is, perhaps, one reason why
R.C. coupling does not appeal to everybody.
Now I haYe purposely dwelt upon the
rPspective merits and disadvantages of
transformer and H.C. couplings because this
naturally !cads you to visualise an ideal
mt>thod which combines all their Yirtues
with none of their vices.
The Shunt-Fed System.
'rhis " dream " coupling can be matPrialised in quite a satisfactory form if we
use a scheme which has reeentlv come to
the fore, namely shunt-fed transformer
coupling. The general schPme is shown in
Fig. 2, and if you compare this dia.gram with
those of Figs. lA and lB you will sec how
much it owes to transformer and R.C.
coupling while being different in the way
it works from both of them
Here anode current is fed to the detector
through R which also diverts the speech
frequencies through the easier path of C and
transformer primary. Since the latter no
longer carries the steady detector anode
current this scheme is very suitable for
small-type transformers which cannot
tolerate much D.C. through their primaries.

In :1rldition, if a variable resistance j,,
used for R, you have a ft;rther control of
reaction which increases a'l R is decreased.
and Yice Yersa.
.
This IH'O\~icJc~ wider control than is
possible with the usual variable condcnset·
1rhic-h can hNe be used mainlv for fine
adju:.;tnwnts of reaction. br'ill::! feft set at
about half maximum c-apacity.~
Now for some pmrtical details. If yoll
use a modern transformer with a hiu:h·
indnctancp primary, the condenser c can
!tan; a Yalue from ·5 to l mfd. when the
detector valve has an impedance bctwe:en
13,000 and 20,000 olnm.
ValuEs to Use.
The majority of amateur.'\ now use for a
fhort-wave detector a valve with an impedance rated at. round Hbout 20,000 ohms ;
the working impedance with grid-condpnscr
rectifiC'ation ic!, of course, wmcwhat less
than the mannfHcturers' rating. A suitable
value of R is then W,OOO to 80,000 ohms.
and for a Yariable component 0 to 100,000
ohms.
From practical experience of this coupling
I find that the fuller c-ontrol which the
variable resistance gii'CS, apart from the
other advantages of the scheme, is an ample
c-ompensation for the additional cost of thi~
component.
.
As n·gards reaction circuit connectiom,
the sPrics arrangement shown in Fig. 2 i.s

THE BEST METHOD

~his

method of shunt-fed transformer coupling is quite
satisfactory, ani! is recommended by the author.

generally the more satisfactory, and provided the maximum capacity of c2 does not
exceed ·0001 mfd. there is no risk of high·
note-loss.
Notice that the detect.or can have a
common H.T.+l terminal with the L.F.
valve, the best operating voltages ranging
between 60 and 90 volts according to the
type of valve used in the detector stage.
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1,HE FUTURE OF TELEVISION.

pro"~

The subject of television broadcasts is still under review by the B.B.C.
Moanwhile ...........,, .....,........_is m ...
ol - - - ·
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ISCUSSIONS at Savoy Hill still continue around the question of Television. Shall further facilities be
~ranted 1
Shall the present ones be restricted or stopped 1 No definite decision
~cons to have been arrived at-at least,
as wc go to press with this issue of " P.W."
the matter is still more or less in the
melting-pot.
Arguments have been put forward for
and against the idea of the B.B.C. linkini(
itsPlf up with Television interests-and
both the "pros" and the "cons" have waxed
doqu<>nce. EvPn Sir Ambrose Fleming, the
distinguished physicist and radio engineer,
ha~ put his views into print.

Cutting Into Programme Time.
The other day Sir Ambrose wrote in the
" Daily l\lail " :
.. At the present time the B.B.C. is
granting half an hour, from ll a.m. to 11.30
a.m., for a television broadcast, and
al'o often half an hour after midnight.
"But these times are impossible
for busy people. The pick of the
day is about 4 to 6 p.m. and 8 to
lO p.m. " 7 e can sit down now
after dinner, even at 200 miles from
London, and attend a Queen's Ha 11
Concert in London, conductetl by
Sir Henry Wood. \Ye want to b0
able to do the same thing for television and take a 'look-in' at some
interesting picture transmissions of
1·eal objects and teai events, not
merely made-up televisions plays."
HoweYer, Sir Ambrose admits
that it is hardly reasonable to expect the B.B.C., whose principal
work is, and must be, the broadeasting of music and speech, to
cut into its best times with television transmissions.
And Sir Ambrosc adds :
" It will be a long time yet.
bdorc we can hope to see as well
a.s hear the performers in the B.B.C.
studios, or public events fmch as
the 'Varsity boat-race or Cup-Final
football match.
But the time iR
ripe and the means available for
the television of film pictures of
m~tual objects.

l
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According to Rir Ambrose, whatever
television system is ultimately succeRsful,
the details of the requirements nece~sary
for successful television are clearlv understood, and it is only a question vof time,
talent, and expPnse to bring about the
desired result and give us in the futuro
telcviRion in the home as efficient and
attractive as is now the radio transmission
of music and speech.

"Time, Talent and Expense."
If that be the case, then the Hendon
station should prove even more valuable
than the facilities offered by the B.B.C.,
for at Hendon those concerned on the
development of television can have, within
the limits of the G.P.O. licence, a free
hand.
After all, although, as Sir Ambrosc
ingenuously admits, it is only a question
of " time. talent anrl expense " to bring

~llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!llllllll!llllllllllllllllllllllllil~~
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MARCONI ON TELEVISION.
" Television is still In the
experimental stage, but in the
next decade I think you will
find that it will be installed in
as many homes as now have
wireless sets.
Television and
wireless will bring the world
to the cottage parlour. Wireless
has speeded up life; it will speed
it up still more when we are
complete masters of the ether.
This is not yet the case, but In
ten years we shall be approaching
complete control."
(The above opinion of television
was given by Marchese Marconi
in an interview which was recently
published in " The Sunday Express.")

*'
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THOSE B.B.C.
. "BIRTHDAYS"

+

i

*--.~·····~~~--*
Friday, November 14th, is the
eighth anniversary of the beginning
of the B.B.C. Everybody likes to
celebrate his birthday in some wav
TELEVISION
or other and hitherto the B.B.C. has
AT A
been no exception to this excellent
rule.
BERLIN
Vsually the celebration has taken
the form of a eoncert hy m em hers
THEATRE
of the staff-enjoyable informal
affairs whieh listeners alwavs said
were very pleasant because they departed f!'Om the general rut and
provided opportunities of hearinQ'
people whoRe job does not oft!'n
bring them in front of the
microphone.
There were sketches,
songs
8nrl gags, many of them quite
clever and lively tunes, espPcially
those written by Mr. Roger
l·:ckersley, the Director of Proco:rnmmes, which wPrc Pasily good
enough to give him a place with
i'''ople \\ho arc entitled to be callerl
writers of songs.
o Informal!
Listeners liked those birthday
programmcs and will be genuinely
:;nrry that tbc edict has now gone
forth to stop them. The time
has come when Savov Hill thinks
the Corporation tO' be so well
Facilities at Hendon.
established that its own birthday is
" This, however, implies and reuot a thing to foist upon thte
quires separate television studios
public.
The transmitting section of a Baird television outfit that recently
with their own transmitters and
There may be ~ome ju~tifi
figured in a series of interesting demonstrations at the Scala Theatre,
assigned wave-lengths. This must
Berlin.
eation in adopting this attitude,
eome if television is ever to have
but after all the B.B.C., like
its proper Illace in the entertainment field.
about the desired results, it is better that
the rest of us, has only one birthA beginning of it is now in progress from a television should have its own home in day per year, and while the staff may
station at Hendon, which will transmit on which to work out its destiny.
he their severest critics in judging tlH'
a 50-metre wave-length."
The time. factor alone may mean onrJ standard of their own annual show, manv
This Hendon station seems to solve the
year or a hundred; the talent we can take
people wonlcl no doubt prefer to hear th:_,
B.B.C.'s problem.
The G.P.O., having for granted-and no doubt the qtustiott
irresponsibilities of programme builder.,
granted the Hendon station tdcvision
of expcmsc can be satisfactorily dealt with
t lmn the concert by the National Orchestm
broadcasting facilities, relieves the B.B.C.
So that's the position to-day. Long Acre
of \Vales, the chamber music and the poetry
of the responsibility of further assistance and Hendon-one, the incubator of telereading which is down for the evening of
-assistance which, by the way, it ha~ vision-the other . . . well, there again,
a.h·ead_y given very generously.
only time will show.
November 14th.
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you ever tried to run a pair of
H AVE
leads into another room so that
wmeone could listen there with headphones while the receiver was working th~
loud speaker as usual ? If you have, you
will have discovered that there is a catch
in it.
The difficulty is the very obvious one of
volume. Signals which are strong enough
to work a loud speaker comfortably are
pretty sure to be quite unbearable in headphones, and at first glance it appearR
difficult to find a way out.
r If you yourself have never had occasion
to try to do something like this you might
be inclined to say, "Well, what about it?
Who wants to do stunts like that, anyway ? " It is just a matter of whether you

SAVING THE SPEAKER

The L.F. choke takes the brunt of the H.T.
current, and thus protects the loud speaker.

have ever encountered the particular circumstances that cause you to want to do
this kind of thing. If you have, you will
know that it is a natural enough pro·
ceeding.

How It Happens.
How it usually happpns is something like
this. Some member of the household iH ill in
bed and drops the hint to the effect that it
would help to pass the time if only he or
she could hear the wireless. You then
proceed to buy the necessary number of
yards of twin flex, and run it from your set
up the stairs and into the sick room, at
which point you generally realise that you
are going to be up against it.
In all probability you only have just the
one loud speaker, and so it naturally occurs
to you to make use of the odd pair of'phoncs
which most people have. 'rhis is where the
volume question comes in, and in all probability you will see it coming.
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A remarkable device which combines the advantages of a loud-speaker output filter and 'phone
tags with volume control.
By G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc,
You have the choice either of giving the
construction of the little unit vou will find
sick person the headphoneB aml keeping the
quite clear in the photograph aild diagram~.
loud speaker where it is, or of bringing the so let us devote the rest of our space to
loud speaker upstairs and using the head- telling you how to connect it up and use it,.
phones near the set, but whichever you do
Along the terminal strip at the back you
some adjustment of strength must evidently will observe that there arc three terminals,
be made before the scheme will work
a pair of marked input plus and minus, and
satisfactorily.
one marked L.T.-. The input terminals, of
course, arc to be connected to the output
Another Possibility.
terminals on your set, carefully noting
It sometimes happPns, too, that you wish which is positive and negative. (The positive
to use both 'phones and loud speaker in the
input terminal on the unit should go to the
same room, for example, when one of the
output terminal on your set which is wired
listenprs is rather deaf. Deaf people oftPn
to H.T.-1-).
find that they can hear very much better
with 'phones whl'n a fair volume is available Extremely Simple, Isn't It ?
tlmn from the speaker.
A lead should also go from the terminal
To enable vou to carry out all these
marked L.'l'.- on the unit to the cor'responschemes with the greatest 'of ease we have ding point upon the set, or to H.T.- or
designed the speci~l control unit, which vou
earth. Along the front of the unit you will
see illustrated on this page. n is, in the first
find there arc two pairs of termina'ls. The
place, an output filter unit, which, of course,
ones marked L.S. are quite obvious in their
you always require whm working with
application. The other two are for the
cxtengion lines and also when usin"'0 'phones 'phones, or the extension lead which goe3 to
with a fair siz!.'d set.
a different room where the 'phones are to be
Combined with this is a very simple used.
volume control scheme for the adjustment
(Continued on ne:r! zxtge.)
of strPngth in the headphones, which you will
COLLARING THOSE CONTINENTALS
discover solns all problems at one stroke.
A glance at the little
eircuit dia!!ram will show
you how it ~vorks. You will
sec that it is in the main
a perfectly ordinary output
filter unit, with the addition
of a 'phone circuit shunted
across the loud - speaker
terminals with the volume
control in series with the
'phone terminals.
Tlu
volume control, bv the
way. is just a variable resistance of suitable value,
and it is so connected up
that it gin·s you a complete control of stre)Jgth
in the headphones, at the
same time preventing the
'phones from affecting the
working
of
the loud
speaker in any way which
you can discover.
\' 0'-1 can fit on 'phones when you want to search !or those very distant
The general details of the
stations, adjusting the volume to the most c~m!ortable degr6<!. ·
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QUALITY COMPARISONS.
By G. V. DOWDING, Associite I.E.E.

I
t

Have you ever listened to a broadcast item over the radio the same evening
•hat you've heard the original performers? Our Technical E!\itor has +
on several occasions, and he gives you his impressions regarding these +
interesting experiences.
:
................................. +- . . . . . . . . . . ............_................................ .

amateurs should attempt to hear
RADIO
as many broadcasters in the flesh
as they possibly can. Only by doing
this is it possible to keep unbiassed one's
judgment of the results given by one's
own set.
You see, the ear is rather too accommodating at times. You can get so used to a
form of distortion, or to an interference
such. as mains hum, that, eventually, you do
not notice it at all.
"Squeaky and Raspy."
This fact sometimes leads to amusing
situations. You get one Etmateur declaring
that some friend's set is a horrible affair,
a,nd that it is" tinny,"~' squeaky,"~~ raspy,"
rtnd altogether horribly "high-pit~hed."
The friend listens to his critie's outfit and
says that he considers it "boomy,"
·'(!rummy." and completely minus high
notes.
Then someone else eomc.q along, hears
both rceeiwrs working, and states it as
his opinion that both are pretty rottenthey ought to hear his latest hyper-superst>nso-dYnc, ete., etc-.
I PXJlect all three would get rather a
shock if they could hear, say, ,Jack Payne
and his Boys in a roncert hall, and then
immediately be switched back to their
hom"R to listen to the same band after its
music had been subjected to the usual

I
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t THE "PHONE-CONTROL"

t•

UNIT.

(Continued from previo118 page.)

*--~~--······----*
Now about adjusting the volume. Suppose that you intend to use a loud speaker
in the distant room and have the 'phones
~llillliilllilllllllllll!lllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll[g
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THE PARTS REQUIRED.
1 baseboard, 6 in. x 5 in.
2 terminal strips each.6 in. x 2 in.
7 terminals .(lgranic, or Belling & Lee,
Eelex, etc.).
1 Output filter choke (Lissen, or R.l.,
Ferranti, Varley, Wearite, Atlas,
Magnum, Bulgin, etc.).
1 2-mfd. condenser (T .C.C., or Dubilier,
Lissen, Mullard, Ferranti, Hydra,
Igranic, etc.).
1 Variable resistance, any type with a
low minimum value and a maximum
of 100,000 ohms or higher (Atlas
Rheograd, Universal model, or Rotor- ohm, etc.).
Various screws, wire, etc.
-

=
=
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connected straight to the unit. In this case
your extension lead will go to the loudspeaker terminals on the unit, and the loud

one hundred and Dne radio processes
ending up with a good old " mangling "
through a not-too-good receiving equipment.
I have heard the Wireless Orchestra in the
studio and at home on my set within the
same hour; I have c.'mversed with Sir
Oliver Lodge within a short period of
hearing him via a portable set in a friend's
house ; the original voice of Captain
Eckersley has still \wen ringing through my
heo.d when he has been announced on the
radio while I have been listening on a crystal
set ; I lmve watched a dance band at work
in MancheP,ter cne evening and heard it
via the radio in Lond::m the next evening ;
1 have listenrd to Tom .Tones and his Grand
Hotel Orchestra in the hotel itself and then
listened to the same thing on a portable, in
Eastbourne, after the music had travelled
up to London by landline and b:wk again to
Eastbourne by radio.
"It Made Me Start."
I have heard an artiste's real voice and
his loud-speaker rendering at one and the
same time-a very interesting exp!"rience
that!
All of you have the chance some tim')
or another to make similar comparisons.
even if you have to wait a little before yon
can complete the "couplet.s."
Radio
stars often appear at music-halls, local
fpeaker will be connected to
their further ends.
So far so good. Now switch
on the set, satisfy yourself
that the signals are coming
through to the loud speaker
all right, and then connect
your 'phones to the 'p.hone
terminals on the unit.

c-inema organs and bands are sometimes
broadcast, broadcast lecturers sometimes
appear in the flesh at local societies, nnd so
on.
Of course, the closer you can make your
couplets-the original and the radio-the
better, for the ear, as I have already
indicated, is a terrible deceiver.
On this particular occasion I do not intend
to say mnch about my own experienccs·there is hardly room in this half-page or sobut I will say that I consider that we are
now able to get very near reality with our
radio.
I find that speakers are sometimes disconcertingly real over the radio. One dny,
whcn,Sir Oliver gave one of his chn.ractcristic little coughs hdore commf"nc•ing his
broadcast talk, the uncanny naturalness of
it made me start in my chair.
But you do want good gear most carefully
operated to ,t<et orchestral music through
with anything like fidelity.
2111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.!::

~NEXT WEEK
THE "DUAL COIL" ONE.
A Magnific~:nl Little "DX" Set.

fillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllll~

Baffiing the B.B.C.
One of the hardest itPill9 of ::tll to handle
is the piano solo. The B.B.C. have found
that at their end. It is not generally reali~ed
that the piano covers a range of fn'qneneies
extending from approximately 2ti to 4,000
cycles, and that is without the harmonics.
There is no receiving outfit yet designed
that can properly cop~ with snch a range,
and the average set is f::tr from being able
to do so. However, enormous progress has
been made during the past few years, and
if this progress continues at a similar rate
the average receiver will soon be able to
give wonderfully realistic results.

YOU

CAN~

GO WRONG

Adjusting Strength.
Now just turn the knoo of
the volume con tro I resistance
until you are getting suitable
strength for 'phones and the
job is done. If you are providing for the convenience of
a deaf person, it is as well b
let them manipulate the
volume control resistance for
themeelves.
We think you will see for
yourself how to make the
necessary volume adjustments when other schemes
are in use.
glllllllllllllll11111111111illlllllllllllllllllll~

~COMING SHORTLY~
~

~

"Famous Radio ~
Stars at Home." ~

~111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111~

=
--

The circuit connections are very simple and straightfcrward.
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NEW~

WANTE
BYCARDEN_

SHIELS
Is it not time some alteration in the design of our valves
was made in order to allow radio receivers to be considerably reduced in price? Cheaper radio should then be
obtained over here as in other countries, and our contributor points out how it could be done.
reader will
WHAT-the
valves? No, thanks! \Ve've got
too many already. Think of all
say-more

the screened-grid, pentode, indirectlyheated, power, super-power. and what not,
and then have a heart and pity the chap
who has to pick out exactly the right one
for a given job of work !
But the suggestion is that the time
has come to introduce an entirely fresh
strain into the valve familv. Something
altogether different from th0 types with
which we are so familiar. I don't mean
anything so fantastic as the" cold-emitter"
or the "photo-elt'etric" valve, though
perhaps even these are not so impossibh'
as may appear. No, there are othE'r novelties
in valves which are actually on the markC>t
in other countries, though we never-or
very seldom-see them O\~er here.
A Peculiar Type.
For instance, the " sensation " of the
recent Berlin Exhibition wa~ tlw new
Arcotron tube---otherwise known as t!w
Bar valve, so called because of its unusual
shape-which is being introduced and
manufactured in Germany by the famous
Telefunken Company.
Here is the real fhwonr of novcltv-a
distinct departure from standard practice.
It is different not only in appearance and
size, but also in operation. Last but not
least it has been specially drsigned for maso
production, so that it can be sold at a
comparatively low price.
It is heated direet.lv from the mains,
and although the cathode ca.rries 0·2 amp.
of raw A.C. current there is no hum,
partly because of the low terminal voltage
(1 volt) a.nd partly because of the unusual
arrangrment of the electrodes. The "grid "
is not mounted inside the glass bulb as
usual, but is in the form of a metal film or
coating deposited in the outer surface of
the glass.
Makes Cheap Sets Possible.
The " Arcotron" is used either for
detection or low-frequency amplification.
In the former case the valve is gas-filled,
and detection takes place as a " leakage "
effect between charges set upon the inner
surface 0f the bulb and the signal voltage
on the outside grid. No grid leak or condenser is necessary. \Vhen used for L.F.
amplification the tube is highly exhausted,
and the different • stages are resistance-

coupled, i.e., the pl11te of 0ne Yalvc is
directly connected to the grid of the next.
All this makes for cheapness. In fact,
the outstanding aim of the designers is
economy, both in the construction of the
valve and in the cost of the circuit components necessary to make thE' complete set.
In addition thev have achieved neatness
and compadneHs-both very useful features
in any kind of set, but more particularly in
thE' case of portables.
Compactness is of it,self a point worth
special consideration. J;'or in,;tance, there
is an American-huilt super-het. set containing no less than nine \'ah'es, all housed
imide a casing 12 in. by () in. by () in.

inside a book-case, sideboard, or othE'l'
article of furniture.
Another type of valve which descrn·s
consideration for the home market is the
so-called multi-stage valve, of the Loewe
type, where two, three, or even more sets
of electrodes are mounted inside a single
glass tube. For some reason or other,
possibly because of the patent position,
these valves have not yet been generally
exploited in this country.

Mounting the Units.
The various "units " arc resistancecoupled, and not only the valve electrodes,
but also the coupling-resistanees, grid-leak,
condensers, etc.. are mounted inside the
glass bulb. so that in effect the "valve"
contains the
complete reA GERMAN JUGGLER
ceiver-apart of
course from batteries and loud
speakrrs.
Some of the
mnre ref'rnt de,·elopments of
this type of valve
in Germany are
particularly interesting f r o m
the point of view
cf mass production. In the earlv
models, the set's
of electrodes
were mounted in
separate groups,
which callE'd for
a. high degree of
skill and accuracy in assemblinp:.
Dr. W. Reisser, at the Zehlendorff laboratory, testing a system by means of which
The Loewc
he can interpose announcements in a relayed programme, and at the same time
hear the programme before and after -relaying,
tube is now beina desi"ned on
Needless to sav. the vah'ei! used are not a much simpler plan, which sl~ould have the
of the standard· British make. but are a effect of bringing the cost of production
special "peanut" type-about a quarter still lower. For instance, all the plates arc
of the size. They arc cxc·eptionally efficient,
assembled together as a single unit, consisthowever, for the work thev have to do.
ing of two cylindrical tubes. the smaller
A smaller-sized tnbe_:provided it is arranged inside the larger. Radial partiequally efficient-gives the set manufac- tions are fixed across the annular space
turer, and the amateur constructOJ:, wider between the two cylinders, so as to divide it
scope for new ideas in design, particularly into, say, five separate compartments. The
now there is a craze for " disguising " sets filament and grid of each stage are thE'n
in various ingenious way,'!. I refer to those threaded through the length of each
which are made to imitate a clock, or compartment, thus forming five completa
similar ornament,, or stowed neatly away sets of electrodes.
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"CANNED " PROGRAMMES

I

THE SCOTTISH EXHIBITION- t
ARMISTICE D AY-- CH I L D- t
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the time arrived when it will be no
H ASlong<cr
necessary for radio artiste3 to
r.ppear in person for their broadcast
p<'rforma nces ?
\Ye know what the cinematograph film
and "l'nnnecl" mu~ic have done to bring
th"- world's most famou~ adors and bands
before the public in a way which people
thought to be imposEible a few years ago,
hut as vet the B. B. C. has given us no
mechanical vaudeville progran'lmes.
The possibilities of ~uch a scheme arc
tremendous, but who would dare to suggest
it ? Apparently somebody has clone so,
berause on l\Ionday and Saturday next,
November 3rd and 8th, complete vaudeville
performances consisting entirely of gramophone records-ar+.istes, incidental music,
and ('Yen the announcements-are to be
broarlcaRt from the I.ondon studio.
The first programme will consist of
· .\merif'an and Contim·ntal artistes such as
.3Iaurice Chevalier, Tito Schippa, Jack Smith,
Segovia, Sacha Guitry and Yvonne Printemps; while the second programme will be
devoted to British artistes, Sir Harry
Lauder-whoBe fee is not less than £300 an
hour for broadcasting-Grade Fields, Henry
Ainley, Gertrnde La1\Tence, Sidney Howard,
and others. It is all so interesting that we
hope nothing happens to prevent it taking
place!

The Scottish Exhibition.
Scotland's first all-radio Pxhibition takes
place in the Waverley Market, Edinburgh,
from \Vednesday, November 12th, to
Saturday, November 22nd, and all Scottish
stations are to broadcast the opening
ceremony which will be performed from
London by Sir John Reith, the DirectorGf'neral of the B.B.C.
The Scottish Radio Retailers' Association
is hoping for big results from the show, and
all the principal wireless firms in the country
will be represented.
One of the features of the Exhibition will
he a model studio, on the lines of that
erected at Olympia some years ago, through
the glass panels of wl_Jich visitors will be
able to "at eh the actual performances of
some of the aftemoon and evening programmes fur Scottish listeners.
Armistice Day.
The main items of the programme on
Armistice Day, November llth, will be in
accordance wit.h the solemnity of the
occasion which, as listeners know, is an
aceepted principle of the transmissions for
that day.
They' will begin at 10.30 a.m. with a
broadcast of the National Service at the
Cenotaph, in Whitehall, which is to be
attended by the King. Permanent lines
were· installed some time ago for broadcasts
from the Cenotaph, while the microphones

listcnin::! amlienr~'. for whom in thf'sc
sophisdcated days ~ny old kind of slap-dash
pro2:rammo will not do.
Radio Circles still flourish everywherf',
:md the B.B.C. knows full well that the
listPning genl'ration of the future must be
fosterer!' a·l1d made to rf'alise the indispemahility of bro:ulcasting as an integral part
of our eyery<lay life.
Quite naturally the National Radio Circle
has the largest llH'lll bf'rship, bnt the
Northern Rcu:ion is a good second. This
winter the north }ws :L'fine S<~hPlllC for the
Children's Hour Revival.
children which has an edumtional ntlue
heyond anything ~-et attempted in jm·eniles'
The last few weeks has brought some
programmes.
noticeable efforts on the part of wireless
It takes the form of a competition for the
"aunts " and " uncles " to get more ginger
bPst pageant, snifable for broadcasting. to
into the Children's Hour programmes all
he written anrl adt'd bv members of a
over the country. It may be, and probably
is, quite a serr~onal matter bronght about sc,hool. All schools in the north can compete
by the change from summer to winter time and pageants mny be written round anywhich, it is Pstimr;ted, trebles the juYenile thing of local and historical interest-town.
village, castle, or perscnalitv.
·
AN OTHER GLIMPSE AT THE "CONTRADYNE" THREE
The" competition is
open until the end of
Decembf'r and teachers
m a v assist Rcho!ars in
wri.ting the script. It
i.'> int .. nded to broadeast the fum best plays
on fonrSaturdav afternoons in th; New
l
YPar, the programmes
! to be given entirely by
. ;l
.
scholars,

are carefully roncealed am1 an out-of-theway spct in Whitehall Gardens is u~ed as a
control point for the engineers to keep in
touch with Savoy Hill.
At 8 p.m. there will be a relay of the
British Le!!ion Festival of Remembrance
from the Albert Hall, which will he followed
after the second news bulletin with a special
Armistice Day " In ~iemoriam "programme
from the studio, at the conc-lusion of which
the "Last Post" sounded at the }Ienin
Gate, will be heard.

i

·~

I

Here is a photograph of The " Contratbne " Three ready to connect up.
Tbla ftne set 11 fully described elsewhere in this issue.

Notable Broadcasters.
The Prince of \Yales,
i he Prime Minister
(.Mr. Rams a v ::\facDonald), arid ~fr.
Stanley Baldwin are
all to be heard by
listeners to the
National and London
programmes in the
near future.

*I·~·~~~ ·m~t~;g~E.~~~~=--:!I
frank commeuts on the fare provided and the way it is served up.

··················~~~~~~~~·~·~*
"Strife."
agony and fear d') not come over the wireless
verv well.
HERE will be no strife among us as to the
Congratulations to Howarrl Rose, the
success of the broadcasting of Mr.
producer ; and if, in course of time, we may
Galsworthy's play. It was an excellent example of what a radio play have another tlalsworthy, I prophesy a
full house.
~hould be-a fine piece of dramatic work
in itself, enhanced by the effects which the Oscar Wilde.
use of the studios can brin!j to its proThe next important dramatic transduction.
mission will be ' The Importance of Being
The studios were subordinated to the
Earnest," Oscar Wilde's brilliant comedv.
play, not. as so often has happ{'ned, the
Heaven send you the clearest reception, for
play to the studios. The management of
you cannot afford to miss a word of that
the "crowd" was excellent. The Savoy
lllay.
Hill " crowd" is really rather wonclPrful.
Mr. C. l\1, Hallard played the leading part
very well indeed. The whole company On the Road.
L!eut.-Col. llrabazon is a very good salesseemed to be " on their toes," and achieved
man. "'hen he wa~ <lescribing the liaht
a piece of teamwork which will set the stanears cxhibitf'd in the Motor , Show, my
dard for a long while to come.
mouth watered-the glossy, spry little things!
My only criticism-and it is a very minor
In my imagination .£ ordered several;
one-is that one or two of the actresses
rather overdid the screaming.
Cries of
(Continued on pa:r :398.)
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By "PENTODE."

3.-REACTION.
Continuing a novel and fascinating series of articles, our popular
contributor describes two complete
one-valve circuits, embodying
different forms of reaction, and
illustrates the article with further
specially prepared composite pictures. These enable everyone, even
if they've had no experience, to read
the appropriate theoretical diagrams.

*•••• ••••••••• · · - - ·
week we arrived. at a complete
LASTone-valve
receiver, but such an outfit
has no Yery great auvantages over any
~imple crystal set. It is true that the yalvo
amplifies a little as well as detects. But the
rc-sults ~·ou get are very little better than
those given by a crystal receiver, and the
apparatus used is more complicated and
far more costh·.
A crystal set generally comprises only a
coil and. condenser, telephone receivers and
ctTf'tal detector. In our valve circuit we arc
n'illacing the crystal <leteetor by a valve,
a grid l!:ak and condenser, an H.T. battery
and an L.T. battery. What you do get in
exchange that is well worth considering is
consistenC'y in operation.

Adding the Reaction Coil.
The crystal detector may need constant
fldjustment, whereas a valve detector does
not. But you can lift the valve circuit
milrs abo,-e the crystal by introducing what
is known as reaction.
All you have to do is to join a coil in
hetwe~n the plate of the valve and the
tE'Iephone receivers and place that CJil a
certain distance from the. tuning coil. Our
flrcot illustration this week shows a simple
vnh·e detC'ctor circuit similar in every detail
with the one we discussed at length last
v:eck, but with a. reaction coil adrlcd. You
will see at a glance how simple is this modiftcation if you refer to the theoretical diagram.
The reaction coil is marked L., and the
rcccrial coil .L1 . "_L," by the way, i~ a symbol
fur inductance, that property which a coil
"ontribv.tes to ?, circuit. And the "C" in
the diagram is not the initial of Condenser,
but of Capacity.
It may be a pity tltut condPnser and capuritY each haYe the srtmc initial from an
t:c~demic point of ,-iew, although, practic·
dly, it does not matter a scrap because you
can think of the C as otnnding for either
capacity or condenser.

for further amplification. It does it in this
way:
\Vhen impulses of electricity flow through
a wire, magnetic forces are radiated. These
forces are at their strongest elose to the wire;
they get weaker and weaker the farther you
get away from it.
When you wind the wire up into coil
form you intensify this magnetic field, as
it is called. If you bring another piece of
wire within the field of electromagnetic
force, currents of electricity will be generated
in it.
Wind this second piece of wire up into a
coil and it will derive more energy from the
magnetic field.
As I explained last week. the anode circuit
of the .-ah·e carries an H.F. current di8tortcd into an L.F. form. This current still

the latter will pick up the high-frequency
currents.
'
These will reinforce the H.F. energy,
already oscillating in the tuning circuit,
and so the grid of the valve receives a
further stimulus. This, in its turn, will
cause larger variations- of the H.T. current
flowing in the anode circuit and so ampli-'
fication to a marked degree will be effected.
'Wa-:-e ths Vicious Circle.
The amount of energy fed back from the
anode to the grid circuit will depend
primarily upon the distance between the
two coils. If the two coils are widely
separated the aerial coil will be in a much
thinned-out part of the magnetic field of
the reacLion coil, and that means only a.
small feed-back.

TRY YOUR HAND WITH THIS

How Energy is Fed Back.

The indic11tions are rept'ated in the
pidorial pa!'t of our illu;tration so that you
can i\lPntify eP.ch of the components. The
two coils are accommodated in a holder of
thP type that enalliPs cne coil to have its
position adJusted in relati01; to the other.
That i,; Yery nee<:ssary in this particular
case as you will see later on.
The purpose of the reaction coil is to feed
baek a certain amount of the H.F. energy
in the anode circuit to the grid of the val'\:e

Here is a complete one-valve circuit with "swinging-coil " reaction.

The components in the photo are

connected up exactly in accordance with the theoretical circuit above, and all the lettering appears in its

correct order.

See if you can identify all the components and follow out their connections.

rises aml falls at a high frequency, but is
much more cfft>ctive in the one direction.
Nevertheless, it is obvious that the magnetic
field ra1li>tiC'd bv the reaction coil will varv
in intrnsity at high frequency.
•
And if the rea~tion coil is brought to
within a certain distance of the aerial coil,

a

Bring the coils closer together and the
reaction effect is intensified.
In pa.ssing, I must point out that
"reaction," "feed-back," and "regPneration " generally all mean the same thing.
The reaction and aerial coil coupling mus'
(Continued on ne.-ct 1XIJB.)
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not be too tight (these two words are quite
"'If-explanatory), or a condition referred to
a~ '' self-oscillation" will occur.
That means to say that the reaction
develops into a kind of vicious circle; a
great deal of energy is fed back from the
pla.tc to the grid, the gri(l varies the anode
emTent considerably, and thus causes a
furth<Cr intensification of the feed-back,
which is followed by a greater stimulus of
the grid and so on, and so on !

Making Your Own i>scillations.
You build up to .a point where the feedback g~ts out of control, and even without
the initinJ eneqry deriwd from the aerial
in the way of wireless signals, this anodegrid grid-ttnode, e,nodc-grid self-oscillation
continues.
You are making your own H.F. oscilla.tiun.s, and these are communicated to the
aerial and radiat<·d in the form 0f wireless
waves. And your neighbours pick them up
with their radio programmes, and that is
•.he kind of thing that causes them to write

lt has one serious disadvantage ; you
find that as you vary the distance between
the reaction and aerial tuning coils, so you
rtre liable to upset the tuning adjustment.
This makes it necessary for you to re-tune
by altering the variable condenser adjustment every time the reaction control is
moved.

Control by Condenser.
Obviously, it is very desirable that the
tuning and reaction controls should be as
independent of each other as possible.
A much better system from this point of
view is that known as "capacity reaction."
Here the reaction is adjusted by means of
a variable condenser.
There are quite a number of applications
of capacity reaction. One of the most
effective is the Schncll.
A simple one-valve detector circuit with
Sehnell reaction forms the subject of our
second illustration. The tuning and reaction coils occupy fixed positions, a highfrequency choke is inserted between the plate
of the valve and the telephone receivers.
This H.F. choke is a coil consisting of a
large number of turns of wire, so that it
offers considerable resistance to highfrequency currents. An alternative path
for those developed in the anode circuit i.;

IT IS REALLY QUITE SIMPLE

This circuit embodies a rather more complicated reaction system, but you should have little difficulty in
tracing it out with the aid of "Pentode's" specially prepared picture.

to the B.B.C. for an oscillation pamphletto send you !
The aim of the careful set operator is,
therefore, to adjust this reaction so that he
.~ets the greatest possible bcnent from it in
the wa.y of extra amplification wihout going
too near that point where he runs into selfoscillation.
The reaction adjustment in
the case of our first circuit is provided by
the variable coil holder. You merely adjust
the pmition of the coil until the best reaction
results are obtained.
There are other methods of obtaining
reaction in a set, and the one I ha\re just
been describing is usually referred to as
the "swinging-coil" type. And for very
obvious reasons !

provided through the reaction coil L., 11n. I
the reaction condenser C.,.
The easiness of this path to H.F. currt·nt-;
can he varied by the variable condcnsc1·
C2 (reaction control). The higher the
capacity of this the easier it is for the H.F.
cmrrents to pass through it. Conversely.
the sm'1ller the capatity the higher iL'
·
resiHtance to H.F.
So you Eec the rc1"·i ion condenser i~
capable of controlling tk• r.m·Junt of H.F.
current that flow~ through the eoil L,.
Therefore, it direet lv controls the intcnsih·
of the magnetic field dev~lup2d by th:i'
coiL
Now let me outline the complete opemtion of our new circuit. The variable con-

denser Cl' in conjunction with coil L 1•
tunes the a.Brial system to the wave-length
of a desired station.
The radio waves develop high-frequency
currents in the aerial, and these are impressed across the filament and grid of the
valve.
. A grid leak and grid condenser, c3, arP
mterposed so that the H.F. current is
rendered less effective in the one direction,
and so that its low-frequency modulations
as originally developed by the broadcastint!
station arc brought into prominence.
The grid influences the stream of electrons
thrown out by the filament of the valvt'.
and constituting a bridge between that and
the plate. Therefore, the currents flowin.~
from the high-tension battery through the
telephone receivers and the H.F. chokt'
are made to vary in accordance with the
fluctuations on the grid.

Coupling and Capacity.
The high-frequency choke offers a considerable resistance to the high-frequenc-y
variations, so high, in fact, that it flattens
them out. And the current flowi1w tlumwh
tlw telephone receivers, which .;;.iginatZ.d
in the H.T. battery of course, tellCls to
become practically pure low frcquenc·y.
But an alternative path is offered to the
H.F. through the ren.etion coil L 2 a11<l the
reaction condense.r C2 • The H.F. resistance
of this path can be varied by varying the
capacity of C2 , and in this way you adjust
the reaction effects at will.
The value of the reaction condenser. and
of t.he reaction coil, are to a verv considerable extent interdependent. \\'ith a Yerv
small reaction coil placed near the :teri~l
coil, or a large reaction coil a long way
away from the aerial coil, you want a rraction condenser of quite considerable
capacity, say ·0003 mfd. or thereabouts.
With a large reaction coil, or one closer
to the aerial 'coil and thus giving a tighter
coupling, a smallc>r reaction condenser can
be used ; -0001 mfd. is qnite a usual Yalue.
In every circuit. so far, the H.T. -- has
been joined to L.T. +- At one time thi~
was widely done. Nowadays, it is more
usual, or, one might almost say, it is th:•
standard practice to join H.T. - to L.T. -.
I deliberately introduced the H.T. -,
L.T. + connection in the initial diauram'
so that you will Juwe at least ~OJ>~e ncquaintance with it.. for it does crop up nc•w
and again in commercial sets.
Reinartz and Differential Reaction.
Before I leave the subject of reaction
must not forget to point out that therE' are
one or two other systems besides those I
have described. For instance. there is the
Reinartz type.
But this ;liffers in its
essentials from the Schnell onlv in that the
reaction condenser is joined "between the
plate of the valve and the waction coil.
instead of as in the diagram.
The thcorv is exactlv the Bame. but th··
Schnell, a later development, scor~s in that
it enables the one set of vanes of the reaction condenser to be connected to earth
This makes for grer"tcr freedom from hand.
capacity effects.
Finally, we haYe the differentiai rea,ction
-cheme 'popularised by '' P.\r." That i;;
merely P. form of capacity reaction which,
in conjunction with articles describing SPts
<'mbodying it, you should have little diffi·
culty in unravelling.
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This new Lissen T orex Transformer enables
you to make a big cut in the cost of building
amplifiers. It is a high- grade silicon-steel
core transformer, with remarkably even
amplification over the wh·ole band of
audible frequencies (see curve). It is a neat,
compact component ; moulded bakelite case
which is hermetically sealed and completely
insulates the windings. Proof against shorting,
leakage, or moisture.

WHERE TO USE IT
Use this Lissen T orex Transformer for the first
L.F. stage of any amplifier. Use it where big
amplification is desired at small cost. Use it
for all temporary "hook-ups "-you can change
it from set to set because it is a " general
purpose " transformer.
Particularly fine
results are obtainable when this transformer
is used in an anode resistance feed circuit.

liS SE~
TOREX
TRANSFORMER

LISSEN LIMITED.

Worple Road, Isleworth, Middlesex
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MARCONI H.2(·
Marconi H.2, the new two-volt detector, combines.
to an unusual degree high efficiency rectification
and high quality reproduction. H.Z has an
amplification factor of 35 and an impedance of
only 35,000 Ohms-mutual conductance 1.0 M.A.
per volt-the highest ever allained in this class.
It is the obvious detector for portables, or indeed
for any set where maximum efficiency is essential ;
because of its advanced design it will give wider
range, better tone and freedom from all micro·
phonic troubles.
..
Here is convinc'fng widence of the reliability and cf}iciency of Marconi Valves.

,·r

Marconi V al._;e~ are used by Th~ B.B.C., lmperial
Airways, Croydon Control Tower, Metropolitan
Police, Trinity House Beacon Stations and
Lightships, Empire Wireless Communications,
large Passenger Liners, etc., etc., because of their
longer lifC-clearer tone--greater range and
volume.
· ...

TYPE 620
For· use in radio circuits
where comparatively
small capacity is required.
Arranged for
vertical
mounting.
·
PRICES l/8 to 3;'.

One of the many entirely unsolicited letters we

receive from the public about Zt,f arconz, Values.

" I thought it might be of interest to you to learn
of the performance of a Marconi Valve which I
purchased in December, 1923. . • • From the
date on which it was purchased to the lOth July,
1930 it has been in constant use in my wireless
recei~er, which is a three-valve instrument. The
Marconi valve has been working in the detector
holder and in the other holders at different
periods. Despite the fact that it has certainly
been abused, it is still going strong and may be
good for some time yet."-J. B., Hamilton.

Use the -valve the
EXPERT uses f

TYPE 610
As 620, but arranged for
horizontal mounting.
PRICES 1/8 to 3/·

TYPE B775
Primarily designed for resistance
coupling, but suitable for use in
other circuits where a comparatively large -capacity, capable of
withstanding several hundreds of
volts, is

required~

PRICES 3/- to 18.'.

USE DUBILIER CONDENSERS AND BE

CERTAIN OF SATISFACTION

DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD.,
DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA ROAD, N. ACTON, W.3
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(!PT. EcKEQSLEYS

Q

£CV(9ANER
DE...COUPLING RESISTANCESELECTRIFIED BY STEAMGRID BIAS TROUBLES.

Under the above title, week by week, Captain P. P. Eckersley, M.I.E.E., our Chief Radio Consultant, comments upon radio
queries submitted by" P.W." readers. But don't address your queries to Captain Eckersley-a selection of those received
by the Query Department in the ordinary way will be dealt with by him.
De-coupling Resistances.
A. P. (Stamford Hill).-" What factors
contribute to the choice of a fixed resistance
of 500 to 600 ohms as a de-coupling device
in the anode circuit of an H.F. va1ve ?
Why should this resistance have such a
low' value when one of 20,000 ohms or more

BY PASS PATHS

cunent via C to earth, and should not pass
any current to earth via V 2 • If we see
vl and v:i with de-coupling rcsistances
(Fig. 2), we see that there is a by-pass to
earth of a condenser Cell> and a resistance
Rd 1, eaeh making it more difficult for V1
to pass a current through V2 to earth.
Jt, is only natural, answering your question, that it is easier to build a de-coupler
for high than for low frequencies, since
convenient valued condensers have a lower
impedance, and so resistanees can be
effectiYe with a lower value. 'Ye want no
current from vl to pass to earth via v2,
and as we cannot make CB big enough to
"short" V1 and V 2, we use the arrangement sho"lln in :Fig. 2.

FOR THE FAN!
This illustrates Capt. Eckersley's reply to " A.P."

is required in a detector or L.F. anode lead
to prevent motor-boating?"
A de-coupling resistance is included so
that each valve shall be completely
uninflnenced by any other vah-e except
in the intended wav.
'l'huH two val \'('8 • ma v he fed from the
same high -tension battery.
This has
resistance, hence the surges of current
feeding one vah·e puts a voltage on to the
other, and vice versa. Hence the blocking
condenser.
But the blocking condenser has rcsistanee-ancl if the bloeking condenser has
rcsi~tancc it, too, must apply appreciable
voltage from one v-alve to another. The
de-coupling device is nothing more tl~an a
method of eliminating " common" voltages
to valves fed from the same source.
If we consider two valves V 1 and V,
(see Fig. 1) as generators, V1 should pass all

THE EXTRA RESISTANCE

Rd 1 and Rd 2 are for de-coupling.

A combination spanner of this kind is invaluable
to the set-builder.

Electrified by Steam ?
L. P. (Sewn Kings).-" My residence is
situated with a fairly busy steam railway
track at the end of the garden. As far as I
am aware, the trains which pass my house do
not carry any electrical equipment, being, to
my certain knowledge, mostly lit by gas.
All the same, the passage of a train past
my house is quite often accompanied by a
moderate amount of interference, heard
as a sort of hissing crackle in the loud
speaker. Although this is not very
trouble3one the circumstance puzzles me
considerably, and I should welcome your
explanation of the possible cause of the
trouble and, if possible, a cure."
How extraordinarily interesting ! I could
not have thought you w:>uld have got the
effect, but it is well known that a steam
discharge creates an electric potential.

That's why steam wagons with rubber
tyres drag a chain on the ground to earth
them and prevent the driver getting shocks !
But the engine is earthed.
Can it be that it's not thoroughlv earthed
-that the atmosphere becomes ~harged ?
That, in any case, the length of earth path
is considerable ?
I don't know, but I expect my explanation
is not very wide of the mark. In. the cause of
science could you flag a train, get it to
blow off steam, then to stop " steaming,"
and prove the effect ?

*

*

*

Grid Bias Troubles.
A. R. (Westcliff).-" Do you consider
motor-boating can be caused by having
two or more L.F. grid-bias tappings from
one common G.B. battery? ·If this is so,
will you please show me how I might oYercome the difficulty (if· possible) without
necessitating the use of further batteries ? "
Yes, a common grid-battery of rather
high internal resistance might easily cause
" couplings " when very high magnifications
are used. If it's L.F. you must realise that
a shunting condenser can have a yery high
resistance at low frequencies. 1,000 ohn1s
4 microfarads 50 cvcles !
So it's worth 'vhilc bringing the grids
back as shown in the sketch.
Thus C1 and 0 2 arc 4 mfd. (say), R 1 and
R 2 are 25,000 ohms, say (more if you like},
and 9V1 and 9V2 are the two grid negative wander l~acls.

OBVIATING THE TROUBLE

The method recommended for preventing grid
interaction.

It's grid de-coupling just the same way
as you use anode de-coupling.

Popular Wireless,
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NEW EXIDE ACCUMULATORS.
HE Exide Gel-Cel' accumulators ami
the improved Exidc unspillable " free
acid" typ_es are specially de!ligned for
portable sets, but their potentialities are
mnch wider than th!JL Personally, I would
IJeYcr care to use these days any accu'
mulator that was not "unspillable" and I
expect there are many others who feel
the same way.
If an accumulator can be made un~pillable, then surely it is wise that all should
be so deoigncd, at least that is, all ·those
made for using indoors with a radio set.

T

The Exide Jelly Acid and free-acid
accumulators have several very interesting
features and these are admirably summarised
in the following.
1. Xew ~Ioulderl Celluloid Boxes, which have
bCf'U reMdesigned and re-inforced to overcome every
wrnkness.
The following arc fmtures of the new box:
(a) ){oulded lid ; no joints to leak, and
eorners which are as strong as the main body
of the box.
(b) Re-designed t:mpillal>le device which is
cYrn more cft'ertive thnn before.
(c) New method of sealing, so that the lid
tends t,o shrink on to the box.
(d) Bottom reinforced by moulded shoe which
makes leakage at this point quite impossible.
(e) Increased strength at, filler caps.
(f) Non~interch.angeablf', varicOlonred, round
and hexagonal terminalR, with larger and more
l.'fketive gasJ;:cts which eliminate leakage.
., These points apply to both the free acid and jelly
cell:-; for which ver~{ Rimilar boxes are used.
(a) In the free acid cells there are re-designed
qroups, with increased plate pitch and increased ·
Yolnme of free acid reducing the ten~ to
hydr~tion and sulphation:
.
•
(b) In the jelly aci<l cells the. plates are of
. >pec•i;ll design and eompositlon for use with
jrlly arid and are the result of very long experimentation.

From this you will see that the Chloride
Electrical Storage Co., Ltd., has used
it> large research resources to very practical
end~.
They have completely removed

1st, 1930•.

bottle. The linen appears to be excellent
stuff, and I can certainly recommend its use.
The " K:one Dope " people further ~ell
quite a good chassis (16 in. by 16 in.
linen diaphragm with stretchers) at 19s. 6d.
WATES ''STAR" PICK-UP.
1 have ilow been able to test a \Yates
":-:ltar" Pick-up and also the \Vates Pick-up
Tonearm, which is available for use in
ronjunction with it. The \Yates •· Star"
~lllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllill!llllllllllllllllllllli

several of those bugbears that
we have grown to regaFd ;ts
inevitable in small accumulators.
The samples of the new
Exide accumulators sent for
test purposes were found to
have lOO per cent unspillability. And they are particularly . robustly constructed.
Electrically they appear to be as good as
anything Exide have previously done, and
that is saying a good deal !
A SIX-SIXTY PUBLICATION.
Six-Sixty Radio Co., Ltd., have now
published their 1931 catalogue and this
carries the title of "Six-Sixtv Radio Valves
ahd Equipment."
•
NEW COLUMBIA SET.
You probably saw the Columbia Model
307 set at Olympia if you went to the
Exhibition. It is a new three-valver of the
mains type that uses an S.G.
H.:F. valve and a pentode,
and full-wave rectification
(in the A. C. models).
Quite recently I have ·
carried out a series of tests
with this set, and must say
I think it a fine production.
It is very sensitive, and on
both wave-bands (there is a
combined wave-change pickup panel switch) reaction is
smooth and free from any
faults.
Also the 307 is more than
usually selective, and there is
a wide gap of separation
between the two Brookmans.
The smoothing is first-rate, and on the
A.C. out.fit I had on the bench there was no
audible hum.
There is ample power and the quality of
reproduction is impressive. The construction of the outfit is on scientific line~, and
the screening is neat and effective.
Externally this Columbia receiver has a
handsome appearance and its controls are
nicely placed.
A double-dmm thumb control is provided
for tuning, and this is
delightful to handle.
KONE DOPE.
Those interested in loudepeakec assembly should
note. that the Kone Dope
Co.,: o£, Idmiston Road,
London, E:l5, are selling
a special linen for linen loud
speakers at 5s. per square
yard-any size.
They are also marketing
a non-inflammable "Kone
Dope " dressing for similar
speakers at 6d. and Is. per

No~:ember

Manufacturers and traders are invited
to submit radio apparatus of any kind for review purposes. All examinations
and tests are carried out in the "P.W."
Technical Department, with the strictest
of impartiality, under the personal supervision of the 'J:echnical Editor.
We should like to point -out that we
_ prefer to receive. production ·samples
pipked from stock, and that we cannot
guarantee their safe return undamaged,
as it is our practice thoroughly to dissect
much of the gear In the course or our
investigations !
And readers should note that the
- subsequent reports appearing on this
plfge are intended ·as guides for buyers, =
and are therefore framed Up in a readily
readable manner free from technicalities
unnecessary for that immediate purpose.

=

=

~llllllllllllllllllllllllillllllll:llllllllllllllllllllllillllll!llllilll!lllii;

Pick-up is supplied complete with an adaptor
for gramophone toncarms, and this has a
sleeve so making its fitting unitersal.
It is an excdlently made pick-up, anJ it
does give good results. There is a brightnesR
and a clean bass that would be a revelation
to those who heard only the fir~t pick-ups
on the market. Also, there is no appreciable
record wear, a point that will strongly
appeal to those amateurs who have hitherto
operated mechanical gramophones of a
type that are " heavy on the wax."
The \Vates Tonearm is a neat affair,
and it has a swivel end enabling the pick-up
to be turned over and placed free from the
record.
But I would suggest that the
Standard Battery Co. should restrict the
movement of the arm so that it cannot
swing over should the record be accidentally
left playing, for on some records there is
a tendency for an ann to swing right over
and to cause n serious scratch.
"THE LINK BETWEEN."
This is the title of a booklet dealing with
Igranic Elkon metal rectifiers and their applications. It is a very useful brochure, and
there are circuits of various mains units
together with interesting and informative
articles about them. I would advise all
mains enthusiasts to secure COl)ies-they a.re
available free from Rl63, Igranic Electric,
Ltd., 149, Queen Victoria Street, London, E. C.

;

Here is the Wales " Star " Pick-up aud Touearm.
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memb('rs of the "P.\V."
Research Staff have been going about
CERTAIN
with an air of happy preoccupation of
]at('. To them had been allotted the job
of finding out just what could be done
with that extraordin:trily valuable device,
the "Contradyne," and an extremely
intC'resting time they had in consequence.
Most Valuable Discovery.
\Ye always make it a rule to carry out a
thorough investigation whenever we come
across something with such obviously impOI·tant potentialities as the "Contradyne."
We try to think out all its possible applica-

IT DIALS STATIONS IN

thing new and important which was quite
umnspectcd at the beginning of the work.
Some of the best features of our sp('cial
sets have been discovered in this way.
The " Contradyne " idea has been " put
through it" pretty thoroughly, and we
have discovered some extraordinarily interesting and valuable things about it.
\Vhat these are you will discovt>r in due
course as we exploiL the new idea in its
various forms in the designs constituting
our programme for this season.
This week we are showing you one of its
simplest and best applications, which has
proved to be so good that we are releasing
it at once without
further delay.
DOZENS
One of the first,
things we discovered
about the " Contradyne " was that by
2.
applying it to a circuit
of the Det.-L.F. type,
using our new dualrange coil, it was possible to produce an
extraordinarily fine
three-valver of the deservedly popular
general-purpose type.

*•;:-i:::;t ·a~:l~:

a maximum value of ·001
mfd. This is your main
Remarkable
Results
control of selectivity,
0
0
eft'ective features:J They i
That is just what the
which is chiefly required
PANEL LAYovr
dyne" principle,N P.W.'s
"
Contradyne
"
Three
for
use
on
the
lower
There is but one tuning dial, and with it you can roam round dozens of alternaling, and the neU.r "P. \1li
is, and you can take
tive programmes. The '' Conttadyne " Thtee finally kills the old fallacy that
wave-br,nd.
-three scientific "stars"
<electivity can be obtained onJy by sacrificing simplicity and inexpensiveness.
it from us that it is a
The general idea. of the
nitude. In combination
really hot-stuft set.
use of this device is to
+ vellous selectivity, aucl p
It is that most exceptional type of re·
tiom, and then proceed to discover practickeep it as near maximum
astonishing llbnpliftcati<
and control. You. must
ally just how they behave in their different ceiver, one which performs excellently on as you ean and only
guara.nteed winner--a.nd
both the ordinary wave- bands a.nd on long
form<\ and modification~.
reduce it to such a
most intensive ~arel
\Ye are great helieYers in this inb:nsive waves as well. On the lower wave-ba.nd it value as is sufficient to
" P. W .'s " Researcll Dep
method of investigation, because we have has the fine selectivity and sensitivity give the amount of
dependent exper~ have
so often fomld that in the course of it one characteristic of our new coil unit, and on selectivity you want. On
the very few progressiv<
it; Yery likely to get upon the track of some- going over to long waves you find it has
long waves, for example,
t world still producing ne,
still more remarkable virtues.
you will generally be able
t
a.nd lasting
There is not a sign of the
to keep it at its maxiAND ONLY THREE VALVES!
local station breaking through,
mum value.
as so often happens with rePassing down the
ceivers of the Dct.-L.F. typt>,
aerial lead, you nPxt come to the '' Contradyne"
and the long-wave stations
coil itself, and here you will obscrYe that a switch
themselves come in with a
is provided to short-circuit this componPnt when
power and purity that will
working on 1he lower we-Ye-band. To do this, of
surprise even the experienced
cDurst>, you just pull outwe,rclH the knob of the
constructor. The set possesses genuine selectivity
:'J.IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII !1111111111111 !111111111111111 I11' 111111111111 1i IIll Ill II!i !i I! 11 ~ 11 Ill ! 111111 11 I!:I ! 11111111111
up here also, and you
should have none of that
THESE ARE THE PAJ
annoying t r 0 u b le of
lgranic, Benjamin,
1 Panel, 14 in. x 6 in. tLissen, or
5 X X overlapping upon
mond, Ready Radio,
Red Seal, Paxolin, Goltone, etc.).
Radio-Paris that is so
etc.).
1 Cabinet to fit, with baseboard 10 in.
common with the simpler
3 Sprung valve hold4
deep (Pickett, or Cameo, etc.).
type of rect>iver.
Telsen, W.B., Lisser
1 ·0005-mfd. variable condenser (Lissen,
or Dubilier, Lotus, Formo, lgranic,
Benjamin, Junit; etc
Absolute Control.
J.B., Ormond, Ready Radio, etc.).
1 "P.W." dual-range
A run over the circuit
Ready Radi~nu
1 Slow-motion dial (if condenser of
diagram will show you
plain type) (lgranic, or Lissen, Ready 1 "Contradynq;,'l!oil (
how the main features of
Radio, Formo, Lotus, Brownie, etc.).
Magnum, We!iite, P
the set are arranged, for
1 ·0001- to ·00015- mfd. differential 1 ·001- mfd. (max.) c
reaction condenser (Dubilier, or Lotus,
condenser (lW,, or
it is quite easy to follow.
Igranic, Lissen, Ready Radio, Formo,
Polar, Formo;wtc.).
It is really very ~imple
Wearite, J.B., Magnum, Ormond, 1 ·01- mfd. fixea .eond4
in spite- of the remarkParex, etc.).
Lissen, Mullard,: Dl
able things it will do.
- 1 3-point wave-change switch (Bulgin,
lgranic, etc.).
Starting at the aerial
or Wearite, Ready Radio, Magnum, 1 ·002-mfd. ditto (LiSSl
terminal and working
Red Diamond, etc.).
1 -0003-mfd. ditto UJss
do·wnwards, you first en'2 On-off switches (Lotus, or Lissen, 1 2-meg. grid leak and
counter an adjustable
':'illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllll!llll!llllllllillllllllllllll:
type of condenser 'vith

1
t

I

*. . . .. . . . ._. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...

With only three valves you will get those foreigners clearly and
frP.e from inter!erence. Great power and high quality result, too
from the use of scientifically-balanced L.F. stages.

THIS SET PUTS AN END

T<
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used in the " Exhibition" Four rccentlv.
This is obtained by means of the condenser
of ·002-mfd. capacity, which you will sec
connected between one side of the tuning
condenser and the earth circuit.

extreme left-hand end of the pRnel, the
lower one being the main wave-chano-e
~witch and the upper one that eontrolli~'"
the " Contradyne " coil.
"'
The remainder of the circuit is really
v~ry simpl? and straightforward, and you
WJ ll recogmsc the u~nal form of differential
reaction, with its well-known virtues, and a,
perfectly normal low-frequency amplifyin"
side with one resistance-capacity coupled
stage and one transformer stage.

Perfect Reaction.
Next observe that there are two windings
in the coil unit which arc joined togcth~r
at the upper end and to the terminal G.
Of these, the one which goes down to the
terminal S 3 is the long-Wa\'C RCCO!ll!ary,
while the one which terminates at the lower Very Easy To Build.
!'nd in terminal s2 is the low-wave secondary.
The constmction of the receiver, you wil1
On low wave's these two are connected
discover, is a. delightfully simple and
in paralld by ,means
of the wave-change
A WONDERFUL NEW CIRCUIT
switch, and on long
wavE'S only the longwave section is
effectively in circuit
H.Ton account of the
action of the switch.
The remaining
winding in the coil
unit terminates at its
upper end at the
point R, and this is
the reaction winding
which serves to giv~
upper switch at the
reaction on both
left-hand end of the
tely full of novel and
upper and lower
pant'I.
y include the "Contrawave-bands. It does
As
usual,
the
"ConWhen we say NEW we mean NEW, and this " Contradyne " circuit
f.'s'' Broolanans coupcomprises features of an entirely original character giving it superlative
this, of course, by
tradyne" coil is pro•.W." dual-range coil
qualities.
virtue
of
the
special
vided with a couple of
s" ofthegreatestmagway
it
is
placed
in
flex
leads
for
connec:OD they give you marrelation to the other windings, a point which ftraightforward job, but there arc perhaps
tion~, so that you can
t po\ver together with
you will already ha>c understood if you just one or two points we might mention to
try various pairs of its
Ltions of construction
read the specification published l'<'ccntly help you. First we must warn you that the
st try this set-it is a
terminals and so find
layout of the tuning and reaction portion
for the construction of the new coil.
o.d ,is the result of the
just the right amount
of the circuit is rather important.
Lrch on the part of
of inductance to include
Wonderful Wave-Change Scheme.
Do not take any liberties with the
)epartment-which inin the aerial lead to suit
re described as one of
The wave-change switching is quite positioning of the two coils, in particular.
your conditions.
sive institutions in the
simple if you follow it out carefully. The
(Continuetl on next page.)
Passing on down the
11ew radio ideas of real
switch used is of the
a!'rial lead, you l]('Xt
ng value.
yery simple threearrive at the ".-\."
USES "P.W.'s'~ LATEST COIL
point on-off type, and
t!'rminal of the dualvou will discover for
ran!!e coil unit. Between
yourself that when this
this terminal and the one mai·kcd S1 is the small
is in the closed posiwinding which serves to give you your acriv.l
tion it places the two
coupling effects on low waves.
~ccondary wimlings in
On long wavf's the aerial coupling is provided
parallel, and shortby the form of " Brookmans " coupling whieh we
circuits the ·002mfd. cond<:>nser,
llllllltiillllllll!illllli!llll!ill!lll 1!1!1iilll!!iili!!:!llliili'!llil!ililll!l'lillllililllilillilllillill~
which is only required for aerial
~ARTS YOU WANT.
coupling on the
Ediswan, Dubilier, Igranic, Ferranti,
n, Junit, Red Dialong waves.
lio, Pioneer, Bulgin,
Mullard, etc.).
From thi~ von
1 1-meg. ditto (Lissen, etc.).
will qathf'r tlmt
olders (Igranic, or 1 100,000-ohm anode resistance and
to go over to long
;sen, Lotus, Bulgin,
holder (Varley, or Igranic, R.I.,
waves you llll'h
etc.).
Lissen, Mullard, Dubilier, etc.).
the switeh rx:ge coil (Wearite, or
H.F. choke (Ready Radio, or Telsen,
WARD:'l, while for
Lissen, R.I., Dubilier, Varley, Lewcos,
~num, etc.).
work on the
.U (Ready Radio, or
Lotus, Wearite, Parex, Magnum,
medium w a v <'Igranic, etc.).
:, Parex, etc.).
) compression type 1 L.F. transformer (Telsen, or Ferranti,
band you pull it.
Lissen, Igranic, Varley, Mullard, R.I.,
or Lissen, Lewcos,
m:TWARns. SimiLotus, Lewcos, etc.).
.).
lar o p ~· rat i n g
ondenser (T.C.C., or 1 Terminal strip, 7 in. x 2 in., and
rules apply to
Dubilier, Ediswan,
one about 3 in. >< 2 in., or alterthe swit<·h connatively one strip 14 in. x 2 in.
trolling the
9 Terminals (lgranic, or Eelex, Belling
.issen, etc.).
· ' Contra-dyne ' '
& Lee, etc.).
Ussen, etc.).
~oil.
Thc"e
nd holder (Lissen, or Wire, screws, flex, G.B. plugs, etc.
switC'he;:, hy the
llllllillllllllill!lllllllllll!llllllllllllllllllllllilliil!i!lilllllllltillllllllili!lillllil'llliill!llllllll~
lnty_ arc a"t tLf'

~o

1

THAT INTERFERENCE

Right in t!le f~regrouncl of this photo, right in tile forefront of radio com~on.ent destgn, ~ "P. W, 's " aew dual-range coil-the low-loss bigb-eftlc~ncy
devtce that conserves every electron of radie> energy.
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"CONTRADYNE"
THREE.

.........

(Continued frwt previous pa.ge.)

~
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in the original set was provided ·with an
earthin!!: terminal for the core, and we made
the normal use of this. but the set was quite
stable without it, and it was done merelv
as an additional precaution
·

Earthing the Transformer.

If the particular lcw-frequctwy transRcallv it is best to make a fairlv careful
former you nRe h'ts no means of making a'"
copy· of any set of this speciali~ed type.
for althoJigh it is not really critical, you earthing connection to the eore, do not be
never know' quite what is going to happen alarmed thereby. and just wire up the usual
four terminals.
if you make any really serious alterations.
In this case the wire whieh in our diagram
Ncnv there is a point about the lowfrequency transfonncr. The model we used · is shown as making an earthing contact on

YOU SIMPLY MUST TRY THIS REMARKABLE

lJtFF'ERJ!!.Nl)AL

R£ACTION
CDNDE.NSIR

the trRnsform~r would just run str:>.ight
past and go on to one of the sets of fixed
plates of the differential reaction condenser.
lVe did not make any provision in the
original set for the' mounting of a grid-bias
battery on the baseboard, and it iH to be
undPrstood that . the usual alternative
positive is to be used, in which the bias
battery is secured by meanH of clips to the
inside of tlw cabinet at the back. As a
matter of fact, vou could find room for a
small battery standing on end beside the
"Contradvne '' coil; and between· that
'
component and the
100,000-ohm anode
SET
resistance.
The gem·ral idea
oftheop2ratingeontrols of the set vou
will already l{ave
gathered from our
explanation of the
different features of
the cireuit, particularly the aetion of
the. wave - change
switch and til:e
"Contradvnc" control switciL
'Vhat you requirr·
in conclusion is just
the necessary information in i·egard
to operc,ting conditions. The valnR
should bt> one of
the H.:F. or special

EVERY "P.W."
SET HAS TO
PASS THE MOST
EXACTING
TESTS BEFORE
I T S DESCRIPTION IS PUBLISHED.
detector typP for thtdetector (this goP"
in the soeket besic!t•
the H.F. choke), c.nc
of the I~.F. type f<Jr
the first L.F. valve,
(the one nt·arest the
panel). v,nd a power
or super-power for
the last valve.
The H.T. volt ages
will in normal u"c
he somewhat as follows. Terminal H.T.
1 supplies the detector vain', .:~he!
here you should hT
voltages from about
60
to !JO, noting
which seems to give
the best results on
weak signals.
Terminal H.T.
2 runs the two
L.I<'. valves, and
here you want the
conventional 120 or
tt little more, according to the supply
rcvailablt· and the
typ'JS of valves.

+

up

+

Un!jJ you've had a "Con!radyne" s~t. i~ actual use you cannot possibly imagine the really w~nderful results it is able to give, even in
fac" of the most dep•essmg local conditions. And, as you can see from the dtagram above, the" three" is a very simDle set to "hook·u~."
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••THREE·
COIL''
THREE
KIT A and
less V-!ves £6. · 7 . 6
cab•net
•.
•

11 /9

or 12 equal monthly
payments o!

KIT B :~;h c!~~:~ £8 : 6 : 6

15/2.

or 12 equal monthly
payments of

;}I

KIT C :,!~hc~~l~:~ £9 : 16 : 6

18/•

or 12 equal monthly
payments of

""SHARP·
TUNE''
TWO
KIT A ~~~ c!~~:~ £4:9:0
or 12 equal monthly

8/2.

·

~

payments o!

KIT B

~~;h c!iil~:t

or 12 equal monthly
payments ol
with valves
and cabinet
or 12 equal monthly
Iayments ol

KITC

£5 : 8 : 0

1 0/•

£6:7:0

11/9

COMPLETE
KITS
OF PARTS
FOR ALL
SETS-BY
RETURN OF
POST-FOR
CASH OR BY
BA.&Y
PAYMENT&

""EASY·
CHANGE''
.THREE.
.KIT A ~e,:~c:~:: £4: 4:6
or 12 equal monthly
payments of

1/9

KIT B :~\:~1~:~ £5:12:0
or 12 equal monthly
payments ol

1 0/3

KIT C :,!~h c:~l~:~ £7 : 2 : 0
or 12 equal monthly
.
payments ol

12/•
;}I

""MAXI·
POWER''
I'OUR
KIT A =c:~~= £7: 8:0
or 12 equal monthly

~ents

of

12/6
-..

KIT B J:\:~~: £9 : 15 : 6
or 12 equal moathl)o

payments o!

la··/•

KIT C ~h~:t £11: 5:6
or 12 equal monthly
payments ot

•0/9
lil

OFFICIAL BLUE PRINr SUPPLIED FREE WITH ABOVE KITS.
.luy component.~ can be supplied separately if tlesired-SE:\'D FOR LIST.
TO OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS.
All your goods are "">'Y cardul/y
packed ·for export and insured.

TO INLAND CUSTOMERS
Yo..,. ....,. fW<! despatched posl

all charges forward.

free or carrialfe paid.

Immediate
Dispatch

Cash or Easy

ADVERT. OF READY RADIO (R.R. Ltd.), 159, BOROUGH HIGH STREET. LONDON. S.E.I

Paymen~s
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PRECISION

CONDENSERS
fUr loJt' loss Desi.!Jn
J.B. Precision Instruments have many
unique features. They are scientifically
designed-they are the work of practical
radio engineers.
Rigid in construction and built of the
finest materials, nothing is left to chance
in J.B. Precision Condensers.
J.B. Precision ensures accuracy of workmanship. J.B. designcutsawayallsurplus
material without in any way impairing
strength. The two together combine to
give you increased selectivity, louder
signals on weak transmissions, and condensers of which the calibration will
never vary.
J>RECISI()N
INSTRlJ~ENTS
J.B. UNIVERSAL LOG
CONDENSER.
'0005
9/6 '0003
9/'00025

•.

8/9

8,19

'00015

Adl•crtisemcnt oj]ackson

uro• .. 72, St. Thci"!as' Street, London, S.E.r.

IT GRIPS THE
COVER
TOO

BELLING-LEE BATTERY
CORD, complete rvith e"·
gr.aved wander plugs and
spade terminals 9-way (for
•ll Mu/lard Orgol~ 3
.

czrcruts)

J.B. " JUNIOR" LOG
CONDENSER.
'0005
7.'0003
6.9
'00025 .. 6.6
'00015
6.6

Telephone: Hop. 1837.

~11111111-IIIIIIEASY TERMSIII!IIIIIIIII~
in the supply of all good quality Radio seta, etc ..
WE onspecialise
easy terms. We
give you efficient and prompt
"~>ill

~=

=-

:i

service. A few examples below :
'
NEW HEAYBERD ELIMINATOR KIT C.15(}. Complete kit of
'parts for building an H.T. Eliminator, including steel case,
Output, 25 l\I.A. 150 volts. 3 H.T. tappings. One variable.
Cash Price
..
£3 16 0
Or 7/6 with order and 11 ruouthly

Pasrnents of 7/·.

NEW EPOCH PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING-COIL SPEAKER
UNIT. P.l\1.66. Cash Price . .
£5 15 0
Or

11/~

deposit and 11 monthly payments of 10/6.

LISSEN 2-V. SET. Battery mo .1ft 1 including vai\'Cs. A reliable
Regional Receiver. Cash Price
.. .. .. ..
£3 10 0

Guaranteed · to grip any battery
socket, the Belling-Lee Wander
Plug also makes an exceptionally
neat connection.
It grips the
whole flex-copper, rubber and
braiding-putting an end to frayed,
straggling ends. No tools are required.
Having bared the wire
for three quarters of an inch,
wind it back tightly over the cover
for about a quarter of an inch.
Then loosen the lower portion of the
plug sufficiently to allow of inserting the prepared end of the flex into
the hole provided in the side.
Tighten up again-that's all.

B.T.H. PICK-UP AND TONE ARM.
available. - Cash Price

Special ' D ' section hard-drawn wire
prongs,
Hand engraved- 12
letterings to choose from, Price 3d.

GAMBRELL NOVOTONE. Greatly iwpro,·es reproduction from
records when connected between pick-up and amplifier.
Cash P_ri ce . • • . • , . . . . . . . . . . . .
£3 3 0

Write for Free Belling.Lee Handbook
Radio Connections" (2nd Edition).

NEW BLUE SPOT 66R UNIT Tlw finest IJalanced armature
movement on the market. Complete with largo Cone and
chassis. Cash Price
.. ..
£2 10 0

Or 5/6 with order and 11 monllily pa,:nuents of 6,6.

NEW OS RAM MUSIC MAGNET 4 KIT.
Cash Price

..

..

..

..

..

..

•,

£11 15

0

NEW MULLARD ORGOLA 1931 3-V. KIT. High grade complete
kit of parts including valves nnd cabinet. Cash Price £8 0 0
Or 10/6 with order and 11 montll!y pa,ymrnts of 14.'6.

last= 6~= =_= = =~-

NEW
COSSOR
EMPIRE
KIT.
A considerable
advance
season's
3-valve
Kit and3 at
a lower
price. Cash Price
£6on17
Or lOf· with order and 11 monthly pa,ymcnts of

1~/6.

N.K. FARRAND INDUCTOR. Loud speaker unit, quality of
reproduction almost equal to a mo\"ing-coil speaker.
Cash Price
£3 10 0
Or 5/6 with order and 11 monthl.r pa,rrncuts of 6/6.

One of the best pick-ups
..
£2 5 0

Or 5/· with t>rder and 9 monthl.v payments of 5!·.

Or 3l· with order and 8 monthly payments of Si·.

Or 5/· witb order and 10 monthly paymcuts of 5h

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO.,

Sf9

Adz·ertisement of Belling .S. Lee, Ltd., Q11emsway Wks., Pondas E>ld, Mdx.

..

Or 16/ .. with order and 11 monthly pa.rm0nts of 21/·.

u

Alao Made in-5, 6, 7, S. and10..way

A first-class long-distance

receiver incorporating 2 H.F. stages. single dial ttming.

11, Oat Lane, Noble St., London, E.C.2.

TelePhone: National 1977.
~
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MANY'S
IOR~LAYS

Transatlantic relays ?.nd radio tours are often carried out
by the German broadcasting statio~s. How these relays are
managed and the scientific -investigations necessary are
described below.
By A. A. GULLILAND.
the. carrying of those popi1lar
FOHwireless
link relays from across the
Atlantic and those "Visits to Foreign
Btatiom;," the ·central Getmany broadeasting . company, the Reichs-RundfunkGesellschaft, 'operates a number of listening
posts, ·observation . laboratories, and a
meteorological ~tation. The chief engineer
of the R.R .. G., Dr .. Reisser, is responsible
for this, though, of course, he has many
other diities besides the supervision of the
liiitening posts.
The fonner listening post of the Stuttgart Broadcasting Co. is situated near
Stuttgart, at Castle Solitude. In addition,
there is the permanent listening post
formerly at Buch, near Berlin, now at
Hchloss \Verder, near C't'>peniek, also close
to Berlin.

Among others, he pointed out an Osram
Three, a Burndept, and an Igranic-. I a~k<'d
him how they compared ·with f~t>rman
receivers.
Carrying Out Relays.
He was unable to give Ill€" a full anRwer,
as he did not wish to make a swePping
statement which might be unfair to sets
he has not tested. Generally speaking, he
seemed to incline that they were of excellent
workmanship and gave excellent results.
For important reception relays of Transatlantic stations, either the Zehlendorff
station is in operation or the German

by Dr. ·Reisser himself. Three sets are
kept going, usually each with a different
~tat ion, so that switching over can he done
immediately after the appropriate announcement.
·
·
··
For S.W. relays a large special receiver
is in use at Zehlendorff. I~ :was designed
by the ·laboratory staff of the R.R.G.,
and it ~s completely screened.
Mmy Aerials

U~.

I saw three aerials in Dr. Reisser's
garden. One of these is suspended from a
40-foot mast to a smaller mast on the top
of the house. For the sake of comparison

THE STENODE IN GERMANY

A Third Post.

I say ·'permanent" listening post,
for here somebody is on duty during all
broadcasting hours, whereas Solitude is
only in operation for a number of hours
per day, and on special occasions. Then
there is a third listening post situated
in the basement of Dr. Reisser's own home
at Zehlendorff, near Berlin, and the meteorological station is on the island of Fohr,
at Wyck.
·
Of all these stations, Sulitude has proha bly the best reception conditions, being
isolated and high up ; and it is probably
for that reason that the Stuttgart listening
post has carried out more or less successfnily most of the relays from the "Cnited
:-ltates on the different occasions of the
Z<'ppelin's arrival there.
Zehlendorff is hardlv less famous to
BPrlin listeners, and tl1e equipment here
i:-3 worthy of the R.R.G.'s chief engineer.
:\part from reception relays, he carries
out numbers of tests on all sorts of receivers,
and recently has taken to testing television
reception.
Television Receivers.

One of the Raird :'tandard setq is
mid one of .\Iihaly's receivers. This
latter, it will be remembered, permits of
both the reception of the Baird standard
anrl the German Heichspost standard
transmiss:ons.
I saw the giant- Stenode Radiostat
,tanding there just undergoing tests,
and it will probably interest British readers
to know which commercial British sets
have found their way to Dr. Reillser's home.
He told me that each time· he was over in
London he bought the type of set he liked
best, and so has quite a collection.

1hPrP,

A British Stenode receiver being used in Germany !or the relaying of programmes picked up by radio.

eommcrcial radio company "s ( Transr<ldio)
reception post is loaned for the evening,
as practically ideal conditions prcn1il
there.
For relays on longer waYcs there are
usually four men on duty at Dr. Reisser's.
He himself is at the switchboard, which
permits the putting of one receiver after
another into circuit, interposing announcements from a microphone and, at the same
time, controlling or listening to the output
of a second set and of the set actually
working on the· broadcaster.
All this rather complicated switching
is done bv a few movements of one or two
switches, ·the whole having been developed

to

it is perhaps infcrPsting
note that the
~olitudc listening post has over sevrnteen
aPrials !
But, then, as Dr. Reisser pointPd out,
he was only on duty on very special, occasions whPn it was nccessary·for the captain
to be on the bridge. Special ,]and-line
circuits connect Zehlendorff listening post
to the Berlin c-ontrol-room and trans·
mitter.
Before !eavin(\, Dr. Reisscr kindly showed
me the small stand with meteorological
instruments in his garden. He is thus
always able to find out if any peculiarity
in reception is due t{) some unusuaf
meteorological conditions.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

I

LotOD

f
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are always welcomed ; but Jt must be clearly understood that the publication of such does in no way
indicate that we associate ourselves with the views expressed by our correspondents and we cannot
accept any responsibility !or any information given.-EDITOR.
'
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MIXING LOUD SPEAKERS.
The l'ditor, POPULAR WIRELESS.
Dear Sir ,-Though a wireless trader I have alwayg
been au interested and regular reader of your paper,
and from time to time haYe noticed you recommend
the use of two loud speakers-one horn and one cone.
I think you mentioned this a week or so ago when an
article on a set was published.
I have experimented for wme time with power
amplifiers, and found that several types of L.S.
give !he best results.
The speakers I use at fetes, spmts. etc., are two
6-ft. exponential horns with moving-coil units, a
third is a big horn-type moving-coil which I built
myself-the tone of thie •pmker alone is rather high.
Two other speakers were built from p~trts supplied hy
the Star peo)Jle to my designs. The one is a very low
tone, and tried my patience for months; the other
one is about average, and rasi1y beats any cornmerrial model against which I have tried it. Both
of these cones and moving-coil formers were made
from one piece of l.mckram. The moulding was done
between two pieces of wood. The three home-made
speakers are all 4S-watt fields at 12 volts.
The tonal balance and volume of the complete
battery of speakers is splendid. My total engagements during last summer were forty-three, which
speaks for~ itself.
The set is the outcome of over six years of experiment. It comprises a B.T.H. pick-up and "mike,"
and A.C./H.L. and P.l valves with 4L.S.6A. valves
in push-pull at 500 H.T. InAtcad of an output transformer I use a specially made centre-tapped choke.
The lfive speakerR are in " series." The set is " allelectric/' and weighs 21 cwt.
With best wishes to " l'op." for the future.
Your:; faithfully,
AR~'HUR S. HOW.
Chesham, Bucks.

iden~if~· it at ftr,;t. The wave-length Is 28'9 metres
and ·~ IS vcrr good here at times, being Up to R 9 on
occaswns.
Th~ address is : Transradio Internacional San
ll!artrn 32U, Buenos Aires, Argentine.
'

IT WEIGHS 280 LBS. !

Are they "Stunt " Sets?
W. H. H. writes from N.W.lO on the
subject of the short-wave receivers used by
amateur transmitters. He says : " I was
listening to an amateur telling someone in
Italy that he was- getting him on the loud
speaker as he could not wear headphones on
him. What sort of thing do they use ?
They seem to be able to separate their
stations as easily as I can on the broadcast
band."
Wr.ll, W. H. H., speaking as one of the
amateur fraternity myself, I have not found
any transmitting amateurs who use a receiver that is at all out of the ordinary.
l\Iy own is a straight S.G. and detector, with
an "optional note-mag." in a separate box.
Most of them, I believe, dispense with the
S.G. and use a straight detector and J•. F.
' As far as separation of stations is concerned, naturally the separation of two

The Ne\V Zealand Governmrnt 'phone station at,

\~dlington is now trst.ing on 27·3 mctref'. I think it
Will be used for 'phonr service lwtwcen New ZPala.rd
and F.ngland later. The call !Pttn' arc Z J, W (!hP 7.
prononneC'd zrd, which is like J'~nglancn. As thi.CJ
conclude:-; my stock of short.-wase tll'\-\'S 1 will close
now and put the 'phones back on, or I will tni33

something.

Yours

Cineinnati.
Ohio, l' .S.A.

rcspcc·tfull)~.
}'RED E-1STER.

I..~E~~u~!~~ing tj
*••••••++••••·_...~.*

If the many advantages of a short earth leall
were generally realised there would be a decrease in ihe sale of wire !
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Generally speaking, an increase in the hightension on the detector valve will mean increased strength of reaction.
If you are unable to get reaction when your
condenser is all in, except towards the lower
end of your tuning range, a small fixed condenser, usually ·0001 or less, connected across
the reaction condenser is an improvisation
worth trying.

When reaction seems much too strong and it
is inconvenient to take off turns from the

Thr Editor, POPULAR WIR~JLESS.
Dear :·iir,-A new short-wave broadcast station
for British listcn~rs to try for is L S H at Buenos
,Aires, Argentine. It is on the air from 8 to 10 p.m.
eastern time, which corresponds to 01.00 to 03.00
G.M.T. I have been hearing it for a time now, but as
the announcing is all in Spanish I was not able to

which the New Zealanders have been
coming over on 40 metres in the early
morning. There are not so very many
"hams" in New Zealand, and yet I seem to
have heard thirty or so during the last ten
days alone. Some of our people, using plenty
of power, seem to be getting out the other
way, too, but not many of the normalpowered stations seem to be able to do it at
present.

According to reports there is a new short-wave
!Jroadrast s~ation at Souraba~:a •.Java, whose caH
P K 3 A N. The wave-length rs grven as 49 mdrc,,
but I l!ave. not heard it and ha\·e no further dope
concernmg rt.
The Buenos Aires station has no interval signal
that would enable it to be easilr identified bv am·one
not familiar with t'panish. The rail letters lieing
tr!Jlln~mced ell-a ess-a ateh-a, which I lcantcll was
IS

+ Reaction-ControllingRegeneration.
*················~*

A NEW SHORT-WAVER.

the outstanding feature of this
I SUPPOSE
autumn, from the "short-wave" point
of view is the extraordinary way in

Popular Wireless, Not•ember 1st, 1930.

A view ol the set with which Mr. How operates
his httery ol loud speakers.

*____.•._..__.....__ *
t SHORT-WAVE

I
t
t

~?J.A?

News and views of higher
frequency activities for the
amateur experimenter. ·

*••••••++~----•++•++*

C.W. signals is more a matter of practice
than selectivity, and inYolves the ability to
read one l\Iorse signal and exclude the other,
even though the,v are the same strength.
Probably W. H. H. is confused between
selectivity and critical tuning, as most
novices to short-wa\'e work are at first.
Since it is a point of gcncml interest, it is
worthv of more than a casual mention.
Naturallv, am·onc can make his receiver
tune " sharply " on any particular station
by using a. huge tuning condenser.
Spreading the Stations.
This will make this station occupy about
a twentieth of a degree instead of, perhaps,
one degree on the dial ; but it will in no way
increase the selectivity of the receiver-i.e.
its ability to cut out another station nearby.
Naturally, what is wanted for short-wave
work is a spreading out of the stations over
a wide band of the dial.
A golden rule is to choose a size of condenser and coil that will give a frequency

reactwn winding, the effective capacity of the
'reaction condenser can be reduced by joining a
fixed condenser of about equal capacity in
series with it. (The smaller the capacity in
series the greater the reducing effect).

range of about 500 kc. over the whole dial.
This is what is usually covered bv the dial
on a broadcast recei~er-it represents the
frequency band between about 250 and 520
metres.
,
If this is done it stands to reason that
the tuning of the short-waver· cannot be
any more difficult than that of the broadcast
set, apart from such things as hand-capacity
effects and bad n;action control. But tbes"
latter must definitely be regarded as fu nl/.s
in the recci\'er, and not blamed on the
innocent short waves!
Separation Quite Easy
If this spacing is achiend, the amateur
wave-bands on 20 and 40 metres, both about
200 kc. in width, will occupy rather less than
half the dial, and tuning-in and' separation·
of amateur signals will be perfectly easy.
As a rough guide, I am ming, for 40
metres, a 10-turn coil with a tuning condenser of ·00003. ( ·0001 is definitely too big
for comfort.) On 20 mf-'tres I use the same
condenser with a coil of 5 turns. The
reaction coil in each case has three turns.
An intermediate coil of seven turns cover.s
the short-wave broadcast band between
30 and 32 metres comfortab]v. So it is
surely preferable to use three coils and
a small condenser to the usual method of
sticking to the commercial turn numbers and
having to use something like •0003 to cover
the range, at the same time giving almost
impossibly-difficult tuning,

(
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THIS MOVING
COIL SPEAKER
HAS SURPRISED
THE MOST
EXPERT CRITICS
NO MORE BOOM,
NO MORE LOST NOTES
NO MORE DULLNESS
NO MORE CHATTER
H
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GECoPHONE~.
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MOVING C:OIL
LOUD SPEAKER
Specifications and Prices:
. CHASSIS ONLY
BC1810. D.C. Chassis for 2oo 1

260 ';olts. BCr8roL for roo;r3o
Yolts. PRICE

MOUNTED ON BAFFLE

The New GECoPHONE Moving Coil Loud
Speaker gives unprecedented brilliance of
reproduction. A new principle of construction-robust suspension-the use of a
Duralumin speech coil former-all contribute to secure absolute balance and fidelity
uf tone without any trace of defect. It is a
highly efficient and sensitive instrument
which requires only 10 watts to energise the
Jiclcl magnets to very high magnetic flux
density. Available as a unit or complete
as described below.

WRITE for leaflet No. B.C. 5605,
which gives particulars of the full
range of G E C o PH 0 NE Loud
Speakers •

~Iodel for 2oo/
2t>ovolts. BCr8qLfor roo/I3;
yolts, PIUCE

BC1814. D.C.

£7:0:0

£10: 10:0
ul }.,I : r: o dcposU and IZ 11/0i!thly ;-ay
ments of I 6, 6

BC1805. A.C. Chassis for 2oo;

BC1809. A.C. '.\IOLlel for 2ooj

260 volts or BC18osL, IOO,'r3o
volts, 4o1 8o cycles. PRICE.
including OSH.A'.\I U.s rectifier,

260 volts or BCr8o9L roo;'r3o
volts, 40 So cycles. PRICE,
including OSRA'.\I U.s rectifier.

£10:10:0
•Jf

£r

: I : o d. po·;;~ al/d r ~ monthly p(n·
/11Ci!!S

of 16 '6

£14:0:0
11 ( I :

S : o dtposit and
mcni::; of

£r

I:

moath!y

t~:y

: 2 ; o

Input Transformer giving alternative imp'"dances supplier] 'Yith
all mo:lc!s.
B.\FFL:P DDIENSI0:-.15: He:ght 3..! ins., width 23 ins., depth 01 ins.

Made in England.

Sold by all TV irelcss Dealers.

Advt. of The General Electric Co .. Ltd., Maf[nd House. Kingsway, Lo;;do;:,

l:~.c.~.

B.C. 1814/L.
B.C. 1809JL.
Complete :Model.
decorative baffle.
black ancl gold.

Handsome
finished in

3SO
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SMALL in Bulk
HIGH in Efficiency
LOW in Price
The IGRANIC Midget Transformer, although only
2~ x I~" x It• in size, may be termed a "masterpiece
in miniature." This Midget Transformer has a high
primary inductance of over 6o henries, and the patented
core embodying a new nickel alloy permits overload
without ill effect. Ratio, 3 : I.
11

Have you a copy of our new Radio Catalogue?
If not, may we send you one ? Write to Dept. R. 164.

TRUE REPRODUCTION

What's Your Bobby!

COMPARE THIS WONDERFUL
UNIT WITH ANY MOVING COIL.
Adjustable pole pieces coupled
with a field magnet l:adng a
ten pounds pull, makes this Unit
scnsiti\·e to the sn1allc3t i1npulse,
yet capable of handling an.
anlJ.zing top load of 5 watts.
CO\'ers the full nmsical range and
cannot be o\-crluadcd. :r\uthin_g
to rattle or get out of order.

A Wonderful
"How-To-Make-lt"
Book
..........

Tile HOBBY ANNUALcon·

tains fully-illustrated art:cles
on all tlze following wbjects:

RAILWAYS
SPEED BOATS
:WOODWORK
WIRELESS
MOTOR CARS

Here's a big book which will
appeal to boys and their fathers
as well ! A book that shows
"how things work," and how
things can be made at home at
very little cost. It is packed
with fascinating articles and
crystal-clear drawings and diagrams that " show how " in the
simplest way.
The HOBBY ANNUAL is just
the book to help while away the
long winter evenings. Any boy
who is keen on " making
things "will treasure it for years.

Price, Unit Only, 27/6
CrJmplete with Rigid Stand and 15"
Floating Cone (ready for fit·
ting to Cabin et or Baffle)
CASH WITH ORDER.
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7

Days Approval.

Write:

REPRODUCER DISTRIBUTING Co.,
21, Station Buildings,
Acton St., Kingsland London, E.S

-ALL MAINS COMPONENTS
WESTINGHOUSE RECTIFIERS
require the best Condensers, Transformers
and Chokes.

etc., etc.

·•••••••••••••••••••~:.•••••••••••••••••••

EVERY BOY'S

HOBBY ANNUAL
At all Newsagents and Booksellers

6/- net.

FILTA-BANK
Condensers.
2 mfd. (Ry-prtRS) ... •..

3/3

4 mftl (Reservoir) ...
4.4.4 mfd. (Voltage

5;3

THE MAINS POWER RADIO CO.

......... 15/0

57, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4

DoHblcr)

4.4.2.2

mfd. (Hall-

Wave) ... ... ... ...

15/6

Write for Full List,
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Some useful hints and tips for gramophone enthusiasts.
Dr. Roberts is well qualified to write on this subject as he
was for some years Teclmical Chief of the great Columbia
Graphophone Co.

·• QVT of sight- out of mind " may aptly

be applied to the gramophone motor.
\Ye all know the importance of the
,ooundbox, of the tonearm, sotmd-chambcr,
amplifier and record-surface.
But we are a.pt to overlook the fact that
unless the record is strongly and uniformly
revolvC'd, the reproduction, no matter how
excellent the other parts may be, is bound
to suffer.
I dare say that not five per eent of gramo1 ·hone users ever trouble to clean or lubri' ate the gramophmw motor, much less to
concern themselves with questions of its
design or operation.
Yet thne are great differences between
tlifferent makes -of gramophone motors,
probably as grC'at as the differences between
different makes of motor-ca1s. You would
not think of going to a motor-car dealer
; nd just ;:pc•eif,·in'.( that you wanted " one
motor-car:'

phone motor so that vou may be able (•J
judge whether the ;vorks .,, under the
bonnet" come up to the staJHlard of the
exterior of the instrument.
The first-class gramophone manufaeturt'rs
ean be relied upon to install sound and satisfactory motors in their marhines; but, unfortunately, some of the lesser known ma.kes
of gramophonPs are got up more to catch
the eye than to giYe long and satisfactory
service.

You no doubt know t'hat the main-spring
of a motor is nearly always contained in a
metal " barrel.~'
lf the motor is what is called a " singlespring " motor, there is only one barrel, if
it is a double-spring motor there are two
barrels, and, if a triple-spring. motor, three
barrels.
It is unusual for a gramophone motor to
have more than a triple-spring, but occaSome of the Troubles.
sionally quadruple springs are fitted. Il
I have, in fact, on many occasions inmore springs t.han one are present, these
spected gramophones in which extremely are generally mounted on the same shaft and
poor and shoddy motors were fitted, with are connected together in a way which may
various unsatisfactory results;
be described,
in some eases a 12-in. record
borrowing
IT
WINDS
ITSELF
would scarcely play properly
an electrical
towards the outer edge, where
phrase, as
the pull is greatest ; in some
" in series."
cases the record would quite
Usually,
noticeably pull up (with a
the winding
"Under the Bonnet."
horrible drop in the tone)
You would, in fact, previously have whenever a loud passage was
weighed up wry shrewdly the respective encountered ; whilst in many
merits ami advantages of different ma.kes
cases also there would be an
Electricity and clockwork in comand (bearin'! in mind the all-important obvious falling-off in speed
bination. The electric motor of
question of in·ic<·) have decided beforehand
(and pitch) towards the end of
this device automatically comes
precisely wh[~+ make and model you intended a single record unless, indeed,
into operation and windJ up the spring motor
when this runs down.
to buv.
the gramophone were given
In the mnE' way, it is well worth while to an additional winding during
rv·qnaint ~-mu·self with tlw principal features
the playing of the record, when the pitch handle rotates the barrel
in the d<>"ipl e.nt! -constrn<::tion of a gramowould noticeablv rise.
and this winds up the
·r expect many of you have spring (one end of which is attached to the
noticed some of the ~·ffects inside of the barrel), the opposite end of the
USING THE MAINS
which I have just dPscribed; spring thereby tending to rotate the shaft
if yon have, I hope it has
to which it is attached.
been in other peoples' gramoThis shaft may then turn the shaft-end of
ph0nes and not in your own ! the next spring which, on being wound up,
tends to rotate the second barreL If it is
a double-spring motor this second barrel,
Choosing a Motor.
by means of a tooth-wheel secured to it,
For your general guidancE',
\\·hcther in purchasing a new then drives the remaining working parts of
nmchine or in k<'<'ping your the motor. Alternatively, the force from the
prcscnt motor in proper first spring may operate upon the barrel of
operating condition, you may the second spring in which case a telescopic
perhaps like to luwe a fpw shaft is used and the drive is taken from the
ge1wral observation:-; on the "haft of the second spring.
dc~ign and workinc of a
Those Sticky Springs.
grai1iophone motor. ~
Although eketrie zramoHowever the individual eprings may be
phone motors are 11uw gain- arranged, the effect of multiple springs, if in
ing ground, the YaA nmjority series, is the same as though a single spring
of gramophon<'s arc fitted
of greater length were used.
with spring motors and, there[n some gramophone motors the multiple
fore, I will commt>nce by springs are arranged in parallel, in which
considering the ~pring type case the dfect is the same as though a
of motor.
An electric gramophone-motor complete with control rheostat.
(Continued on next page.)
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off the working parts of the motor ann
therefore the motor ceases to op2rate during
rewinding.
You mav have notired that manv kinds
of clock~ ~re workc·d on this princir~le, aml
tktt whiist you a~e actually rcwindin;: th::
clock, the clock wi!l stop.

Governing the Speed.
stronger spring of the same length were
The 1wxt most im[Ylrtant_ item in the
used, but inasmuch as this permit~ a gn;atC'r structure of the gramophone, motor is the
velocity ratio or step-up as between the g.Jvcrnor which. as you kn'>w, is introdneed
spring and the rest of the motor, it come.'3 in ordn to make the nF.trn· rnn at a more
to much the same thing in the encl.
or less constant sp~ed.
When the motor is freshly instai!C'd, the
I say "more or less constan'." becan;o;e
turns or convolutions of the spring are many people think that tlw mere fitting
filled with a heavy greasr, but in course of of
governor automatically Pnsures an
time this mav become exhau.3ted or st.ickv.
a'Jsoruiely constant ~peed. This is not the
and it sometimes happens that adjacent ca>e.
parts of the spring arc not able to slide
All that the governor dors is to take up
freely over each other.
the m1in load of the gramophone spring.
At the moment of " stieking." the force It
is obvious th:1t (enn without a reconl
which should be exerted upon the turnbeing played) the actual speed of the motor
table is temporarily arrestrd and the resttlt will gradually fall away as the spring runs
is that you get erratic reproduction.
down.
A Word of Warning.
I expect sonw of my readers will be
It is very important, therefore, to be inelined to dispute this, but if you will
jmt think about it for a moment you will
sure that the springs are properly supplied
realise that it is so.
with grease, and if you are in serious trouble
The motor, when in operation playing the
from this cause it is better to dismount the
motor altogether and
give the sprir:.gs a
thorough cleaning
LISTENING TO THE LIONS
out with paraffin oil,
afterwards introducing a good quality
of heavy grease.
I should warn vou,
by the way, not to
attempt to remove
the spring from its
barrel, as the spring
as a rule is an extrem<'ly powerful
and unwieldy object,
and if you once get
it out of the barrel
you will ha'l"e great.
diffi(!ulty in getting
it in fl£:ain.
i\l;;o- if removed
from the barrel,
except by anyone
fiCCLlst.omcd to the
]Ob, it is liable to
spring out with great
iorcc and is therefore dangerous. In
Lions in a New York Zoo broadcasting their growls to the dozens o! stations
the ordinary way
constituting the National Broadcasting Company's chain.
there is no need
whatever for you to
interfere with the spring otherwise thall to
record, is driving two loads simultaneously,
one ia the load due to the governor and thJ
wash it out and relubricate it.
other is the load due to the friction between
Which Kind is Yours?
the record anrl the needle.
It is important that the motor shoulJ
The load due to the zovcrnor, at fl
have what is lmO\~n as a " forward wind,"
constant speed, is fairly aectirtttc-ly consta,lt,
that is to say, the end of the spring which
but the friction on the record is continually
drives the motor should be the opposite end
varying, not only from point to point, but
from that which is wound up by the winding
also gradually falling off from the oui('r
handle.
part of the record towards the cent re.
lf this is so, tl.en the motor can be
actuallv rewound whilst the gramophone Imagine a Horse !
If the governor is to control the specrl
is running. In some type3 of gramoand keep it fairly constant., it is essential
phone motor, more particuhrly the earlier
that the load due to the friction in the
t.ypes, one end of the spring is fi s:ed in a
stationary position and tne opposite end governor shall be large compared to the
variable load due to the record.
is wound up in one direction and unThis is a point which unfortunately is
\\ound during the operation in the opposite
direction.
very frequently overlooked by the designers
of gramophone motors and, in fact, I
The result is that whilst the winding
handle is being turned the force is taken will go so far as to say that many

a

Ro-called designers are completely ignorant
of it.
A simple illustration is a hor:<c carrying
a load which varies between ~ay, 100 pounds
and llO pound~. Provided there is a constant bad of lOO pounds, th•" slight varietions beh>ecn lOO aud llO will mal;c \ :~rv
lit!lc diff0rcnce.
·
If, however, the constant load i~ 10 pounds
and this vari~s between 10 and ll0 pouJI(ls,
the varying loads become more important
th<:~n the con;otant lo'ld, with con'eqncnt
variations in the performance of the
animal.
Unfortunately, the go\"ernor is a::rain a
feature of the motor which you cannot
very well interfere with.
The " Hunting " Gramophone.
The friction pad of the governor slwuld
not be lubricated too freely. Be;u- in mind
that it is a frHion pad, and that most of
the energy of the unwinding spring is being
dissipated in the friction between the
governor pad and the friction disk.
If the pad and disk arc too dry, the
friction will be excessive and the governor
will be "fierce." A "fierce" governor
may lead to what is known as "hunting,"
thit is, to the speed of the motor continually rising and falling in an oscillatory
fashion, like a huntsman on horseback.
On the other hand, if the friction between
the pad and disk is too small, the governor
balls may swing out unduly widely before
they have exerted a sufficient pressure
against the pad to produce the necessary
friction. Generally, if your motor is working satisfactorily, it is better mt to oil the
pad but to leave well alone.
In a subsequent article I will tell you of
some of the other parts of the spring motor
and also discuss electric gramophone
motors.
*·~·~~~~~~~~·~··

tf RECEPTION

REMINDERS

Screening-Adjusting G.B.-etc.

t
t

·~~~···~···~·~·*
If you are making a set in which a tuning
coil is placed somewhere near to a screen, be
very careful to see that you keep it the correct
distance from the screen, for if it is too close you
are almost certain to lose selectivity.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

One of th~ simplest ways of preserving the
life of your power valve is to remember that
never under any circumstances should the grid
bias plugs be readjusted unless the set is
switched oil first.
Every listener who is really interested in the
reception of foreign stations should calibrate
his set, for a tuning chart is very easily made,
and is simply invaluable for telling you the
wave-lengths covered at various degrees.
Among the chief factors influencing the
degree of reaction employed is the spacing from
the tuning coil of the reaction coil and the
number of turns in the latter. The greater the
turn number the stronger the reaction, but the
greater the distance bet we en the coils the
weaker the reaction,
When experimenting with circuits in which
centre-tapped coils are used, do not forget that
the centre terminals or connection points of
two centre-tapped coils may easily touch one
another, with disastrous results if one of them
is at high potential.
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Read what
Leading National
Newspapers

VOLUTE PLIERS
Precision Wire
Loop-Forming Tool
Reg. Des. No. 753447.
Pat. Pen. No. 10014/30.

Say:
Vtu/ev
Seuio-r

A /!-Electric
Transport~

able Raewer

£26

0

(A.C. or
D.C.)

I

huludin~

11et royalties.

"Quality the
outstanding feature "
"Exceptional Selectivity"
"Extraordinarily
Simple Tuning"
"Completely Stable

,

"No Hum"
These extracts are taken from published test reports on
the Varley Senior All-Electric Transportable Receiver,
from a leading National Daily Newspaper which has
arranged to " review fearlessly" several well. known
Receivers, and from another great National "Daily."

A REMARKABLE RECEIVER-HEAR
YOURSELF.

-----------··------'-----------:...a
An important accesnry to aU Electrical, Wireless and
Mechanical Outfits, for gaining the highest efficiency, careful
and neat wiring, whether employed by the expert or amateur.

IT

Write for Section .. A,, of Varley Catalogue,
which gives details and Hire Purchase Terms.

PRICE

4!EACH

Entirely British in design and manufacture, they are
invaluable to everyone associated with the Wireless,
Electrical, and kindred trades. Made of the best tool
steel. hardened and tempered, there are eight gauges on
one tool, each gauge giving, in one simple operation. a
neat and accurate loop. ensuring perfect electrical contact.
Loops easily adjusted to terminals, screws. and other
circular connecting devices. Wire cropper incorporated
in circular joint.
No guessing or unsatisfactory loops-perfect loops in a
fraction of a. minute.

If unobtainable at your local dealer send rem.ittance to the Company direct.

.J ,{i•ertisemeat. of Olit•e. Pell Control, Ltd., Kingsway House,
103, Kmgsway, Londo11, W.C.z, Telephone: HolboTII 5303,

I

VOLUTE PLIERS COMPANY
19, Victoria Square, London, S.W.l
'Phone: Victoria 7553·

Proprietor: F. P. Delacour,
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We arc afraid you have not q11itr got tlw i<lra brhinrl
the S.G. valw. fltnted brieft)'. the po~it.ion i' this:
The input eircuit of any H.F. valve must be kept
well separated from it" output c-ircuit, becau'e if
interaction iR taking plarr. thr ~~ <E.n• becnmPs un;;;tahlc.
and "ill not amplify snt.i•f<lClr'liil·. With tire ..1r1:
fa~hioned YUIYP::> COlltl:ll·tf' :"I'Par<ltion of t!H• it1[lllt
from the out.pnt. stagp \\·a.; ilnP~l:->··ibk. bPran~·~ eYrn
should tlH'~f· lw c..xtenwllr ~lT(·em_·ll from <'.'l('h
other, there \ra:--: a fL'Cll-haek iw•idr the valn', from
plat.c to grid. mYiu!,! to tlw inh.'r-Pll'drodt· eapaPit-~'.
It was found po~~iblc to oYcn·omp this hy lil{~an:.; of
wiwliBg-~

Jlcntralbing:

afl<l

condPJlf-;f'l':..:.,

and

:-;tabh~

<lmplifh·aUoa coullt br• oh!;~ilwd in t hi ....; wa;\· }Jrq\"idtrl
the PXtt•rua1 gri(l cirrnU and tlw pbtr eircnit Wl're 1\.ept

\Yell screenPlt atul f'C'Jl~HatC'd.

'l'hrn ramr tht· i·U~. Yaln:· in whkh an rutlwd
plaec·d lwtwren thP gJ'id and plate of tllc
so PI\'H'nting the h•HdrBc~- to h'{·d·had\:. Although it ha~ pr.)\Pil Yr·r~· :.;1ahk in pradkP, the
iumlillll(·J\tal lH'<'i'"'-ity of kr·r·ping thP nnolh.· t'ircuit
from C'Ot4)1ing v;ith t hf' grill drruit :.;till remaiit::;, awl

:::-,~~rel·tr wa~

vain~',

(Continued on page 3013.)
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All Editorial communications should be addressed to the Editor,
POPULAR WIRELESS, Tallis House, Tallis Street, London, E.C.4.
Tlte Editor will be pleased to con8ider articles and pJtotoyrapl!s dealing teEth nll subjrcts appertafnina to wireleu
The Editor cannot accept responsibility tor manuscripts or p1wtos. Every carr. tvill be tal.:en to return
MSS. not accepted tor publicatiort. A stamped and addre.<~sed envelope must be sent witl! every article. AU

1~'M'L

inquiries conc~tnir1g advertising 1·ates, etc., to be addressed to the Sole Agents, 'Messrs.
4, I.udgate Cn·cus, J,ondon, E.C.4.

1

The constrttctional al'ticles w1deh appear from time to time
and e.rperimental u·or1' carried out witlt a view to improving tlH!
tl1e information given in· the columns of tl!is paper concerns t11e
some of tl1e arr·angements and specialities described may be t11e
and t1te< trader would be well advised to obtain permhsion of tile

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS

'I

,WHERE CAN I GET DETAILS OF THE
" EUROPEAN " THREE ?
R.B. (Caterham).-" I have had such good
'reports of the ' European ' Three that I
should like·to get the back number describing
it. How do I get it ? "
Dark numbers of "P.,V. '' \Vhich are still in print
C"an be- obtained from the Amalgamated Pr~>,-"s., Ltd.,
!Bark Nn. Dept.. Bear Alley, I<'arrin!(don 8treet,
~London, E.('.4. price 4d. per copy po:;t free.

Jo1~n

H. Lile, Ltd .•

in f11is journal are the outcome of reJtarch
tecbt!i!}Ue of wit·elcss reception.
AI much ol
most recent developments in tl!e radio world.
subject of Letters Patent, and the amatt>vr
patentees to use the patents before doing so.

A QUESTION OF SCREENING•.
D. S. (Paisley).-" I do not regret changing
over and scrapping the old neutrodyne set.
Although it was good. the S.G. is definitely
more snappy and much easier to handle, with
the advantage of being as steady at the top of
the tuning range ag at the bottom, and none of
that worry about the exact neutralising setting.
"There is, however, one thing that puzzles
me. \Vhy wa~ it necessary to screen the set
as well?
" If the valve is screened to prevent feedback from plate to grid, what is the purpose of
having the huge outside screen as well ? Is it
really necessary ? "

E

==========<:;:===-

'

Perhaps some mysterious noise has appenrcrl,
and is spoiling your radio reception ?-Or
one of the batteries seerm to run down mueh
faster than formerly ?-Or you want a Blue
Whatever your radio problem may be,
remember that the Technical Query Department is thoroughly equippe<l to assist our
Print?
readers, and offers au tmrivalled service.
Full details, includin~ scale of charges, ran
be obtained direct from the Technical Query
Dept.. POPULAR WIREI,Y.:~S, The Fleetway
House, }'arringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
A postcard will do. On receipt of this, an

=
post free immediately. This application
:.,= ~=-: = - and
Application
Fonn
sent to whatever,
you free
will
place
underwill
no be
obligation

-

you

but having the form, you will know exactly
what information we require to have before
us in order to Eo~ve ''our problems.

LONDON

.READER$

PLEASE

NOT~:

Inquiries should NOT be made by 'phone or
in person at Fleetway House or Tallis House.

_
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-A- c 0 L o-vAL VE-r;~~~~g~N ONSENSE? No ! An accurate description
of the W estinghouse Metal Rectifier, which
Is, In effect, a Diode Valve of very low· impedance,
having a cold cathode of inestimable life.
In this respect THE WESTINGHOUSE METAL RECTIFIER
Send 3d. stamp for "The All-Metal Way 1931," now enlarged to 40
pages, a yaluable book for mains users,. giving circuits, techni.cal
instruction, and components for constrnctmg all types of A. C. Umts.

.

IS

.

umque

The W estinghouse Brake & Sax by Signal Co., Ltd.
82, York Road, King's Cross, London, N.l.
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i§

~CISTERf.D TR.AOE MA.tlK

il

~

EBONITE I
PANELS IN "FRONT" -

ARE STILL
!~
FOR SAFETY
~~
AND APPEARANCE
i~

~~

IMPERVIOUS AND LASTING.

_

No. 21:9. A H~·lw. or l~~ldJP t:ramophnnc Cabinr>t
3' 9" lllgll, 2' 2' w1de. and 1' 6'' dPC')). Tll'e hatt£>rY
nfld

loud SJH.'a.k~·r ('ulllp!ll'tllli'Bt:-, arP at the botUnit

and are par!ItiOnl.'d off .. NIZP of the batik behind

the frc;t

I:'>

=

i~=--

WOOD "PANELS MAY: APPEAR SATISFACTORY ,.,
BUT "SAFETY FIRST "
_

.§

The BRITISH EBONITE Co., Ltd., HANWELL, LONDON, W.

_

f.'illrtlllllllllltllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~

~Ir'tallie falJI'!C'• for the fret
Op'E'mng at ti!P to]J and back

24" x 24".

front 1s mcllldPd.

1'his cabinrt will tak~; a panel 2 f.t. x ~ins. or smaHer:
Ready to Assemble
Scottish National
Oa.k 65/- Mahoga-ny 70 - Walnut 80 - Radio Exhibitioa
Asat'!mbled Ready to Polish
.
EDINBURGH
Oak 85/· Mahogany 90/- Walnut 100 ,_ Wa.verley Ma.rket
Assembled and Polished
.
NOV. 12-22.
Oak 105/· Mahogany 120,'- Walnut 135t.
ST'ifo~~~· 40
CHAS. A. OSBORN (Dept. l',W.),
'J'HE REGENT WORKS, ARLI:-l'GTON ST., LONDON, N.l.
Phon~: Clerkenwr:;ll 5095. At1d at 21, Essex Rd ••
Ishngton, N~l. 'Phone: Clerkenwell 5634 .
All models carriage paid. Selld tor 56.pooe illul·
trated catalogue. Ser1d 3d. in stt~mps,

•
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OUTSTANDING
MAINS UNITS

3•

UNRIVALLED
ANYWHERE for
OUTPUT, SIZE
and PRICE

HGOLTONE"
DUAL WAVE COIL
SUPER MODEL

•

Specially designed for the
Hegional requirements.

new

~lore

ethcient and convenient than
old· fashioned plug~in coils. Just

switch

over from High to Low
\Vave·band.
Reaction on High and Low \Vave
\Va\'e·lengths is fully obtained.
Range 2oo-6oo and I ,ooo-2,000.

Suitable for Mullard 3*, Furzebill 4,
"P.W." Exhibition 4.
D\V/8 J~~oml?lete with

1

8/•
6 j,.

Base

and I crnunals) . .
•.
•.
D\V,'g. Fitted with pins to
into Standard 6~Pin Base
Fr'J'n

all

.first~class

Radio

plug

Store.<;.

Refuse substitutes-it anu dif!icultu
writr direct. Lar[}P- illustm.ted Radir,
Catalogue FREE on re11uest

YOU CAN
OBTAIN ANY
OF THESE
AMAZING

UNITS FORJ

de~o~L:h.
MAKE ANY SET
ALL-MAINS
standard
or portable

This remarkable new Model A.C.
188 ensures constant High and Low
Tension power entirely free from
hum. lt is as simple to use and as
compact as an H.T. Battery and Just
as safe. The output is the highest of
any Unit at anything like the size
and price.

This fine

instrument

ensures ALL-MAINS economy and
quality with any type of receiver.

Tappings: 2 Variable-0/100 and 0/120 Volts: 1 Fixef-150 Volts.
Output
25 m/ A. Combined trickle charger for 2, 4 and 6 Volt LT. Accumulators.
Incorporating the Westinghouse Metal Rectifier.
PRICE £6, or 10/- deposit
and the balance in easy monthly instalments.
MODEL A. C. 72. This eftlcient H. T.
BatterJ Eliminator incorporates the
Westinghouse Metal Rectifier and is
suitable for any three-valve set.
Three fixed tappings of 90, 60(80 and
120/150 Volts.
Output 15 m/A.
PRICE £3 17s. Gd., or 10/· deposit
and the balance in easy monthly
instalments.

MODEL A.C. 16 is the old latourite
H.T. Battery Eliminator and emploxs
Full-Wave Valve Rectification. Sortable for any Set from one to live
valves. One variable tapping of 0/100
Volts and two fixed of 120 and 150
Output 25 m/A,
PRICE
Volts.
£4 101. Od., or 10/· deposit and the
balance in easy monthly instalments,

ALL UNITS GUARANTEED FOR 12 MONTHS.
ASK YOUR DEALER OR WRITE THE MAKERS _FOR FOLDER 55.

)\.'ir;Li S"
MAINS UNITS
H. CLARKE & CO. {M/CR.) LTD., OLD TRAFFORD, MANCHESTER

--~----

--~-----

---~

A Splendid

I

FREE
PLATE

is presented with every copy of this week's issue
of THIS AND THAT.
It is a reproduction of
a pencil drawing of

WINDSOR

CASTLE

by that distinguished artist

-Ernest Collin
It is only the second of a series of such plates which
are being given FREE with subsequent issues of '
THIS AND THAT. No more artistic or charming
series of pictures has ever been offered to the public
than these perfectly executed pencil drawings which
are reproduced in all their - original beauty with
plate-sunk mounts ready for framing. Place a
standing order with your newsagent for THIS AND
THAT to-day.

THIS and TDA T
Buy a Copy To-day
'--------------------------

2d.

•
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TRU.E. FRIENDS

it

wa~

.OF COURSE•

F"...lt 1/6
J~

G"OOt

H "002

2/3

rrn.~,)n

t h:1 t the larg.c external screen

11

an ~.u-."v:tlw· than 1}tpy \\'f'l'P former1y, tkcause of the
acl<lcd mngniikati(_)Jl of :-;uch a .:->tagP, which ntean~ that
the·

f COMPONENTS f

for t hb

wl}i[l~t~~~\\/1~~. ~~~~-:LL i:c~-~~~'!l;~ 3l'C' mote important with
vnlvP·~

ontpnt pnwpr is Ru

~n·at

f!Otnpared with its

iupnt that i( PYt~H n ;;;light fertl-back· is pcrmittf'd
bctwe<•n thf> auork circuit. and. its input circuit,
instability, l'tc., may rt'·itllt.

With

DYNAPLUS SCREENED THREE KIT.

10/6

S.G., Detector and Power.
Cash price
£5 14s. 6d. Balance in I I montllly pay·
ments of 10/6.

RESONANCE IN LOUD-SPEAKER CABINET.
K. T. C:. (Brentwood. Essex).-" The only
fault of which 1 cnn complain in my loud
speaker wa.s the fact that on certain notes it
seems" a trifle too deep-toned :1nd boomy.
Many people who lmd not hPn.nl the· loud bass
notes E>tc., brought out on WJrckss before were
inclined to think thb w<ts an ad vantage, but to
me it alwavs seemed as though there waR a
little too n1uch J.as., eomparcd with the high
notes.
"I tried se\•oral things to stop it, including
a tapped choke for the output instead of an
output transformer, hut nothing that I could do
seemed to make any real diifcrencc until the
other dav.
· .
"Then I was exctmining the speaker and
had taken the h:.ek of the cabinet- off to
invei'tigate its 'innards.' For the flrst time

6/5

POPUlAR "WIRELETS" No. 22
A/9"1'3

Order
With

FARRAND

Order
With

Cabinet Model Loud
Speaker, incorporating the famous Ultra

K. Chassis Air Chrome. 14 ins. x 14 ins. Oak,
or M~ hog1ny. Balance in r I payments of 5i3.

Order
Send

10/14/8
Only

With

7/6

SPEAKER

V LT RA

5/3
0nly
Send

INDUCTOR

for perfect reproduction. Unit and Chassis
complete, ready mounted. Cash price £3 10s.
Balance in rr monthly payments of 6 15.

Cos• or Empire Melody Maker Kit
1931 Mo :le I. S.G., Detector and Power.
Cash pr1ce £6 17s. 6d.
Balance in
u monthly payments of 12/9.
Mul'ar l•Orgola Three Valve Kit.
·S.G., De 'ector and Power.
Cash price
£8 o~. 01.
Balance ;n II monthly payments of 14 18.
Sta1 da ·d Wet B.T. BATI'ERIES.
144 volts, 2o,ooo m/a. Cash price £4 2s.

Order

Other voltages and capacities available,
detailed prices on application.
Balance in Ir monthly payments ol 7/6.

With

EKCO 3F.20 H.T. ELIMINATOR,

20

7/4

m/a. Tappings for S.G., 6o volts, and 12o(xso
volts. For A.C. Mains. Cash price, £3 19s. 6d.
Balance in I I monthly payments of 7/4.

8/6

£4 13s.

Order
With

EXIDE
120-Volt
W.H. Type
ACCUMULATOR, in Crates. Cash price

Order

Balance in

II

monthly payment;

of 8/6.

Every make of Radio Set or Accessory supplied on
EASY TERMS. Send for our splendid Catalogue. It's free.

Newttimes SalesCo

56, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.C.4
(Established rg24.)

The
tigbtett
lowest loss: and
mO!t efficient
Condanser ex..

Telephone: CENTRAL 2716.

A truly phenomenal drum
dial (illuminated type),
with trimmer control

tant.

capacities:

·ooo5

"00035
"00025

"00015

The connections for a good crystal circuit (based
on a home-made coil and the other "components "
shown last week) are indicated by the dotted lines
above.
It will be seen that both the crystal and the aerial
leads can be " tapped " into the coil, the best position
for them being found by experiment under working
conditions.

:Manufactured

under Fa.rrand
and Lektophone Standard Hopkina
Pa.tents and

Patent

Caps.
"0001}
"0002
•0003

·ooos
"001
•002

No

Prices

8cJ.
?d.
' 811.
lOd.

Crackle

Cap.

"00015

3/9

CATALOGUE FREE

GOLDEN SQUARE, W.1

I diu not pame to put everything hack
right, hut as I wanted particularly to hear an
item that wa> lJl'ing broadcast, I connected
the speaker up before replacing the hack of the
cabinet.
"To mv snrpri,,c the additional 'boominess'
seemed to haYe c-ompletely disappeared, and
the speaker gave better results than it had
ever clone before. As the alterations I had
been carrying out Wf're quite minor ones which
t>ould hardly have affected this, I suspected the
back of the cabinet.
"To test it, I replaced this, with the f('Su1t
that the boom started again. In fact, the boom
sePmed to be due to the cabinet being enclosed
at the back. Is this a kind of resonance effect? "
Undoubtedly the closed cabinet is giYing you a low·
note rewnance effect, and 0\'Cr·emp.hasising your
bas8. A great many speakers which are enclosed in
cabinets will do this, and generally the simplest ~vay
out of the difficultv is to take the back off the cabtnet
a.nd cover this with a light material to keep the dust
out, instead of nsing any form <;>f solid backing,
Have you tried a ba!lle board metead of a cabmet?
If not, you might find that such an arrangement
would giv3 even further improvement.

(Continued on next page.\

Ap-

plica.tions.

CHASSIS

COMPLETE

£3:10
"TO ALL
SPEAKERS
Definitely supersedes the Mouing Coil. and
IS GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS. •
A revelation in loud speaker constructiOn, It definitely
surpasses all present known types of speakers. All the
advantages of a moving coil without as drawbacks. No
hum. No beat. No ~ectifiers. transformers. or smo(!tbing condensers rcqmred t.o perfect the reproductiOn.
Double cones anrl all other artificial methods absolutely
obsolete. Is light and beautifully finished. Gives trPmcndous volume; amazingly faithful rcprvU.uction. H
must be heard to be believed I
ASK YOUR DEAI.. ER lTOit A lJF:MO\'STllATION

Scottish Depot: MR. MICHAEL BLACK. 184,
West George Street, Glasgow.

S,

A.

LAMPLUGH,

LTD.,

KING'S ROAD. TYSELEY. BIRMINGHAM
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
(Continued from previous pag€.)

A QUESTION OF SWITCHING.
G. M. S. (Reading.)-" I have been experimenting with the circuits with the idt>a of
building <t two-screened-11:rid, dct., and L.F. for
powerful loud-speaker work, but the results I
have had with one H.F., Det. L.F., are so good
that I do not think the second valve necessary.
So f am planning a perm~nent receiver on
these lines.
"As there will be only one H. F. stage instead
of two I am thinking of going into the long
as well as the ordinary waves, provided it. can
b.- done with simple switching. For my aeri<tl
circuit I shall have dccidC>d on two plug-in
coil units with a Rwitch that will change over
from the short to the long waves easilv.
"Between the H.F. valv~ and the detector,
however, I have at present a home-made gridcoil tuned by a •OOOii-mfd. with a centre tap

SPECIALISTS MAINS RADIO
IN

r·::·;;~;~~·::"':!~~~=~~;~~~~~~=_;_~

1~1

The theoretical sign !or a centre-tapped coil
is similar to that !or an ordinary coil (shown
;:"=_=:~ last week) except that an additional connecting-point is sbown in the centre of the
winding. For identification purposes the
letters A, B, and C are used in these illustra•
tions, the centre point being represented at B.

REGENTONE-The 4- Valve All- Electric
Receiver which is the admiration of every expert
and critic in the Radio industry.
REGENTONE-The Mains Units which leading
British Set Manufacturers recommend for use
in their own sets.
REGENTONE-The Mains Unit with perfect
metal screening and perfect insulation.
REGENTONE-Recommended by the Wireless
Press and well-known radio authorities.
REGENTONE-The mams components specified by Westinghouse m evn y arcwt of their
All-Metal Way 1931.

_
THE NEW "P.W." DJAGRAPHS."
~
;=;lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllh'·

Write to-day for FREE Art Booh!et,
"The Simple !Vay to A/1-E/ec/nc Radio."

coming from the H.F. valve to a fixed condenser. Is there a simple way of switching in and
out a long-wave coil here?"
You could employ one of the ordinary three-point
switches for this quite easily by using a centre-tapped
coil for the long waves. It would have to be mountc<l
so that it did not couple with the present grid coil,
and t.hen the lead from the coupling condenser shonld
l>e diseonnectcd from the centre of the grid coil and
taken t-o the plunger of a three-way wave-change switch
and also to the centre tapping of the long-wave coil.
Each of the other contacts on the switch should go
to the respective ends of the long-wave coil, and continue on to the respective halves of the grid coil,
whieh, in8tead of being centre· tapped as fonnerly, mtlst;
be split at the centre tap into two separate half coils.
These halves are joined together when the wavechange switch is on the " on" position, but when it
is in the "off" position the loug-wave coil is placed
between these points.

USING A TWO-VOLT VALVE IN
SIX-VOLT SET.
T. E. (Plymouth).-" Before going over to the
0-volt, valves I used to use 2-volters and still
have two 2-volt L.F. valves on hand practically
(Continued on next page.)

The REGENTSTAT.
Totally
wire-wound.
Rest"st'q,nce value ranging from 5co oltms to
18o,ooo ohms. In two
types.
Prices 9/6 and 11 (6,

REGENT RADIO SUPPLY CO., 21, I3artlett's Buildings, Holborn
Circus, E.C+
Tel.: Central 8745 (5 lines).
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(Continued from. previmts prtge.)

new. But owin;; to ~ Lit of ('ttrek;,;~nP<;s with
a screwdrin·r l IHtvc lo't a perfectly p:ood
G-volt L.F. valve anrl I should like to tl'y
using one of the' :!-.-oltN>< in its plac·c.
"I do not knnw how nn1ch extr~ re~istanC'f'
is required in the l1l;cnwnt cil'enit, though I
know you .have gin:•n tha,t infornu1tion in
'P.\V.' How C'D.!l it ),p Cit,lculat.ed ':"
To nse a 2··vo!t Yal\'P with a G·volt accnmnlator h

('nsil~·

arrnngrJ hy mc1n~ of an ext.ra rr~istml('e

placeU in the filanwllt dn·uit., pro\·ifling :von know
exactly huw nmdi tl!ament current tl1e 2·volt valve

is supposed to take.
You nmRt have till!; infonn.ation lJecnusc in order
to Hnd out. the rertnired rcslstanc·e you n1ust divide

the 2-volt valve's filament. current into t.hc difference
in volt.age l1phvern its normal rnting (2) and the

Ordinary

flash . lamp

bulbs

fuse

at

300 .

40~

milliamps.
How can these protect the delicate
filament of the average valve taking · 1 amp,?
You have at least 30/- worth of valves
to risk when you use unknown makes
of fuses.
Don't experiment-insist
upon the genuine branded ··competa ..
fuses in the little orange boxes.

From all dealers or direct from us in case of difficull11·
A _. ""
y
Delirery from
~ r7RML
FOR
Stock.

accumulator with which it is to l.Je used (6). The
rule is that R (resistance required) equals Z, where V
me~ns the difference in ,·olts (or the excess volts,
which have to lte dropped), and C tile filameut current
required by the new valve.
If, for instance, yonr valve is one of the .1 typt\
you will need a 40-ohm resistance because the filament
Purrent of .1 when diYided into 4 (which is the difference between its normal supply rating and that at
which it is to be worked) will give vou an answer of 40.
If it were " "25 filament current your valve re·
quired, you would need a filarncnt resistance of only
lG ohms, as you will find if you divide it.s filament
current into the difference between the two accumulators.

"THE KEY TO THE ETHER."
In rPpairing-a.t the very last momPnt
before going to press-a damaged illustration
of the one-\·alve circ-uit shown on page 25 of
"The Key to the Ether,'' the lead from C 4
(moving van<"~) to switch, potentiometer, and
vah·e holder was made to join, instead of
cros5 over, the L.T. -lead.

A. F. BULGIN & Co. Ltd.

9-10-11 CURSITOR STREET,
CHANCERY LANE, LONDON

FOR THE LISTENER.
(Continued from pnge 3i4.)

Connect this M.P.R. UNIT
to your set to get full volume
and no other noises, simply ·
by anticipating the cost of
only two or three high-tension
batteries.

A.C.50'50/100 cycles

Output 20 milli-amperes
120 volts at 14
80 volts at 5

S. G. volts at I

Twelve months guarantee. Money
back if not satisfied and instrument
returned within 7 days
State
voltage and enclose remittance with
your order to

THE MAINS POWER RADIO CO.
57, Farringdon St., London, E.C.4.
Or pay the postman if you prefer.
Telephone
Central 2724,

indeed. I think I orclPrcd one of each. I
devoutly hope there is no such thing as
telepathy!
I was coming up from \Vales the other day
-a gorgeous English autumn Sund.ayand I ~aw many of you on the open road in
your Baby or your Minor or your Midget,
and, Lord ! how I envied you ! If I join
you it will be Colonel Brabazon's fault.

Here and There.
Sometimes, in order to renew my youth,
I drop into the Children's Hour. There is a
young man there who reads gnome stories
in a very intri_guing voieC'. And now Commander King-Hall ha~ joined the merry staff.
He gives the News of the \Veek to the
youngsters. I think they are lueky, for the
Commander has a modest and engaging
personality. a light touch. IJ,nd a sense of
humour. I think they .will look forward
to his weeklv hudgot ~ith the same sort of
eagerness a~ that· ;~·ith which we ll"ed to
a~ait the tnm of Vernon Bartlett.
Puccini.
With" TumnJot ,. ao1d "Madame BntterHy," l'uccini had a good place on the air
the other week. I lmd heard them bell h
several times in Italy. ~omcthing here Wi1'
lacking,
'
'
Eliz"'abct.h Nelvi, in the name part, and
'l'1tdor Davi,_•s wc-re in flt'Pat form; ~o wa~
the \\'ir!.'lcss C'honn: but-what was it tha.t
"'a3 rnissing ? ~\J,~ethernc-.~H, perhaps, or
firl', or inspiration.
ft \LH like Enc;lish coffee aft.cr Italian
coffee; qnitP good. but s::Hnething just the
(('c;;<'i:wcd o;; next page.)

DOMINION

BATTERY S.G.3
most sensitive and selective of all l-valva
combinations-screen grid, detector, and
THElode-that's
what you get in the wonderful
~en

Prownie DOMINION Batterv S.G.3! Not only is
it the finest receiver of its kind-it's the finest value
too, for its cost in a handsome, richly r:>olished
solid walnut cabinet, including valves and rovaltv,
Is only t10: 15: 0 or 19/- down!

YOUR DEALER WILL DEMONSTRATE
Your dealer will be delighted to demonstrate the
Brownie DOMINION Battery S.G.l. In any case
send now for free illustrated catalogue of the com•
plete Brownie range of Battery and Mains
operated receivers. Prices from 50/·

DOMINION

(BAnERY) S.G.3

Price, Including £1 0 • 15 or 191·
valves a royaltv
•
down
BROWNIE WIRELESS COMPANY (G.B.) LTD.,
~ept. V., NELSON ST. WO~DON, N.W.t

•--:SENSITIVE-~

MICROPHONES
Latest lmprOtled Types Only
(NOT

Governmen~

Surplus, NOR Second-Hand)

For DEAF AIDS, DETECTAPHONES, PUB·
LIC ADDRESS, SPEECH AND MUSIC
TRANSliiiiSSION, ANNOUNCEMENTS
THROUGH LOUDSPEAKER (with or without Valve Amplifter), WIRELESS TRANSMISSION, LOUDSPEAKING TELEPHONE,
CRYSTAL AMPLIFIER, BABY ALARM or
INVALID CALL from Bedroom through distant Loudspeaker, HOME-RECORDING OF
GRAMOPHONE RECORDS, EXPERIMENTS.

lJritish n•arlc tllroug1wut.
Illustrated Lists l'•·ee.

FREDK. ADOLPH, Actual Maker.
27 Fitzroy St., London, W.l. Phone: Museum 8329

ALL MANUFACTURERS'
GOODS
advertised in
"Popular Wireless"
can be obtained by
post from Young's
All goods guaranteed.
Sen~

a note of your
T 0 ~
lJ A Y and pay thJ
f;ostmaa.

:equzrements

YOUNG'S
(Glasgow) Ltd.,
40. Stockwell Street
GLASGOW
PLEASE be sure to mention " Popular Wireless "
when communicating with Advertisers, Thanks!

Popular Wireless, Noeeml1cr 1st, iG:lO.

FOR THE. LISTENER
(Conlinued from previous page.)

least bit
suppose I
" odorous
timP vet;
tlu:mkful.

short of the "real thing." I
shall be in this mood t~ malue
" comparisons for wme little
but I will restrain mvsclf and be
·

Two Stars.
Not exactly twin star ; :'\Ir. BPrnanl
Shaw and Professor Einstein are in different
parts of the firmanwnt, but they are both
of the first magnitude. The occasion of a
dinner in the professor's honour is to bring
them together, and we arc to hear them,
glittering side by side.
Einstein has the reputation of possessing
a pretty gift of qui0t humour ; Shaw is a
star which is always breaking into meteorie
showers: and it will be very diwrting to
have them in conjunction.
Words.
I hope you have taken my tin an•l
listened faithfully to J\h. Squire's talks on
Words. His last was on the J\1usic of \Yards,
and "'as too delightful.
My favourite words are those whieh have
a " v" in them, like " haven," and also
those which contain the combination
"mber "-"amber" i~ a lovely word, so is
" remember."
·
Have you ever notil:'('(!, on the other hand,
what ugly words have been found in various
langua.ges for those most beautiful of all
human things-the eyes ?
The word
"eyes" itself is ugly; but. what, of the
French "yeux," the Italian "occhi,"
the Gc!'lnan " Augen " ?
Perhaps in the dayB when tlwse words
were mad:J, the " evil eye " was more
prominent tha.n the " glad eye."
Medicine.
The series of talks on Health promises
well. Probably the healthier we are the
less we trouble about it, and possibly
if we troubled less about it we should be
healthier.
Sir George Newman, of the Ministry of
Health, opened the sPries in a forcible
speech, in the course of which he declared
that any attempt to impose a public medical
service upon the profession would prove to
be impracticable. The science and art of
mPdicine, he said, Wt•re essentially individualistic, and could onlv flourish in that
atmosphere.
•
Ronald Frankau.
This bright entertainer, the len\:th of
whose cigarette holder rivals that of
Edgar \Vallace's redeemed recent ntndeville programme from mediocrity. E\-en
ho was not quite at his b<:st.
The account of his ren0ontre in Shaftcsbury AYenue was risky- without being nry
amusing. Mario de Pietro played mandoline
a.nd banjo solos with a good deal of ve1ve and
skill. But the fantasy, "One Night in
Summer," seemed to me, except for one
~ong, much too sentimental and preciom
and~ull ! I'm sorry, but it was so.
:!1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111'.:
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BUILD

yournew""P.W."Setwith
a speeially prepared

PILOT
RADIO KIT
Succe~s Ouaran~eed.

Every specified componeut for your new set, down to the last
scr~w, 1n an a~tracttve carton, mcluding The Famqus Pilot Test Meter, withont.
which no set 1s complete. No delay-immediate dispatch service. Immediate
delivery to all approved orders.

IMPORTANT
NOTE.

THE "CONTRADYNE" THREE
Kit "A"- £4
Kit "8"
£6
Kit "C"
£7

SHARP TUNE TWO

17
4

3
9
3

I

("P.W." 18/10/30)

Kit. A. Cash £318 0 or 12 monthly payments of7/2
K!t. a.
, £4 11 o
,
,
,
8,11
K1t. C.
£5 13 0
10/4

EASY CHANGE THREE ("P.W." 11/10!30)
Kit. A. Cash £318 3 or ro monthly payments ot7;2
Kit. B.
,
£5 5 9
,.
,
,
9.'8
Kit. C.
£6 10 9
12/·

•

SEND NOW FOR
THE PILOT CHART

or 12 monthly
payments of
or 12 monthly
payments of
or 1 2 monthly
payments of

KIT "A" is
less valves and
cabinet.
KIT
''8

8/11

11

with

valves
cabinet.

less
KIT

''0 ''

with
valves a11U

11/5
13/0

cabinet.

THREE COIL THREE (" P.W. "18/10/30)
Kit. A. Cash £5 4 6 or
Kit. B.
., £7 3 6
Kit. C.
£8 8 6

12

.,

monthly payments of 9/7
.,
,.
13/2
15/5

MAXI POWER FOUR ("P.W."11110/30)
Kit. A. Cash 1610 7 or
Kit. B.
., 118 18 1
Kit. C.
,. £10 15 7

Contains detailed Price Lists of
all the latest and best Kits, and
over 30 valuable Hints and Tips
fol' the Amateur Constructor.

12

monthly payments of 121·
,
,
..
16/4
19/9

CompaHents included i~t Pilot Rad1·o
K Us tnay be obtained separately.
Send us a detailed list of your re~
qnirements. Quotatious by return.

PETO-SCOTT
CO.,
LTD.
.
. :··················································:
;;••··········································'~
London~

:

77, City Road,

:

62, High Bolborn, London, W.C.l.

'Phone: Chancery 8266

:

:
:

33, Whilelow Rd., Chorlton-cum-Hardy,
Manchester.

:
:

:

:

E.C.l.

'Phone : Clerkenwel1

9406·7~8

:

:

: PLEASE SEND ME Your latest Pilot Radio :
: Chart by return of post.

:

:

NAl'vlE .•...•••.••..••••••.•••

:

:

················································p·:\v:··;i~~·.i;·~···

:

~......................

...............................................
:

'Phone: Cborlton-cum-Hardy 2oz8

~

5

:: ,-\DDI{ESS ...................................................... ::
u

...................................

:

:

• •••1.

WET H.T. BATTERIES~

:: Solve all H.T. Troubles.

SELF-CHARGING, SILENT, ECONOMICAL
JARS (waxed), 2f' x 1!" sq. 1/3 doz

~~!~~~n;~ ~~rs ~ :it~).z·c::~~:t'e :fti
0

2

bands a.nd electrolyte, 411. post 9d.
Sample unit, 6d. Illus. booklet free
Bargain list free.
·
AMPLIFIERS 30/· 3-valve set, £5
P. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road,
BTOCKWELL. LONDON.

LOUD SPEAKERS REPAIRED, 4/-

EXACT TUNERS
250 to 2,000 metres.
T!10usandl!l of these tmwrs are in uRe, anrl
we can strongly reeommend them. No rur-

/

t.hcr coils are r<'qnirf'd.

Rr:nd P .0. ror par·

tkulars and circuits-FHEE.

THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.,
Croft Works, Priory Street, Coventry.

ALL

tH/uc Sbot a Soecialit,,.

Transformers 4!•, Headphones 4/·, all
repairs magnetised free. Tested, guaranteed,
and ready for delivery in 24 hours.
Discount for Trade.

E. MASON, 44, EAST ROAD, N.l.

APPLICATIONS for
Advertising
Space
in
"POPULAR
WIRELESS" must be made to the Sole Advertising Agents,
JOHN H. LILE, LTD., 4, LUDGATE CIRCUS, LONDON, E.C.4,

41)0

Popular 1Vireless, N uvem/Jer 1st,
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RAYMONDS
27
-28a, USLE ST.,
&

LEICESTER SQUARE, Back of Dalys TLeatre.
Teh~phone: Gerrard 2821.

OFFER 100 SP.ECIA u SAL:t.;
BARGAINS
Only obtainable at RAYMON.DS
can be supplied C.O.D.

NOW

IS YOUR

OPPORTUNITY

fiE, 110 Henries CHOKES,
12/6 List
Our Pr1ce 4/11
MARCONI 6·1 L.F. Transformer, 25/· List Our Price 8/11
_EXIDE 20,4() Non-spiHa.ble Jelly Acid Accumulators,
0

UNDY, Pick-Up 4 Tone Ar! ~7~:/-List ~~/P~1~~ ~~j~
Oak Loud Speaker Cabtncts, 13'1 x 13'' .. , ...
4/11
~)ak ~oud Speaker, to fit. BJue Spot, R. or P. 10/6
.... ha:isLs, to fit Blue Spot, R. Ol' P. large type 1611
6/11
Dual Range Coils, panel mountwg ... ...
4/11
D_n<,tl Ra~1go Coils, baseboard mounting ...
4/ll
Diftcr~ntJal Condcusers, .00015
... ... ...
2/6
l{(·actwn Con~tensn~. _.0001 .... -· ... ... ...
1/11
lla.-:;(·board . N eutralHm1g Condensers ... ...
1/11
S.L.F. yar_Iable Condensers,- .0005 ... ... ... ...
2/6
1 1
2
.':: ... .
18

~~~1\-~- 1io~~~~- ~ .e '~i~hd~-~~~~~~~{aj~~og;ch"

Basc:board Rhcostats, 6 ohm: or 30 ohm. -C:a~h
M<trcom 6-1 Tran!;formcrs
P·yc 110 h. Choke:-} ...... ::: ::: ::: :·:
100 IL'l'. Batte~ies, fully gHarant.ecd .:. ...
60 H.T. BatterJcs,_ fully guaranteed.... ... ...
4.5 Pockd. BatterJe::;, p('r doz
s~~~~alluvci_Jta _II.'l'. JJattcry,· t.O' fit' v'O'n;ible ..

~~~~;~\ ~.;.~t~'.

Wa
6d,

511 i
4/11
6/11
3/11

3/6

·: . ·. . . . ~::. ~::. : :. : :. · · :·.: ~ftY·

1 mfd. fully guaraul!~C'd Coutlcnsers
2 mfd. fully guaranteed Condensers
~ .~:ufd. ft1Ily guarauteed Condensers
~r~otron Cone 'lTuits, latest nlodel

~·~igg:g~~ ~·.N:: -~ ~;~~~:

...
...
...
...

116

21~

3!6

7/11

·: . ·: . ·: . ·: . ·. .

Fuller 2-v. 60 Accumulators ... ... ...
12" Cone Chass!s. take any unit ... ... ... ...
15 11 Cone
CllasSJ:j, take any unit ...... · ... ...
12" x 7 11 Oak Cabinet, complete 'with po!Lshcd

t',~

6/11
1111
2/11

~~lf~£~:·3[!~~:::;;3:~ 2:q:i~:~.:·.· '~:~:
~00-700

metres 6-Pin Coils

... ... ... ... ...
Soverc-tgu Dual Rauge Co1Js onnel mountiug

~~~

6/11

~~~' o~~~~d 8~a~·~ct RDI~1e .::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ;~~
11

~~~~ 8r:~g::~

l·g: 8g,~gg,~:;.:,

Wi'th.. da~·bl~··di'a't ~j:

Hegra Dynamic 8-Pole Speaker
1

1

Voltmeters

...

.'.'.' .'.'.' ....'.'.'

... ... ... ...

~~~~'[;tg_!f~<ifg~~~~l~~~s ft~~J Dia9~~~~~~1~~:
100 ft.. Ena!llel Aerial, 7/22
2

.'.'~ :~J:

...

:::

... ... ... ... ...

::\~~~n~~ilOt~rPlck?lT v~. ~~~f.:~~tee·d·B·t:iuSh i.i'ad·e·

Brachts, pf'r Pall'
H.F. Chokes, rcliablo
... ... ... .•• ... ... ...
'l'el~~·n L.F. Choko ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Tc·h~t·n H.F. Choke
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

3/9

i/~1
2/9

+~a

1

llanel

Pand RIH·oRtats, 6 ohm. o!"- 30 ohm .• cornplcte
with knob, C'ath

6d.

1111
7/6
2/6

... ... ... ... ... ... ... . ..

6d .

. 00015 Brookmans Couctenscrs, complete with
knDh

...

...

...

...

...

...

... ...

...

...

.Miniat nre .0005 Cotldenst>rs, complete with
knob, suitable for portable sets ........ .
3 m.m. Rubber Fkx. per yard ........... .

R. P. D.'l'.. Porcelain Switches
D.P.D,'l' ..

·

............ 39/11
1

·: . ·: . ·: . ·: . ·: . ·: . ·: . ~~~~~

u~~_a a:~ gl~ t)u~n~rg:~:
~If?.~ ~:~~~c i~~~~e ~P\-~f~~~~~i~r...

Dead~BE·at

1

Porcf•lain

..............

..

1/10

1111

ld.
6!d.

10-ld.

14 x 369 R(•d ft ntl Black Flex, per yard .
ld.
Fn:w Bulb Holtkrs. ('n,ch
.............. .
9d.
''Undy" Volume Cnutrols, 0-3 meg ...... .
2!11
Cliftophonc 3 gns. Speaker, cabinet model ... 16/11
Conued.ing Wire, insulated all colours. per 10
ft,_ euil
............................... ..
3d
4/9
J~~~~~f ~~'W'_a'C~~~. ~~s.01 2,3 4~ ~~aB~tg~·:.n~~~
016
Ping-In Coils, Nos. 25, 35. 50,-60, 75. €'ar·h 113
Plug-In Coils. Nos. 100. 150, 200., 250, each .2/3
60x Coils, 1.9-60 C.T, 0ach
114
2/9
250x C0i!s, 3.6~250 C.T., cnch
Bd.
"rail Plt1gs, complP.le
.................... .
LillL'n D0tfblr Chassif:!, solid oak frame. Lin{'n
fixed and strctclu..:d. complete with dope and
hrusll, etC'. . ............................ . 5111
113
J.0 1' x 6'1 Aluminium, wiUl Th" l:lPnd ........ .
18" x 7'' Aluminium, plain panf:'ls, eRch ..... . 1/9
6d.
,Single Coil Plugs, with terminals, rnch ...
1/4
400 ohms. B.B. Potentiomct('rs, e<~ch
... ...
6d .
. ~Dl'ing Indoor A<'rials., with insulators, each
3d.
Ebonite Grid Lf'ak Holders. ('ach ........... .
SuitraR(' Port<tblo Cabin£'tN, Rexinf' finish .... .. 19/6
Pnir of Sxx Coil~. suitable for 1930 Cossor ... 9/11
u Dailv Mail"
(Son:-rf'ign) Wa.vetmps
..... . 2/11
Pair of 'B.B.C. Coils for 1930 Cos8or ......... . &Ill
A('onic 2-Valvo All Mains Sel, complete w1t11
Spcnk0r, one only ..
9 r;tns.

.'.':

~:~v.~"~an~~-~ BL:;~~:esrm';;~l~tc '\~ii.ii Plugs

lld.
and· SpadE's; excellent, q_ua.lity. prr set ... ...
116
7-Wav Leads. per set- ... ... ... ... ...
1/11
Harlt>'v Wavetraps, eat"h ... ... ... ... ... ...
1016
Watnif•I Dnal Ran~e Coils, Typo 31 , ...
15/11
Excclknt Tone· Cabinet, Cone Speakers ...
10111
R0d Diamond Permanent Detectors
...
1/9
Utility •Double S.M. Dials, each... ... ... ... 6/3
3 11 Slow Motion Dials, smooth movement, each 1/9
ClaroRtat Volume Controls ...
6/6
IMPORTANT. All eomm.unica.tiona muat be addreued to

K. ·RAYMONP,

LTQ.,

27 & 28a LISLE STREET, LONDON, W,C.2
The na.me of the street is not sufll.cient.

!*·-·····--·
s,~.JTHE§~r!~t~~tP. !
..--..

~RIPS THE

ATTENTION

Register-ed Desi~tL

No. 753.747.

_..*

AND now YOU can buy
superior quality Brit ishMade Crocodile Clips at
mcst competitive prices.
TLey are dean-cut, wellmade articles witL a special
wire grip feature, indi•pensable to conllructors and
sLort- wave
entLusiasts.
TLey make perfect contact,
under all condition>.

Tuned Circuits.
HAVE had a number of queries with
regard to the function of filter circuits
and bandpass filters. Some readers are
not clear as to the effect of resonance or
tuning in a bandpass filter.
Perhaps I should explain very briefly, for
the benefit of newcomers to radio, what is
meant by resonance as applied to a bandpass filter. In the first place, you all know
that when a circuit is tuned to any particular
wan,-length the response of the circuit (that
is, the amplitude to which the circuit will
be set into electrical oscillation) is very
much greater for that particular wavelength than for wave-lengths somewhat
higher or somewhat lower.

I

Sharp Tuning.
If the circuit is what we call " sharply
tuned," or very. sdective, to express it
another way, it means that a VE'ry small
departure from the particular selected frequenc;~-- or wave-length will result in a conMderabl~ drop in the response of the circuit.
Thus if we could apply gradually increasing wave-lengths to the circuit we would
find that as we approached near to its
natural frcqtwncy there would be very little
response until we were almost, on the verge
of the actual frequency ; the response would
then );ecome very pronounced, whilst as
soon as we had passed that particular frequency the response would again fall to a
very low value. No doubt most of you are
familiar with so-called " resonance curves,"
which general!~' take the form of a sharply
defined peak falling away on both sides.
Bandpass Filters.
Now, this is all very well, and at first
sight it 8een1s that all we want is a very
sharply-tuned circuit to act as a filter so as
to receive a particularly desired wave-length
and to exclude ·wave-lengths adjacent to
that onE', so cutting out statioris which
would otherwisE' interfere, But the problem
is not quite so simplE', for, in order to get
satisfactory and umlistortecl reception, we
requirc to receive not only a particular wavelength hut an actual band of waves, the
.extent of which may be generally assumed
to be about 5,000 cycles on ea<·h side of the
resonanc<- frequency.
If the tuning is so sharp that it cuts into
this band-that is to say, if the more outlying frequencie~ in the· banrl are scarcely
received at all, then it. means that reception
will Le distorted. Tlwrefore, what we
require is a reception or response curve
whiC:h falls away slmrply at the sides, but
has a broad top instead of a sharp top, the
breadth of th<· cmTe covering the desired
frequency-band.
Shape of Curve.
This can be obtained by using two circuits,
these tuned very close' togefher but not
actually to the same frequency. The result
is that we get a frcquenry curve which is the
composition of the two separate frequency
curves and which has in effect the characteristics just mentioned above-that is, a
broad top but fairly steeply-falling sides.
(Continued on next page.)

l~no.

Your dealer can sopply
them.
BRIGHT COPPERED
NICKEL PLATED OR
LFJ\D COATED.
p:? I c E Ho. EA c fl.
Or 3 !n a c:u:oa. 4}i.

CROCOD E CLIPS
A. F. BULGIN &: CO. L TO.
9. 10.11. ClJRSITOR STREET.
CHANCERY LANE, LONDON, E.C.4.
Telephon~:;s
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At first you might think that this would
Involve separate tuning of the two circuite,
hut once they have been properly balanced
the two can be tuned with a common
condenser.
Before kaYin" thi~ point I ~hould sa v
that there are c:r·tain objections to a bandpass filter of this kind which become more
l"ronounced if the double circuit is not properly adjusted. :For one thing, although
.giving selectivity, it may seriously interfere
with sensitivity ; whilst if the two frequeneies become widely separated we get doubletuning on the tuning diaL
I hope this brief explanation of the bandpass filter may help those of my readers
who are not clear on this point.
Is It the Aerial ?
In a set employing reaction you will often
find that the effect of the reaction control
differs at different parts of the tuning range,
rmd this is a trouble upon which I have received many inquiries from time to time.
Sometimes the cause of trouble lies with
the aerial, which may perhaps, by its
capacity, preYent the receiver from oscillating (or rather from being capable of
oscillating) over the entire tuning range.
Jt may be that the aerial is too large so
that its capacity, as already mentioned, is
too high.
lt is very easy to find out if this is the
ease by reducing the effective capacity of
the aerial, and this can be clone quite simply
:!.JIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII:::IIIIIIIIlllllllllllllllllllllllll~

LD::~~r.:NE I
A remarkable, simple, selective and
sensitive one-valver

-A Lion !or "'DX"==
f.llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~

hy introducing a series condenser, say
·0001 or ·000:? into the aerial, that is,
L<>twcen the aerial lead-in and the aerial
terminal of the set. This will readily indicate whether the trouble is due to aerial
capacity.
Reaction Coils.
If you find that the above-mentioned
cause is not the one responsible for the
trouble, it may be that the reaction coils
themselves are not suitable, and the
obvious remedy here is to use different
reaction coils with different numbers of
turns.
In ca~es where a dry battery is used for
the H.T. supply, you will sometimes find
that if this has fallen much below its
rated voltage, it will be impossible to get
proper oscillation and therefore proper
reaction effect. You might try adding a
little H.T. voltage if you have any reason
to doubt the supply voltage.
Suitable Choke Values.
There is one other cause of the abovementioned trouble, but this is not so likely
as the ones I have mentioned. If you
(Gontin·ued on n ·:x:t page.)

Everyone wants the
best
in radio. So everyone wants
the Six-Sixty Mains Valves.
But you must

Convert your battery
Set

to all-mains operation. It is so
simple with the Six.Sixty A.C.
Ali.Mains Conversion Equipment.
No internal wiring alterations. Dimensions
of complete equipment do not exceed the
batteries replaced. Price Mains Unit only
(H.T., L.T., & G.B.) £6: 6: 0 complete .
Conversion Equipment from £8 : 5 : 0.
Think of the added power, range, selecti,:ity,
convenience and delight of

All-Electric
operation
and write for our FREE
literature of the whole
Six-Sixty range.

SAY

Sll-SIITY
<B.V.A. RADIO VALVES AND EQUIPMENT)

SIX-SIXTY RADIO CO., LTD.,
RATHBONE PLACE, OXFORD

SIX-SIXTY HOUSE, 17/18,
STREET, LONDON, W.1.

Telephone : Museum 6116. 7.

ZAMPA
ELIMINATOR KITS
lrt'stin.thOIISC .Udrd
Complete Kit for 120 volt;;
20 m. A, with tapping
-

(/flcorpar[l.ting

Ratzf.7 ~rs.)

49/6

MIC WIRELESS GO., MARKET STREET, VIELLINGBOROUGH
Of

trom y•Jur local dcakr.

Particulars of this and other kits on request

The Lotus rigid
type Valve Holder
is only 1 ~" in
diameter and is

BUILD £12 GRAMOPHONE

for £3

available with or

without terminal
units. The
••,......._,,c.- current -carrying
capacity is considerably in excess
of what is required
for the ordinary
valve holder.
Universal for 4- or
5-pin Valves.

Instructions 3d. Latest Horns ar;d
Motors. Cash or Terms. Catalogue Free
V. Burt,185, High St., Deptlord, S. E. 8.

1
1
-SCREENS.
- (I PAREX r·cO-Il-S
1 -ET-G~
Produc-ts PAR EXceJ.J.een'ce.
as recommended for

Price
\Vith terminalsl/-

"THE CONTRADYNE 3 "

Without

"P.W."DualCoil...
12.6
Contradyne Coil .. • . .. 7 6
Differential Condenser.. 5'/B.F. Choke
31 6
ARE YOU ON D.C.?
If so you can make your set a

MAINS Receiver for 30:A most marvellous
Eliminator.

FULLY

GUARANTEED.
SOLE DJSTHTBUTOJ.',

E'• PAROUSSI,

10, Featberstone Bldgs., High Bolborn, W.c.l.•11
'Phone
Chancery 7010.
•
PLEASE be sure to mention " Popular Wireless "
when communicating with Advertisers. Thanks!

'

,
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employ a choke- in the anode circuit of the
detector, you want to he careful that the
valuP of t'hi,; H.F. choke is properly suited
to the circuit. otherwise this again may
rm~vent you from getting the benefit of
reaction.
I Rhould ~av that tlw most usual cause
is a wrong value of r!'ac-tion coil, but this
is so obvious that I assump you will try
diffE'r!'nt coils as a first ath·mpt to ov!'rcome
any troublt>. ThC' nC'xt most likPly cause is
a falling-off in the voltage ~f the H.T.
battery. whibt too large a capa,city in th<:>
aPrial is pt>rhap' th-: third most likely
cause.
Amplification Factors.
Those of you who arc experienced in
radio are. of coursP, quite famili[tf with
the amplification factors and their meaning,
but to n!'wcomPrs th<> amplification frwt<ir
often SPP!ll-< ratlwr a mysterious and a
difficult term. Perhaps l should lll!l.ke it
clear that the amplification factor is not
necessarily constant, but may vary according to conditions.

/

The illusion that you
• are in the studio is absoi lute when listening to radio
• reproduced by the
: Graham Farish speaker.
The purity of music, the
quality of speech and the
"atmosphere" of the
broadcast is so vivid that
you involuntarily exclaim
"Here at last is the perfect
speaker."
Only Graham Farish
could produce this speaker
at the price.
Driven by e~n odjiUJt·
uble 4-pole unit,
the Groharn Farislt
Speaker u obwinuble in three
distinctive finishes
-oak, waln·ut
or mahogany.
Price 42/·

A.C. Valves.
A particular e<tse, which is of increasing
interest. is tlw amplificrttion factor of n
valve design<>ll to opPratP dirc:dly on A.C.
C'urrent. The filanwnt of a valve of thi,;
kind (or pPrlmp' [ should say the cathor/t;
rather tlwn the fi!amrnt, since the filament
is actually the heater) is at practically the
same electrkal potPntial throughout, whereas in an ordinary battery-operated valv<>
the Plectrical potential falls gradually from
one end of the tilamc·nt to tlc other.
You will apprec·iate that in a battcryop?rat!'d vahT, wh!'rP the heating current
actually paSSf'S through th!' fil~,mpnt, there
must be a highN potPntial at one end than
at the other in order to drive the heating
cnrr!'nt through the filament.
ThPrt>fore ·this potential-gradient, or
voltage-drop a~ it is sometime;; called,
affects thP conrlitions upon which the
amplification factor d('pends, and in some
pases if the 1wgatin~ !.!rid bias is increased
the amplific~Jion faet'or will increase also,
whereas in an A.C:. valve an increase in
the negative potential applied to the grill
will usually eause a eh-crease in the value of
the amplii'ieation factor.
.
Potential Gradient.
In an A.C. indit"Petlv-heated valve thPre
is, of cours£·, a voltage drop along the
lwo,ting filament, just as there is in the
filament of a battery-operated valve, but
this does not matt!'r in the A.C. valve, since
the heating filament is completely shrouded
by the tubular cathod(', and as there is
no current passinz along t.he cathode (other
than is aceonnt.ed for by the distribution of
the dect.ronic Pmis><ion current, which is
comparatively very small) we may regard
the cathode as being at virtually the same
pott>ntial throughout.
The amplification constant is a very important frtctor in the efficient working of
the valve in any position in the circuit, and
if the amplification factor is very unsuitable for thP conditions in question, you will
get distortion and inefficient operation.
(Continued on next page.)

- A N AMAZING
PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING COIL SPEAKER

This new W.B.
~lagnet ~loving

Permanent
Coil Speaker

is most sensitive. The Per·
manent Magnet-which can

be supplied with High or l.ow
Re&istance Windings Moving
Coil-does not require ener~
gising from either mains or
accumulators.
Guaranteed
for 5 years. The W.B. Per·

manent Magnet !vloving Coil

Speaker is supplied completely assembled with befHe
board and chassis, or in an
attractive oak or mahogany
cabinet.

Assembled in Handsome finished Cabinet.
Prices: Oak Cabinet Model .
£8 8
0
Mabogan}" Cabinet Model £8 18 6
Also available in chassis
form with l4 inch ba!He . £6 6 0
Made by the Makers of the famous W.B. Valveholdm.

Whiteley Boncham & Co., Ltd.,
Notiingham Road, Mans/icld. Noli.<.

ELECTRADIX
BARGAINS

MICROPHONES, etc.
Home and Public Address Transmitters within the reach of all radio users.
HrarvEasv Sets for Deaf Jbtcner.s.
Ser,sitlYe
Solo Pendants in cast metal case with cor~ I, 4/6.
Pulpit Pedestal, 12,'6. Hing Pedestal Broad~
caster, 18;6. Hand 'r;T Mikes, 15/-. Powerful
PulJlic Address l\likes, 50,-- and
65,'-; B.T.H., £6, Brown, £12, Western Electric £18. Trausfo1 mers,
1\Iicrophones, Couplers, \'al\··~ Ampl~fier.:. for Baad Repeat::; or Field
P.A. \\·ork.
Switchgear. Our enlarge"l switch·
board department can now build
anything to specification up to
roo ft. lon6. Send us your en·
quiries for METERS, l)ortable,
Laboratory of Switchboard A.C.
and D.C., RELAYS for all pur·
poses, battery cutouts for auto·
matic safety. Dynamos, 4 vCJlts to
4,ooo volt> D.C. Alternators, 10
volts to 1o.ooo Yolts A.C. Motor

Generators and Converters of all sizes.

DIX-ONEMETERS are now 50/only, a remarkably small price
for a meter worth £10 in comparison with others.
Latest l\Iodcl. 1\Iirror Double Scale, Mould.ed
Base. The fmest Precision Multi·Measuring
instrument is the DIX-Ol\EMETER, the
acknowledged Radio stanUard beluved by
Expert and Amateur.

I_--- .2''~ ~'Z::.. p fr~ - - - -~
ELECTRADIX RADIOS,

218, Upper Thames Street, E.C.4
Telephone: City orgr.
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Aerial Arrangements.
It is a well-known fact that there is a
more or less " best size " of aerial for any
particular wave-length of incoming signals,
and that it is only as a matter of convenience that we use one particular aerial
for various incoming wave-lengths and
adjust for these by the controls of the
receiver.
In view of this I have more than once
been asked by readers of these Notes
whether it would be practicable to erect a
" battery" of aerials, say perhaps three to
six, of different lengths adapted to receive
different wave-lengths and so covering
between them the whole of the required
wave-length range.
It has been suggested that the various
aerials should be connected, all the
leading-in wires being brought to a
common terminal of the receiver anrl,
alternatively, it has been suggested that
the leading-in wires should be brought to
the studs of a selector switch so that any
particular aerial may be selected. On the
face of .it this seems ingenious, but unfortunately in practice it is not satisfa9tory.

EVERYTHING RADIO FOR CASH OR EASY
TERMS WITH SERVICE AFTER SALES.
The followiag list is but represeatative, and we ask you to fill ia the
<Cupoa or send us a list of your requiremeats fer a quotatica by return.
1931

Send

23/6
only.

Send
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=Just What You Want~
-

-

to add to your set or pick-up.

-

The "POWER-CHANGE"
AMPLIFIER

-

- is a two-valve L.F. amplifier gtvmg
- a choice of one or two stages. It is
fully described in

- POPULAR WIRELESS
NEXT WEEK

~llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli~
circumstances not as a number of individual
ncrials, but as one combined aerial, and the
cfllciPncy of this combined aerial will
actually be much less than that of any
one of the individual aerials which are
included in it.
I think ycu will readily understand that
this particular form of combined aerials is
quite out of the question.
The second suggestion, namely, that a
number of individual aerials should be
brought to a selector switch so that any
one can be chosen at will certainly has
more to recommend it than the first one.
Where the Snag Lies.
The snaf! is, however, that even the
aerials which are out of circuit., inasmuch
a>~ they are bound to occupy positions
relatively close to the aerial which is in
use, are certain to absorb a large proportion
of the incoming energy, and the efficiency
of the reception will be very greatly cut
down by their presence.
You will see then that the above are
ingenious suggestions which are of no use
in practice, and you will be much b:Mcr
(Continued vn next page.)

MUSIC

MAGNET

Send
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only.

LISSEN S.G. THREE KIT.

12/9
only.

S<:nd

MULLARD ORGOLA 3-VALVE

KIT. S-~·as~ct~~~~ ~ld Power.
Balanco in 11 mouthly payments of ~4/8
DYNAPLUS SCREENED THREE

s.gas~et~~\~r6 a~~ :i9~0r.
10/6 XIT.ca~g. P~j~~ct:z5 ~~~ :~ower.
Balance w l l muJlU.dy payments ot 12 9
only.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 10i6
All above kit prices include valves and cabinet.

THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL OFFER!

COSSOR EMPIRE MELODY MAKER KIT.
Selling in Thousands.

Delivery from Stock.

t'"G" Detector and Power.
~end 1 0,- only. ~~!~n'liri~~ ll ;~~~~hly pnyrnents of 121 9

6

Scn{]

An Ingenious Suggestion.
Taking the first suggestion, that is
the several aerials all connected to.;:ether,
you will see at once that these act" !n the

OSRAM

KIT. cistGPi-i~~t£i'~·:f5~o Power.
Bal1nce in 12 monthly paymeuts of 18,'6

8/6
Ollly.

Send

7/4
cnly.

EXIDE 120 v. W.H. TY P E Accu'
MULATOR, in Crates.

Bahmcc

S rn d
,
116

7

i~als~ n~~nit~~Y ~!~·~c~~s or s;s

EKCO 3P. 20 H"T. ELIMINATOR.
20 m'a. Tapp1ngs for S.G., 6Q "T· ami
120!150 v. For. A.C. Mal!JS.
Cash price £3:19:6
Balan('e in 11 monthly payments of 7/4
1or

6/5
only,

cHlY.

~~~~ ~j{1~~ ~fva~~~Je;
J~tii1e'd t;~~~~ a~~
applica,tion.

Send

REGENTONE
W.5
COMBINED
H.T. ELIMINATOR & TRICKLE
CHA""RGER, 1 S.G .• 1 Variable and

10/9
oul.Y.

0

1

01

loti2~ctTa~rJiRg:. r~;r~:ro. ~~in~~C~i~:
price £5:17:6 Balance in 11 mouth!y
payments of 10/9

PARRANDINDUCTORSPEAKER

Send

STANDARD WET H.T. BATTER·
IES.
144 volts. 20,000 m/&. Cash
price £4 :2:0 Bala.ncc in 11 monthly

BJJ

l'Prfect. Rf•produetion.
"Cnit and
Cha:,sJs complete n·ady mounted.
Cash price £3:10:0

only.

Balance in 11 monthly paymcJJts of 6:5

¥~{~ft~~:: ¥.~~~or~~ti:l~~l~

0

~~~h~~g_ s~~a~r pJfce0~~: ~b :~a~l~~~~
in 11 monthly pa.ymcnts of 8/3

M'~~fflhl~
1
_•,): l~!
J.~ !?
~1 tT'I
~Ii' _ ~A~.:~. ~~~~~~.~t~~~!~n~~~~!~
P1ck~ups,
Gramophones,
guid.e to Radio.
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Any make of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or Headphones repaired and despatched within
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Sold everywhere frOm 1/•
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from previous page.)

advisad from every point of view to stick
to th9 regular type of aerial, making this
of such a size and capacity that it most
nearly mPets your requirements.
High-Pitch Howl.
A high·pitch howl in a three-valve set
may be due to quite a variety of causes.
but when my l'orrespondent tells me that it
disappears wht>n headphones are substituted for the loud speaker, it seems to
indicate at once that the effect is due
to acoustic reaction between the speaker
and the valves of the set, more particularly
the detector.
If the speahr is separate from the
receiving set, it should be a comparatively
simple matter to place it at such a distance
away and in such a position that the
sound waves are not able to affect the valves,
but if the loud speaker is incorporated in
the cabinet, this is a different matter.

All we ask is the
chance to prove that
you can earn £300,
£400, £500 par year
or more. other men
are doing it and you
can do the same.

WRITE FOR THIS
BOOK TO-DAV

I

IT~f!g.

We have an unrivalled and worldww(dC organisation
waiting to help you, whether you -be novice or expert.
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If you wish for something more than a •• bread and

butter '' job you owe it to yourself to investigate

IUSI::~~=ER I

Qu:r sh!~~cb~ok, uEn1ineerinc Opportunities," has

pointed the way to better things to over 20,000 of

It contains details of A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.I.E.E., A M.I.C.E., A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.
Struct.E., London Matric., C. & G., G.P.O., etc.,
your fellows.

Exams., outline$ home study courses in all branches

of Electrical, .Mechanical, Motor and Wireless

Engineering, and explains our unique guarantee of

NO PASS-NO FEES
17 a brilliant foreword Pro/. A. M. Low sh~ws clearly
the chances you ore missing.
" Engineering Opportunities" and our advice are
quite FREE. Don't neglect this offer-give vent to
that •• upward urge" and send a. postcard NOW,
stating Branch, Post or Exam. which interests you.

British Institute of Engineering Technology

101 Shakespeare House, 29/31, Oxford Street, W 1.

EASY PAYMENTS
The li.rst firm to supply Wireless parts on easy
p:'l.yments.
\Vireless."

Five years
Thousands

advertiser in " Popular
of satisfied customers.

Se!ld UR a list of the varts You require. and the.
pa.yments tllat "'ill suit your convenience. ltfld we
wilJ send you a definite quotation. Anything: wireless

=

H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEV STREET,
'Phone: Museum1111.

Ot. Portland St., W.1

CAN YOU FILL IN THE MISSING
LETTERS?
To test for distortion the milliammeter
can be connected in the plate circuit
of the last valve. Here it will show
the . . . . . current, and indicate any
distortion by . • . . .
If the needle • . . . . downwards the
grid bias should be •••••••••
If the needle .•••. upwards the
G.B. should be .••.••.••
If grid-bias adjustment will not prevent
needle . . . . • in both directions the
last valve is being . . . . . • . • . .
Inserted in the high tension .•.• lead
the milliammeter shows the set's total
• . . . . current consumption.

Any Popular Make o! Wireless Set, Eliminator,
Loudspeaker, Components, etc. A few examples
ol our wonderful Terms.

COSSOR MELODY MAKER
1931 Empire 3 Valve Kit. Complete including
valves and cabinet. Cash £6.17.6 or 1119 with
order only andtz monthly payments at 11/9.
1931 Cossor 4 Valve Kit. Including valves
and cabinet. Cash £9.17.6 or 16'9 with
order only and I2 monthly payments of 16/9.

OSRAM MlJSIC MAGNET
1931 Osram 4 Valve Kit. Complete with
valves and handsome cabinet. Cash £11.15.0
or 19/9 with order only and 12 monthly
payments of 19/9.
The above kits also wpplied complete with
Batteries and Loudspeaker at slight extra cost.

COSSOR "ALL MAINS" SET
Cossor 2 Valve All-Electric Receiver. Complete,
ready for use. Cash£10.10.0 or17/9 with
order only and 12 monthly payments of 17/9.
Also on similar terms: H.T. Units, Batteries,
Loudspeakers, Components, Etc.
Remember NO Formalities or Fuss
for Fosters Finance Themselves.
Send for list stati11 ~

requirements to:

-
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side stress
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- LOOK OUT FOR THE MISSING WORDS
:::
NEXT WEEK.

'' KLEER·KUT''

(of

unit and(·nor-

vohnu.·.

Coils for clear reception. Mounted on best
quality plugs of British manufacture.
:25, 30, 35, 1/-; 40, so, 1 '2; 6o, 75, 1:3; roo, r.-::;.
ISO, 1,'6; I/5. 1, 9; 200, 2 .. ; 250, 2 J; 300, 2 6,
l cnlre Tapped 6d. extra.
X Coils r - extr.l.
All post fret'.
Trade supplied.

L. BRUCE, 47a, Stanley Gardens, N.W.3

wonderful results
"A.W." LINEN DIAPHRAGM
LOUD SPEAKER

7th year of Coil fl-1 anujacturing.
•• VERT" WIRING CLIP.

;~/~1~\~{~~fOf ~-1r~:~~i:fe~~·r~a\~~r;l~ ~e~~i;~:~~·ste~a:lkl~~ ~

Complete Equipment to Make
this Fine "A.w.~· Speaker

approved" Popular Wireless."
(gufficient for 3 valve Sl~t) 2; ..

~gross

Trllt(e en(ruirie.<r

invited.

W. GREIN & SON, REDCLYFFE.

HORLEY.

SURREY.

Improve
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COSSOR EMPIRE MELODY MAKER, KIT
COMPLETE WITH VALVES. £6 •17. 6
CASH PRICE .. .. .. ..
•
•
or send 1319 and balance by I I monthly pay·
ments of 1216.
ALL CO~lPONENTS, Kits of Parts for all
Circuits, Loudspeakers, H.T. Units, etc.
CALL or SEND A LIST OF YOUR
REQUIREMENTS : a Quotation of our
BEST MONTHLY TERMS will be sent
BY RETURN:

WEEDON c~~..fRE
UNIT EXTENSION ROD

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
•

; The P.D.P. CO., LTD. (~~f::) I

111 46, WATLING ST., LONDON, E.C.4 •
••••••• 'Phone : Central 4468 • • • - •

Unit

with a

Specially IH'f'IJaroe'd
ltnen for 22"
Sp(·aker 5,'-, ~olden tantening dOJ.le
doe~ li(J{ Ud.-.rJ•W.ale,
1:'- P''l' tm.
"~l:'edon !'.clf-ePutrll1g rod 116. 2 Reversible W[lsher."' "extra large" 6d.
2 B.A. rodi; romph·tc \Yltll. HPt~ alld
washers Pl'l' sd 1.'6.
}Jl:-.!dated
strailllllg w1r·~ 4d. P•·r ft
'VooJ for
tram('~. pr!Ce-"' 011 <~pplJcatiou.

Price

TR.4DE EYQURIE$ nTlTED

or 1/8 WEE DON & CO.,
l f6 post
free SO Lonsdale Avenue, London, E.6

AN ADVERTISER'S CORRECTION.
The Telsen Electric Co. advise us the Is.
valve holder described on p. 315 (" P.W."

Oct. 25th issue) should have been illustratecl
by a 4-piu and not by a 5-piu valve holder
as shown.
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Perfeet
reproduetion no"'
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SENIOR R.K. (For A. C . .Mains Field
Excitation}. l;itted with 10 11 corrugated cone, with moving coil having
an impedance of 10-15 ohms at 50/1000
cycles. Price .tlO I Os. Also supplie<l
compll'te with Oak cabinet £20.
Mahogany eahinet £24 lOs. Walnut
eahi1wt £:.o5 l 0;-. Aloo supplied without rectifif'r.

JUNIOR R.K. Fitted with 611 corrugatctl Con~, with n1ovin~ coil having
an in1pcdance of 10-lj ohms at
50/WOO cycles. Priee I>~ l:ls. This
model is not supplied complete
with cabinet.

PERMANEJ\T MAGNET R.K. Fitted with
8 11 Corrugate<! Cone. Price J:G l5s. Also
supplied complete with Oak eahinet £1616>'.
Mahogany eaLinet £~I. Walnut cahind {2~.

The wonderful R.K. reprodueers have stood the tu4 of
four years and still remai~1 in unchallenged suprew,w;.
They are without doubt the fine't reprodueers ever huilt.
We agree that R.K.'s cost a little more than some other
loud speakers, hut the resnlts are so far superior as to
make the additional cost seem absurdly inadequate. Our
unique hire purehase facilities are at your disposal, so
that you can possess and use one of these remarkably
fine speakers on payment of only a small deposit.

When one L.F.
Transformer
is not enough,
and two give

EXCESSIVE
amplification,
tlvo of the new

FERRANTD
AF7 TRANSFORMERS
lvill solve the problem.

CERS
,~t'O

fl(f",>;

--~---~~- f~~~-~------

%1~

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.,

Incorporating the Wiring Supphe.f1 Lighting Euginecrin{!, l?tjrir.rration. atzd Rttdio Btl.finess o/the British Thomson-Homton Co, Ltd.

la,

Newman

Radio Dh·isiou,
Street, Oxford

Street,

AF7, Price 30/·

\Xr.1

EDISWAN

Designed specially for those cases where
considerably more amplification is required than is afforded by one stage, and
considerably less than that usually obtained from two. Learn how a ratio of 1
to H makes possible a transformer giving
an amplification curve that even Ferranti
have never before achieved.

W''

AF7c for Push-Pull, 34/·

FERRANTI 11...1'0.
Heatl Office and Works: HOLLINWOOD, lanes
LONOON:

BUSH

HOUSE;,

ALDWYC!1,

W.C.2
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Your speaker will be
the best advo(!.ate of

NIKALLOY
the modern metallurgical discovery which has revolutionised
radio rep rod u c t io n, giving
purity with volume of amazing
excellence - results of which
you would have deemed your
set and speaker hit h c r t o
incapable.

Jlear9°
fit the

HYPERMITE
L.F. INTERVALVE TRANSFORMER

WITH

THE NIKALLOY CORE

between your de~ector and power valves
The NIKALLOY core of the "Hypermite" gives over SO
henries inductance and ensur es perfect high and low note
r esponse.
NlKALLOY renders "Hyp crmite" the smallest efficient transformer for modern compact set assembly and use with
modern valves.
·
NIKALLOY makes ':Hyp erinite" the most reliable low-priced
transformer obtainable.
NIKALLOY is the latest phase in the triumpha nt progress of
R .I. tr ansform~r m:lnlllfacture: specialised experience must
count.
The leading set makers have chosen "Hypermite" (or inclusion in modern
receiuers- it is sp~cified in most popular circuits-it is the ind isputably best
at ita pric :.

INSIST ON

THE HYPERMITE
LP. Transformer
I

IRutio

3i to

12'6

I I

Ask your dealer for the illustrated
leaflets of the R.I. Big Nikalloy
Three- the "Hypermu ," u Hypermite" and" Hypercore." If he
cannot supply you send us his
name, please.
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